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This thesis presents computational studies of the geometric and electronic structures and
energetic properties of homo- and heterometallic subnanometre clusters (SNCs). The
first two chapters give an introductory overview of nanoparticles and the basics of the
sophisticated search algorithms, Genetic Algorithms (GAs), as applied to clusters, and
outline a general introduction to the computational methodologies applied in this work,
the coupling of the recently developed combination of GAs with Density Functional The-
ory (DFT) calculations. This is followed by four results chapters, in which these com-
putational methods are adapted to several SNC systems to elucidate their applicability
in catalysis. Six publications are documented in the results chapters. Gold-palladium
SNCs, which are promising catalysts for a wide variety of chemical reactions, are studied
extensively in chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 considers the evolution of structural motifs as
a function of size and composition for neutral Au-Pd clusters in the gas-phase and sup-
ported on a MgO(100) surface. Quantum-regime effects are observed and energetics are
further studied. In chapter 4, a rigorous approach is presented to explore structure and
stability of mono-cationic Pd-doped Au clusters and their reactivity with CO gas. The
Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm BPGA-DFT approach is combined with exper-
imental techniques, including mass spectrometry, and infra-red multiphoton dissociation
spectroscopy. This study gives unique insights into Pd dopant effects on cluster stabil-
ity, as measured by their photo-fragmentation properties, and on their CO adsorption
properties. Computational investigations into AuCu SNCs, using the Mexican Enhanced
Genetic Algorithm MEGA-DFT code to rationalize the efficient catalytic properties, are
presented in chapter 5. Free clusters and those supported on a MgO(100) surface are
compared in this approach. The interactions with the support are extensively probed in
order to better understand their role in catalysis at the atomistic level. Chapter 6 is dedi-
cated to the structural characterisation, which is vital first step in order to understanding
catalytic activity, of Ru-Pt clusters, which are electrode catalysts in direct methanol fuel
cells. Ru@Pt core-shell chemical ordering is predicted. Finally, overall conclusions and
outlook are presented in chapter 7.
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Nanoparticles (NPs) are clusters of atoms, ions or molecules in the size range from one
to several hundred nanometres, filling the gap between discrete atoms (or molecules) and
bulk materials [1]. They have distinct properties due to their high surface-to-volume
ratios. NPs composed of one metal element, i.e. metal nanoparticles (MNPs), are of
particular interest, due to the importance of quantum effects [2]. The ability to control
and tune the physical and chemical properties of MNPs including optical [3], magnetic
and electronic properties [4], and catalytic activity [5, 6], has led to their use in many
emerging technological applications, such as nanobiology, nanodevices, nanofabrication,
and nanocatalysis [7–11].
A number of technological advances have allowed better understanding and control
of the synthesis, structures and properties of MNPs [12–14]. Synthetic methods either fol-
low a bottom-up approach, which builds nanostructures up from the atomic level, or a top-
down approach, to achieve the miniaturization of materials down to the nanoscale. [15].
Characterisation involves a myriad of techniques, including mass spectrometry, electron
microscopy, atomic force microscopy, infra-red and UV-visible spectroscopy, and X-ray
diffraction (XRD), yielding information on, for example, particle size, morphology, sur-
face area, porosity, aggregation, and crystallinity [12,16].
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Theory plays a significant role in the study of NPs, as many of their properties are
difficult to measure experimentally and some of them (e.g. mass spectrometric and spec-
troscopic data) need to be interpreted using theoretical techniques [17]. The exponential
growth of computer power has been aided by the development of efficient algorithms for
predicting and describing the physical and chemical properties of NPs [18]. For example,
many optimisation strategies (e.g. Monte Carlo, basin-hopping, simulated annealing, par-
allel tempering, and evolutionary algorithms) have been developed to identify the lowest
energy configurations for different sizes and compositions of NPs [19].
1.1.1 Nanoalloys
The range of properties of MNPs can be expanded by combining two or more metallic
elements, resulting in the sub-class of nanoalloys (NAs) [20, 21]. For example, Fe NPs
exhibit giant magneto-resistance behaviour when embedded in a Ag host [22]. Despite
the expense and rarity of the noble metals in the earth’s crust [23], they have been used
extensively in NAs which are applied in many high-tech fields due to their remarkable
magnetic, electronic, and catalytic properties [24, 25]. These properties can be enhanced
and tuned by changing the size, shape, composition, and chemical order (the arrangement
of the component metal atoms) of the NAs [26,27]. There are also economic reasons which
favour mixing two or more metals: for example reducing the amount of the expensive noble
metal (e.g. Rh, Pd, Pt, Au) in nanocatalysts by adding low cost metals (e.g. Fe, Co, Ni,
Cu) which may also enhance the stability, selectivity, and activity of the catalysts [28,29].
NAs show novel properties and structures, not only compared to the corresponding bulk
alloys, but also relative to the corresponding monometallic NPs [30].
It is well-known that mixing two metals can lead to four fundamental patterns
of chemical ordering; core-shell, multishell (onion-like), Janus (layered-segregated) and
mixed (with subgroups either random or ordered mixing), as shown in Figure 1.1 [31,32].
At low temperatures, MNPs and NAs tend to adopt structures which minimise
the total potential energy [21], with minimisation of the surface energy being important
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due to the high surface-to-volume ratio. Pseudo-crystalline structures, including fcc-
type truncated octahedra and octahedra are typically observed for larger clusters, while
non-crystalline structures, such as polytetrahedra, icosahedra, and Marks’ decahedra are
commonly observed for smaller NAs [33, 34]. Examples of such geometries are shown in
Figure 1.2 [35].
For technological applications (e.g. in catalysis and magnetics), it is generally nec-
essary to isolate and immobilise the MNPs and NAs on a support, such as a metal oxide
or carbon (e.g. graphene or amorphous carbon). However, the geometries and electronic
structures (and chemical ordering for NAs) of MNPs and, hence, their physical and chem-
ical properties may be altered by supporting them on a surface. For example, Weiher et
al. have enhanced the catalytic activity of Au NPs for the oxidation of CO using Al2O3
as the support [36]. Pt NPs on a MgO support have also proved very active in catalysing
the production of CO2 from methanol [37]. In contrast, the magnetic moments of Co-Ag
clusters are reduced (quenched) when they are deposited on a MgO support [38].
Figure 1.1: Common mixing patterns seen in nanoalloys [39].
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Figure 1.2: High symmetry cluster structures: (a) 38-atom truncated octahedron, (b) 19-atom
octahedron, (c) 55-atom icosahedron, (d) 15-atom polytetrahedron, and (e) 75-atom Marks’
decahedron [35].
1.1.2 Subnanometre Clusters
There is considerable interest in the chemistry and physics of small metal clusters, up to a
few tens of atoms in size - i.e. in the subnanometre domain, particularly for catalysis [40].
Such subnanometre (metal) clusters (SNCs) occupy a region where cluster properties do
not vary monotonically with size - i.e. where “every atom counts” and unique quantum size
effects can be observed [41]. SNCs are also interesting as they are accessible to both high-
level theory and state-of-the-art experimental investigation. Cluster beam experiments
are used for determining the structures and electronic, vibrational, optical and magnetic
properties of isolated SNCs. For technological applications, however, SNCs have to be
stabilised against aggregation, either by passivating them with surface-bound ligands [42]
or by immobilising them on a substrate (such as carbon, silicon, silica or a metal oxide)
or inside zeolites or other porous solids [43]. Such experiments allow individual clusters
to be studied by spectroscopic, diffraction and microscopy techniques, but it is possible
that the structure may be perturbed by the substrate or coordinated ligands.
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Strategies for the synthesis and characterization of SNCs have revealed some diffi-
culties due to their small size, compared to methods used for larger metal NPs. These
difficulties are represented by challenges in tuning experimental conditions, such as pH,
time, pressure and temperature, to provide the fine control of sizes, shapes, and compo-
sitions of SNCs [44]. In some instances, molecular beam techniques have been used to
produce SNCs in a cluster molecular beam. Molecular beam methods involve evapora-
tion, condensation, and then growth of the cluster nuclei [17]. As an example, silicon
clusters with 8 and 11 atoms have been reported by Götz et al., using a laser vapor-
ization source, with gas-phase uv photo-depletion spectroscopy coupled with theoretical
calculations enabling structural characterization of the Si8 and Si11 clusters [45].
Theoretical models and computational methods are essential in helping to interpret
spectroscopy and other experiments performed on SNCs [21]. For an accurate treatment,
quantum mechanical methods are required. Density Functional Theory (DFT) calcula-
tions have therefore become increasingly popular for performing local geometry optimisa-
tion of metal clusters [46]. With increasing computing power and the availability of more
efficient DFT codes there has been a significant increase in the size and complexity of sys-
tems that can be studied, including surface-passivated and substrate-supported clusters,
and the adsorption and reactions of small molecules on metal clusters, which is critical to
understanding sub-nanocatalysis. An important advantage of SNCs is that for these sizes
it is generally possible to carry out high level calculations: DFT, Time Dependent-DFT
and even correlated Molecular Orbital methods. SNCs present a synergistic combination
of quantum size effects, which require electronic structure methods to be employed, and
sufficiently small particle sizes to allow direct global optimisation at the DFT level.
1.2 Genetic Algorithms
A considerable number of global optimization algorithms have been utilized to determine
locally stable structures on the energy landscape [32,47–52], i.e. the global minimum (GM)
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and low-lying minima (LM). A genetic algorithm (GA) is an example of an evolutionary
algorithm which mimics the natural evolution process. It is the most popular search
technique among these algorithms, which also include differential evolution, evolution
strategies, and genetic programming [53].
GA has been employed for structure prediction of a wide variety of systems ranging
from zero- to 3-Dimensional Systems. GA studies have been performed on single-species
systems [54, 55] and on conformations of molecules [56] and polymers [57]. Series of
nanowires for gold [58], zirconium [59], and titanium [60] were predicted by Wang et al.,
suggesting a bulk-like character within the wires. Employing a tight binding scheme,
GA has been used by Fu et al. [61] to study the Si(001) surface. Landree et al. [62]
have utilized surface diffraction data in GA application in order to surface structure
identifications. GA has also been extensively developed and applied to solving structures
of dense and microporous oxide structures by Woodley and co-workers [49, 50, 63–65],
molecular crystals by Harris and co-workers [66–71], and metallic and alloy clusters by
Johnston and co-workers [19, 32, 47, 48]. Owing to that our project is concerning on
nanoclusters, the next paragraphs focus on employing GA for structural investigations
for several nanocluster systems.
The optimisation of nanocluster structures is not a trivial task. As the cluster size
of monometallic nanoclusters increases, the number of local minima on the corresponding
potential energy surface increases exponentially [72]. In bimetallic nanoclusters (nanoal-
loys), an additional problem arises due to the presence of homotops (i.e. isomers having
the same geometric structure but with different chemical ordering for a given size and
composition) [73]. Although the GM is the energetically preferred isomer, which is gener-
ally found in experiments, other metastable isomers may also be observed due to kinetic
effects. This has increased the computational efforts in mapping the PES. Due to the
difficulty of identifying the GM structure for clusters, many optimisation strategies, in-
cluding search techniques such as genetic algorithms (GA), have been developed to locate
the lowest energy isomers [19].
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The use of GAs for optimising cluster geometries can be traced back to the early
1990s, when clusters of benzene, naphthalene and anthracene molecules were optimised
by Xiao and Williams [74], followed by GA geometry optimisation of small clusters of
silicon [55], water [75] and mercury [76] conducted by Hartke [54].
Zeiri [77] introduced real-valued cartesian coordinates (rather than binary coding) to
represent the clusters in a GA. The next significant step in the evolution of GAs for cluster
optimisation was introduced by Deaven and Ho [78] in 1995, when they implemented the
gradient-driven local minimisation of the cluster energy after each GA operation. As
in the basin-hopping approach [79], local minimisation transforms the cluster potential
energy hypersurface into a stepped surface, where each step corresponds to a basin of
attraction of a local minimum on the PES, as explained by Figure 2.1 in section 2.1. The
simplified surface now reduces the space that the GA has to search thereby improving
the efficiency of the GA (which is formally known as a Lamarckian GA [80]). Deaven
and Ho [78] introduced another important development into GA cluster optimisation by
including a 3D cut-and-splice operation for mating (crossover). This method has been
employed in most subsequent GA optimisations of clusters.
Over the past two decades, together with a number of collaborators, the Johnston
group have developed a series of in-house GA codes for the global geometry optimization of
metal clusters and nanoparticles, including nanoalloys, ranging in size from a few atoms to
several tens of atoms [19,32,81,82]. The Birmingham Cluster Genetic Algorithm (BCGA)
[32], which was the first version of the GA program, employed empirical potentials to
search for the GM. The validity of the BCGA programme for the global optimization
of NPs was tested on Morse clusters by Roberts et al. [83], when the efficiency and
reliability of the code have been demonstrated by comparing the newly calculated (by
BCGA) structures and their energies with the database of structures and energies for
such clusters previously reported [84] and stored in the Cambridge Cluster Database [35].
BCGA was then modified to permit the global optimization of SNCs directly at
the DFT level of theory by combining every GA step with a local energy minimization
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using DFT, as explained in section 2.1. The optimization in the BCGA-DFT approach
is applied to smaller populations than used for empirical potentials, due to the increased
computational cost of the local minimization step, although this is typically carried out
on multiple processors due to the parallelization of the DFT codes [85, 86]. The first
application of the BCGA-DFT approach was the study of 8-atom Au-Ag clusters [87].
The plane wave PWscf method within the Quantum Espresso package [85] was used in
this application.
The Surface Birmingham Cluster Genetic Algorithm (S-BCGA) [88, 89] is a modi-
fication of the BCGA developed for the global optimisation of clusters in the presence of
a surface. The global optimization of supported clusters in this case can be considered as
modelling the structures produced by the interaction between clusters adsorbed on the
surface, as the structure of the free cluster does not always reflect the stable configuration
on deposition. Hence, S-BCGA is applicable for clusters supported on active substrates
(i.e. supports which interact strongly with bound clusters). This optimisation represents
deposition and growth of a cluster on a surface after annealing, overcoming energetic bar-
riers to generate new supported-clusters, and distorting the free cluster structure. This is
in contrast to ultrasoft landing, where the cluster experiences only small rearrangements
when deposited on the support [89].
The Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA) [82] was developed to en-
able the GA-DFT approach to be extended to larger cluster sizes, for pure metals and
nanoalloys. This programme is an open-source genetic algorithm written in the Python
language, with an interface to the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [90–93],
improving on the BCGA [32]. The BPGA-DFT approach [82] was used to confirm the
simple-cubic growth pattern for pure Ir clusters with 10-20 atoms. The putative global
minima from this study were evaluated and compared with previous findings [94–96], in-
dicating the efficiency of BPGA for finding the putative GM at a given level of theory
(PAW/PBE), although some Ir cluster structures were predicted for the first time [82].
BPGA can also be applied to supported clusters (as in S-BCGA) and has been applied
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to the global optimization of various clusters supported on the MgO(100)- surface. The
effect of the MgO(100) surface on the structural properties and stability of of AuIr [97]
and AuPd [98] subnanometre clusters have been captured by this approach. Such effects
are illustrated in Figure 1.3, which compares the free (gas phase) and MgO-supported
GM structures for Pd6, Au3Pd2 and Au9 clusters [39, 98].
The Mexican Enhanced Genetic Algorithm (MEGA) was developed from the BPGA,
with an interface to the VASP code [90–93], written in the Python language by Vargas
et al. [99]. Several new characteristics were introduced, improving the efficiency and
accuracy of the method, and providing new output-analysis files. The MEGA developers
have studied the neutral and mono-anionic Au clusters with 27-30 atoms [99], to validate
the performance of the MEGA code. The new geometries were predicted and confirmed
by comparison with the available experimental and theoretical data reported previously
by Shao et al. [100].
Due to advances in the GA methodology [39, 48], including coupling the GA to
electronic structure methods (especially DFT), employing various new mutation opera-
tors, and incorporating parallel computing techniques, a wide range of SNCs have been
studied. Therefore, GA applications have become possible for a range of metal clusters,
of various sizes, for pure and heteroatomic clusters, both for free clusters and those sup-
ported on an extended surface. Further developments are currently being carried out on
the cluster GA program. The most recent version is the German Improved Genetic Algo-
rithm (GIGA) [101], a collaboration between the Johnston group and the Schäfer group
from T. U. Darmstadt, which includes a wider variety of electronic structure methods,
optimisation of cluster spin, and optimisation of ligand binding and reactant adsorption
sites.
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Figure 1.3: (a), (b), and (c) are putative global minimum structures of free (gas phase) Pd6,
Au3Pd2 and Au9 clusters, respectively, while (d), (e), and (f) are side- and top-view of putative
global minimum structures of the corresponding MgO(100)-supported clusters [39,98]. Pd, Au,
Mg and O are shown in purple, green, blue and red, respectively. The gas-phase structure of
Pd6 is an octahedron, while it is a bicapped tetrahedron on the surface. A 3D-2D structural
transition occurs for the gas-phase Au3Pd2 cluster when supported on the surface. Au9 adopts
a pseudo-planar configuration on the surface which is different from the 2D structure in the
gas-phase.
1.3 Research Objectives
Following recent demonstrations of the utility of nanoalloys to environmental, energy,
technological and engineering applications [1,31,102,103] which use composition, temper-
ature and other parameters for tuning the properties of the conventional alloys, particle
size has emerged as an effective parameter for property optimisation. This has led to
research efforts focussed on investigating and improving the structural characterisation of
clusters at sub-nanoscale by both theory and experiment.
The initial aim of the project was the prediction of the structures of Au and Pd and
their nanoalloys using genetic algorithm global optimization at the Density Functional
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Theory level (GA-DFT). The research involves catalytic studies of the clusters, treating
them as adsorbates on oxide surfaces (e.g. MgO, Al2O3, TiO2 and CeO2 surfaces).
To achieve this aim, neutral AuPd subnanometre clusters have been characterized
theoretically to understand better the underlying segregation effects in/without the pres-
ence of a MgO(100) surface. This research, which has used global optimization calcula-
tions employing the Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm at Density Functional Theory
level (BPGA-DFT), has established the structures and energetics of AuPd nanoalloy at
the subnanometre.
AuCu clusters were then suggested by the author to be studied, trying to inves-
tigate the effect of replacing the closed-shell metal (Pd) by an open-shell metal (Cu)
on the structural, energetic and adsorption properties. Such elemental replacement is
of potential industrial importance due the natural abundance of Cu and its consequent
low cost, in addition to the distinct catalytic role of copper-based catalysts in oxidation
and hydrogenation reactions [104, 105]. For this study, the Mexican Enhanced Genetic
Algorithm (MEGA-DFT) code has been applied to ultrasmall AuCu clusters to conduct
an extensive structural search, for a wide variety of compositions, and the exploration of
quantum-regime effects.
The author has considered gold as a common theme throughout the studied nanoal-
loy systems, due to its curious characteristics at the nanoscale such as absorbing green light
and appearing red rather than yellow (as in the bulk), exhibiting considerable catalytic
activity, and the size-dependant structural behaviour [106]. Bimetallic derivatives of gold
are also considered in the research to equivalent features and/or novel new properties.
The interesting outcomes of the AuPd and AuCu studies, mentioned above, which
show a clear effect of doping Pd or Cu atoms on the alloying, stability and structures of Au
clusters, led us to focus on studying dopant effects on the stability, electronic structure,
and catalytic activity and selectivity of subnanometre gold clusters. Our close collabora-
tion with experimental research groups: Lievens group (K. U. Leuven) and Fielicke group
(T. U. Berlin) who employ state of the art experiments for the synthesis and characteri-
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zation of gold cluster cations, has led us to probe Pd dopant influences on the properties
of cationic gold clusters.
Our findings highlight the subtle variations of adsorption preference and reactivity
of clusters in the sub-nanometre “every-atom-counts” size regime, and the need for the
synergistic application of multiple analysis techniques to understand metal cluster-CO in-
teractions at the atomic level. These observations have significance for the rapidly growing
fields of sub-nanoscale and single atom catalysis, for which a fundamental understanding
of archetypal gas-cluster interactions is required.
Finally, trying to answer the outstanding question of the choice of optimal parame-
ters required to optimise effective RuPt electrocatalysts, a combination of DFT for energy
calculations and a genetic algorithm for structure optimization is employed. This study
involves determining the geometric structures and energies of RuPt clusters in the size




2.1 Energy Landscapes and Local Optimisation
The energetic response to structural rearrangements in many-body systems is described by
the conceptual framework of energy landscapes. An energy landscape can be constructed
by mapping the system energy as a function of its spatial coordinates. This mapping is
generally defined as an energy function of the coordinate vector R with general expression
E = E(R), where R is a D-dimensional vector. For chemical systems, including clusters,
Cartesian coordinates are generally used, where R becomes a 3N -dimensional vector
corresponding to the position of the atoms.
Special points can be recognised on such high-dimensional hypersurfaces, reflecting
physically important features. Local minima, which are stationary points with no nega-
tive Hessian eigenvalues, correspond to the possible stable isomers available to the system.
Saddle points are stationary points with one or more negative Hessian eigenvalues, deter-
mining barriers (energy maxima) between pairs of minima. The stationary point with a
single negative Hessian eigenvalue (i.e. single imaginary normal mode frequency) repre-
sents a transition state. Across the landscape, the paths that interconvert two minima,
navigating the lowest possible saddle point, indicate minimum energy pathways (MEP).
Such analyses can be employed to elucidate physical (e.g. interconversion between locally
stable isomers and homotops and inversion of the chemical ordering for nanoalloys) and
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chemical processes (e.g. reactions and chemisorption) of the clusters. To exploit such
features, sophisticated search methods have been developed, as described in section 2.2.
The energy barriers, energy minima, phase volumes and the energy landscape pathways
can be respectively employed to elucidate the activation energies, enthalpies, ergodicity,
and rate constants of a system [107–114].
The potential energy of a cluster (E) can be represented on a PES diagram. High
numbers of local-minima can be obtained in the PES of a small cluster, corresponding to
their high-energy arrangements. Any displacement of the atomic coordinates of a local
minimum in the PES will lead to configurations with higher potential energy (E). The
gradients at the local minimum are all zero, ∇Eclus=0; and all the second derivatives
(curvatures) are positive. The lowest energy configuration (lowest minimum) is called the
global-minimum (GM) [107]. The pictorical representation of a PES shown in Figure 2.1
demonstrates how the potential energies of clusters with the same composition and size
are affected by the different segregation patterns of their metals.
The atoms in a general configuration may experience non-zero net forces (Hellmann-
Feynman forces) [115–117], resulting in movement of the atoms. Relaxing the atoms
(until the net forces disappear) to their more stable configuration (i.e. minimum energy
with respect to the atomic coordinates) is known as local optimisation. The resulting
configuration is a valid solution (isomer), though it may not be the best (lowest energy)
configuration overall. The energy of the structure is minimised by a local minimisation
algorithm to the minimum of the local basin of attraction. A conjugate-gradient algorithm
is used for the minimization of the cluster potential energy as a function of the cluster
coordinates. For our local optimizations stages in the GA-DFT calculations, we have
tested some convergence criteria. The stopping condition for the ionic relaxation runs
and the global stopping condition for the electronic self-consistency loop were evaluated
using various values. If the force convergence tolerance > 0, the ionic-relaxation stops
when the energy change between ionic iterations is smaller than the magnitude of the
force convergence tolerance. The thresholds for the electronic energy and forces were
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set to 10−6 eV and 10−5 eV/Å, respectively. We have compared these thresholds with
10−5/10−4 and 10−4/10−3 thresholds, showing that all are fine for the optimization of our
metallic systems, though the 10−4/10−3 thresholds relatively speed up the optimization.
The thresholds (10−6/10−5) were employed in our calculations to make the total energy
significant to 6 figures and, thus, relatively more accurate.
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a PES, with three basins of attraction having minimum
energy solutions of A0, B0, and C0. The black curve represents the true potential function, while
the dashed blue line represents the converted potential energy surface (stepped surface). A′, A′′,
B′, B′′, C ′, and C ′′ are six initial structures on the PES. After minimisation, the number of
structures is reduced to three structures, A0, B0, and C0. These represent three patterns of
chemical ordering for the same nanoalloy (same size, composition and geometry). The two types
of atoms are represented in blue and purple colours.
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2.2 Global Optimisation
One of the most studied problems in computational nanoscience is locating the most
favourable structure, corresponding to the lowest energy configuration or global mini-
mum (GM), since the structure of a given nanoparticle (NP) strongly influences its phys-
ical and chemical properties. It is, therefore, necessary to search the potential energy
surface (PES), or free energy surface if thermal effects are to be included [107]. However,
an exhaustive search for the GM is still impossible for all but trivial cases. This indicates
that the efficient and complete exploration of an energy landscape (i.e. the energetic map-
ping of structural rearrangements in cluster systems) cannot be guaranteed by an exact
algorithmic approach and, therefore, sampling efficiency and heuristic improvement are
important factors for effective global optimisation. Many global optimisation techniques,
including Monte Carlo [118], basin-hopping [79] and evolutionary algorithms [32, 119],
have been applied to search for the GM of NPs. In the class of nature-inspired evo-
lutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms (GAs) have found widespread use throughout
chemistry, physics, materials science and beyond.
2.2.1 Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA)
BPGA, as shown in Figure 2.2, employs a pool methodology to optimize and evaluate
structures in parallel. Each run implements multiple BPGA instances, which in turn
run a set of processes in parallel and independently [82, 120]. For a given cluster size,
numerous random geometries (typically ranging from 10 to 30) are generated to form an
initial pool using real-valued cartesian coordinates. The xyz coordinates are randomly
chosen in the range [0, N1/3]. This guarantees the correct scale between the cluster
volume and the number of cluster atoms (N). In addition, constraints are placed on
minimum and maximum nearest-neighbour distances so that rnn ≤ rmax; rnn ≥ rmin,
where rmax = 1.1 × rnn (atomic) and rmin = 0.9 × rnn (atomic). These structures are
then geometrically relaxed (locally energy minimized). Once the local minimization of the
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initial pool structures is completed, offspring and mutants are produced through crossover
and mutation operations. In our current work, the mutation rate is set to 10% of the pool
size.
Clusters are selected for crossover using tournament selection, with crossover being
performed using the cut-and-splice method introduced by Deaven and Ho [78]. The
number of crossovers is predefined as a percentage (typically 90%) of the pool size. The
fitness of each of the selected clusters is used to weight the cutting plane. A lower energy is
represented by a higher fitness. The mutation operation consists of the random selection
of a cluster from the pool, followed by a random displacement of two of the cluster atoms
by up to 1Å for pure clusters or swapping unlike atoms (homotop-swap) for nanoalloys.
After local minimisation, the energy of the newly created structures is compared with
those of the other structures in the pool. The highest-energy isomer is replaced with a
new lower energy isomer.
BPGA can also be applied to supported clusters and has been adapted to the global
optimization of various clusters supported on the MgO(100) surface. The optimisation
of the supported cluster is performed within a sphere placed at 1.5 Å over a slab of
MgO(100) with specific dimensions (e.g. 6× 6× 2, 8× 8× 2, 6× 6× 3, 6× 6× 4, etc.)
can be tuned manually. As shown in Figure 2.3, the repeat unit cells are set at 14.7, 14.7,
and 21.1 Å with a minimum spacing of 8.7 Å in the z-direction (between the individual
clusters) in order to avoid any non-physical or cluster-cluster interactions which may arise
due to the periodic boundary conditions [97, 98]. Hence, the centre of the sphere is not
constrained to lie above a specific atom (Mg or O) of the substrate. The surface effects
can be increased quadratically by employing a two-layer MgO(100) slab [121–124]. The
slab can be relaxed or fixed during the optimisations, but the fixing is the more popular
due to the high computational cost of MgO(100) slab relaxation. The mutation operation
for such systems is achieved by the random rotation of the cluster relative to the fixed
surface [97, 98].
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the BPGA programme [39]. The left side illustrates
the pool methodology, containing structural information (global database) and defines the run
(dashed blue circle and boxes), and process (dashed red box) concepts. The right side shows a
flow chart of the GA-method. The initialisation of the pool (random generation of structures),
ranking for fitness (both at the beginning and later in the run) and the decision to carry out
mutation or crossover (and what type) are done outside of the process. The process represents
either mutation or crossover operation and takes input from the run and puts the output back
into the run (where it may or may not be accepted). The overall convergence applies to the
whole pool (i.e. the run), not the individual GA process. The instance consists of carrying out
the specified type of mutation or crossover (process), followed by DFT local minimization.
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of BPGA optimisation of a supported cluster over a
6 × 6 × 2 slab of MgO(100) [39]. Fixed height and vacuum spacing for an initial random
geometry of the supported cluster are shown. Mg and O are shown in blue and red, respectively,
while the cluster atoms are shown in purple.
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2.2.2 Mexican Enhanced Genetic Algorithm (MEGA)
As in BPGA [82], MEGA [39, 99] employs the pool methodology for conducting parallel
DFT relaxations for chosen individuals, following crossover or mutation (i.e. the main
functionalities are same in both codes - e.g. both are written in Python, capable of
conducting parallel and independent relaxations synchronized with a pool). The pool
(global database), which contains the atomic coordinates and the energies of the most
stable isomers for a given size and composition, is the central repository, where these
implementations are achieved. A pool size is set at the beginning and remains at same size
throughout the whole process. For a given cluster size, new geometries are generated and
relaxed, and then their atoms are checked to ensure all atoms are connected to the cluster.
In MEGA, the new structures forming the initial pool can be generated from scratch or
previously found structures can be fed in. The origin of each cluster is located at its centre
of mass. MEGA employs the same fitness criterion and roulette-wheel selection method
used in previous GA versions [19,32,81]. The highest and lowest fitness of clusters in the





where ρi is the normalised value of the energy, and Vmin and Vmax are the lowest and
highest potential energies of clusters in the population, respectively. The members in the
next GA run are determined by a fitness function, fi, which gives the probability of a
member of the population being chosen to take part in crossover. Typically, a hyperbolic
tangent function is adopted:
fi =
1
2[1− tanh(2ρi − 1)]. (2.2)
In roulette-wheel selection, a member of the pool (cluster) is randomly chosen for crossover
if its (fi) is higher than a randomly generated number between zero and 1, otherwise
another pool member is selected and evaluated. Deaven-Ho [78] crossover is used (see
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Section 2.2.1). The crossover operation generates 80% of the new clusters in the pool and
the rest are produced by mutation.
As shown in Figure 2.4, different mutation operations, including “move”, “rotate”,
“twist”, and “atom inversion”, are adopted in MEGA and the relative probability of each
type of mutation can be predefined. “Move” mutation displaces 25% of total number of
atoms of cluster shifting their coordinates by a certain value, x, (−ra ≤ x ≤ +ra), where
ra is the atomic radius. “Rotate” mutation rotates 25% of the cluster atoms rigidly around
an axis passing through the centre of mass and directed randomly. Similar to “rotate”
mutation, “twist” mutation also rotates the cluster atoms rigidly but 50% of the atoms
are rotated through a random angle relative to the other half of the cluster, retaining the
same geometry within each half. “Atom inversion” mutation inverts one atom through the
cluster centre of mass from one side to the other. This operation can be simply achieved
by changing the signs of the coordinates of the relevant atom.
In addition to methods for selecting clusters and comparing the energies of com-
petitive isomers, MEGA introduced a new criterion to maintain the pool diversity by
including structural comparisons, to avoid rejecting significantly different configurations
which happen to have very similar energies [99]. Structural comparisons can be acheived
by comparing the variance of atomic distances, the radial distribution of atoms, or the
eigenvalues of inertia tensors. In our work, we have utilised the interatomic distances
to perform the geometric check without any additional energy check. Such checks have
been previously introduced by Vilhelmsen and Hammer [125] with and without an addi-
tional energy check, showing that employing only the geometric check results in better
performance. All the above improvements have enhanced the diversity, improved the ex-
ploration of the PES, and decreased the probability of being trapped in a sub-optimal
local minimum (stagnation), in addition to finding new geometries with diverse properties
and energetics using different exchange-correlation functionals or different levels of theory.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of four mutation operations applied to a 20-atom cluster
within MEGA programme. The operations include “move” (where 1/4 of the cluster atoms, 5
atoms, are shifted by the x value, mentioned above), “rotate” (where 1/4 of the cluster atoms, 5
atoms, are rigidly rotated around a central axis), “twist” (where half of the cluster, 10 atoms, is
rigidly rotated through a random angle relative to the fixed half), and “atom inversion” (where
one atom is inverted from one side of the cluster to the other). The atoms are shown in gold,
while the bonds are shown in yellow.
2.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT)
DFT is one of the main methods currently used to investigate the electronic structures
of various materials, due to the combination of the accuracy and the efficiency provided
by this method [126]. Although a wide range of theoretical methods have been devel-
oped to solve the Schrödinger equation based on the wave function theory (WFT) ap-
proach [127–129], DFT has presented a significant simplification by employing the electron
density as a central concept instead of the wavefunction. This leads to a reduction of the
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dimensionality from 3N for an N -electron system to 3 [130]. The electron density can be
defined as the probability of an electron being located within a volume element dr. The
integral of the electron density then represents the total number of electrons N .
∫
ρ(r)dr = N (2.3)
To replace the wave function by the electron density, the Hamiltonian should be
constructed from it. Three variables, including the number of electrons N , the nuclear
charges Za and the position of the nuclei in space RA, are employed to define the Hamilto-
nian of a given system. DFT is based on the two Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorems [131],
where they formulated the construction of the Hamiltonian of a molecular system from
the electron density. The first theorem states: ‘the external potential, Vext(r) is a unique
functional of ρ(r); since, in turn Vext fixes Ĥ we see that the full many particle ground
state is a unique functional of ρ(r)’. Through a functional of the ground state electron
density, the ground state energy (external potential Vext) of a system is, therefore, avail-
able. The second HK theorem states that the ground-state total energy for a given system
can be represented as a functional of electron density ρ(r).
The ground-state energy functional, according to the Kohn-Sham approach, which
assumes that electron density ρ(r) of the interacting system is the same as that of a
fictitious n-electron non-interacting system, can be obtained from Equation 2.4 [132]:













dr1dr2 + EXC [ρ],
(2.4)
where the first term is the independent particle kinetic energy, the second term is the
interaction potential between an electron and the atomic nuclei, the third term is the Ha-
tree potential, which is the Coulomb repulsion between an electron and the total electron
density and involves a self-interaction contribution, and the fourth term is the exchange-
correlation potential. ~ = h/2π (where h is Planck’s constant), me is the electron mass, n
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is the number of electrons, ψi is the electronic wave function, ∇2 is the Laplacian operator
(second derivative with regard to cartesian displacements), N is the number of nuclei, ZI is
the atomic number of the I th nucleus, e is the elementary charge (e = 1.602177×10−19C),
and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (ε0 = 1/c2µ0 = 8.854187816 × 10−12J−1C2m−1, where
c is the speed of light and µ0 is the vacuum permeability).
The Kohn-Sham approach typically replaces 3n coordinate problem for an n-electron
system by only 3 spatial coordinates by using so-called Kohn-Sham orbitals. The non-
classical electron-electron interactions are represented by the exchange-correlation energy
which is analytically an unknown expression, thus it needs to be approximated. The exact
ground state electron density of interacting system can be calculated from the summing





The Kohn-Sham equations can be solved by making an initial guess for the electron
density. The equations are then subjected to self-consistent solution by first computing
EXC as a function of (r). An improved density is computed (using Equation 2.5) based on
an initial set of orbitals obtained from solving the equations. This process is performed
repeatedly until the density and exchange-correlation energy are converged. The ground
state energy can then be found utilising Equation 2.4.
2.3.1 Exchange-Correlation Functionals
Because the accuracy of an exchange-correlation functional is controlled by their param-
eters, the research in development of efficient and accurate forms of the functional is a
key field for DFT [133–135]. The extent of accuracy (and the computational cost) scales
with the level of the sophistication of the approximations.
Local density approximation (LDA) functionals, which assume uniformity of the
electron density throughout the molecule [136], are the simplest exchange-correlation
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functionals employed in DFT. LDA has been employed successfully for solid systems,
for which cohesive energies and lattice spacings are calculated with impressive accuracy.
LDA is less important for heavy metals, conjugated molecules, and many metal oxides
due to their high electron correlation effects. Due to the LDA assumption that the system
as a uniform electron gas embedded into a positive background charge distribution, the
exchange and correlation energies are known. Equation 2.7 defines that the total energy
EXC is equal to the integral of the exchange and correlation energies per atom, which are
defined individually as εX(ρ(r)) and εC(ρ(r)), respectively, weighted by their densities.
This means that the density is stationary at each point.
EXC =
∫
ρ(r)(εX(ρ(r)) + εC(ρ(r)))dr. (2.6)
The generalised gradient approximation (GGA) improves on the LDA, including the
gradient of the electron density over the particle (non-uniformity). This assumption is
more consistent with the realistic distribution of the electron density in a molecule. The
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [137] is a popularly employed example of a
GGA functional. It is used as a standard functional for the treatment of metallic systems,
including bulk metals and gas-phase and supported metal clusters and NPs [138–143].
Long-range corrected (LC) functionals [144], which are derived from GGA func-
tionals, are typically used for systems that exhibit long range charge transfer, due to
the improved asymptotic behaviour of the exchange energy at long range and correction
for the self-interaction energy. Binary metallic clusters, where the electronegativities of
the two metals are significantly different [144, 145], and organic photovoltaic materials
with spatial charge separation [146, 147], are prime examples of such systems. These LC
functionals increase the accuracy of the description of electron-electron interactions by
the separation of the Coulomb term into a short-range (SR) component, which is DFT
exchange, and a long-range (LR) component, which has a degree of exact Hartree-Fock
(HF) exchange. The extent of HF exchange is determined by a tunable parameter which
can be optimized. The long-range corrected LC-ωPBEh functional [144, 148], which has
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been used in this work, is a hybrid functional, so it also contains some HF exchange in
the short-range component. The form of the LC-ωPBEh functional is given by:
ELC−DFTXC = αESR−HFX (ω) + (1− α)ESR−DFTX (ω)
+βELR−HFX (ω) + (1− β)ELR−DFTX (ω) + EDFTC ,
(2.7)
where α and β represent the magnitudes of the HF and DFT exchange, respectively, in
the short-range (SR) and long-range (LR) components of the Coulomb term, with α =
0.2 and β = 0.8, while ω refers to the range separation.
2.3.2 Basis Sets
To describe where the electrons are in the KS orbital, an appropriate choice of basis
sets is required. Two methods are widely used, the linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO) technique, and the plane wave (PW) approach. LCAO linearly combines the
basis sets χµ with expansion coefficients cµj to expand the KS orbitals required to define





such that the KS orbital ψj is a linear combination of the D basis sets χµ weighted by
their contribution cµj.
The quality and accuracy of such a method cannot be guaranteed to be improved by
increasing the number of basis functions (as DFT is not a variational method), instead, the
quality of the chosen basis function could provide a reasonable contribution. Two types of
atomic orbital basis sets are commonly employed in DFT calculations: Slater type orbitals
(STOs) and Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs) [149]. STO basis functions look like atomic
orbitals (hydrogen-like in form). However, GTO basis functions are more computationally
efficient. Combining both classes, a commonly applied approach for DFT calculations,
the contracted Gaussian functions (CGF) basis functions were developed [150]. CGF
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combines fixed Gaussian functions to generate a set of χµ to reproduce STOs.
The efficiency and computational cost are highly dependent on the size of the basis
set. A minimal basis set, where each atomic orbital is represented by a small number of
functions, is the simplest. Such basis sets have lower accuracy but are much cheaper than
the other larger basis sets. This type of basis set is used to provide an approximate first
estimation of specific molecular properties. Performance can be enhanced by splitting
the basis into valence (where the electrons are involved in chemical reactions) and core
regions, generating split-valence basis sets. The threshold of the splitting is controlled
by considering an energy cutoff, such that the orbitals below it are treated with a quick
and lower quality approximation (reduced cost). Conversely, a more careful and thorough
treatment is applied to the valence electrons. This requires a more accurate (but more
expensive) basis set which can also increase its quality by employing multiple sets for each
orbital. Triple-zeta bases, which are used extensively in the work presented in Chapter
4, use three functions to represent each orbital. Inclusion of additional polarization and
diffuse functions sets is commonly used to improve the performance by increasing the
flexibility of the electron distribution. In the present work, the def2-TZVPP [151] basis
set, which has triple-zeta and two additional polarization functions, is employed.
Plane wave basis sets were developed to be used for periodic systems, such as solid
state materials and extended surfaces. The KS equations are produced from an expansion
of the naturally periodic PW functions. Because each PW is constructed to be orthogonal
to the others, a PW basis set can be improved qualitatively by expanding the wavefunc-
tions to higher wave vector (G) (and thus higher energy). Controlling such qualitative
improvement in the basis set can systematically be achieved by employing a kinetic energy
cutoff parameter. This parameter determines the number of PWs; as higher frequency
PWs can be added to the calculation by using a higher kinetic energy cutoff (giving higher
accuracy but being computationally more expensive). The PW approach follows Bloch’s
theorem and utilizes periodic boundary conditions to generate the KS wavefunctions.
As the core electrons oscillate rapidly with r, employing PW methods for core
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regions requires a large number of functions (larger even those required for LCAO meth-
ods), or a large kinetic energy cutoff, to allow to an accurate description. An effective
potential, pseudopotential, is employed to avoid such drawbacks by merging the nucleus-
electron interactions and the core electron states in the same term. Accordingly, PW
basis functions are utilized to model only valence electronic states while pseudopotentials
are used for frozen core states. The pseudopotential corresponds to the effective core
potential approximation used in LCAO methods, such as the def2-ECP of Weigend and
Ahlrichs [144, 148, 152] used in the present work. These potentials are introduced to re-
place the strong true ionic potential with a flexibly varying, feasible potential function.
The pseudopotential is constructed in such a way that it and the correct form are identical
to the all-electron states and potential as the distance approaches the radius cut-off, rc.
The projector augmented wave (PAW) [153] is another method that can be used
to address the core electron problem. The PAW approach allows the modelling of all-
electron properties by transforming the rapidly oscillating core region wavefunctions into
smoother wavefunctions, providing a more computationally convenient method. The
smooth pseudo-wavefunction of the core states can be locally optimized and described
by plane waves to recover all-electron states. In the PAW method, effective calculations
can be conducted with a performance similar to that provided by the pseudopotential
approach. Moreover, the PAW approach provides a high degree of transferability and
gives a clearer picture of the wavefunctions near the nuclei.
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CHAPTER 3




The impressive activity and stability of subnanometre metallic particles have been discov-
ered due to the increasing interest in their catalytic activity for a wide range of chemical
reactions [154–157], promising a great future of industrial applications. To investigate and
design such materials with high activity and selectivity, a comprehensive understanding
of their atomic structures is required. The nature of the nanoparticle atoms’ coordina-
tion, including the undercoordination is important in adjusting their electronic properties
and consequently their reactivity [5, 6, 158]. Moreover, the presence of the support is
known to be highly influential and contributes effectively in improving the catalytic per-
formance [5, 159, 160]. The direct bonding of the support to atoms of the particle and
possible alteration in further layers can induce structural modulations in the deposited
particles, thereby changing their reactive properties [123, 161, 162]. However, the sup-
port may drive epitaxial growth of the nanoparticle and, sometimes, crystallisation can
occur [163,164].
Experimentally, the products of the deposition process are highly affected by its
mechanism and the environment. The structures of clusters, which are soft-landed on
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the surface after their generation in the gas-phase, are expected to be largely similar to
their low energy minima in the gas phase [165]. On the contrary, clusters, which grow or
agglomerate upon the surface, are found to be strongly affected by the surface [166,167],
producing structures different to those found in the gas phase. A set of variables, including
the size and composition of the cluster, the electronic and chemical behaviour of the
support, and the deposition process, are required to be studied to determine the unbiased
structure. Such complex issues are hard to solve experimentally, due to the small size of
the reactants as well as variable reaction conditions. Theoretical screening is, therefore,
considered to be the ideal solution and introduces an effective way to treat and tune the
various factors, determining the cluster structures.
In Publication 1, several factors that influence the structures of ultra-small (sub-
nanometre) AuPd clusters on the MgO(100) surface are considered based on a BPGA-
DFT study. Structural transitions and alterations as a function of size, composition, and
support effects are predicted and discussed. The extent of the size contribution to the sta-
bility of the clusters are explained. The underlying synergistic mechanisms of mixing that
play a significant role in controlling geometric structures are investigated. The energetics
are employed for evaluation of several observations, including homotops, alloying, and
the adsorption on the surface. The direct DFT global optimisation of AuPd clusters are
extended up to N=18 for clusters in the gas-phase (Publication 2). From their combined
findings, the quantum-size effects are revealed. As shown in Figure 3.1, the evolution of
the structural motifs has been elucidated as function of the cluster sizes. The structures
of pure clusters are found to be size dependent, while for mixed clusters, the structural
characteristics are found to be controlled by the size and composition. The preferred
connectivity sites for both Au and Pd atoms are calculated. The tendency of Au and Pd
atoms to mixing is measured by the mixing (or excess) energies. Negative values of the
excess energy correspond to favourable mixing, whereas de-mixing is indicated by positive
values.
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DFT global optimisation of gas-phase and
MgO-supported sub-nanometre AuPd clusters†
Heider A. Hussein,ab Jack B. A. Davisa and Roy L. Johnston*a
The Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA) has been adopted for the global optimization of
free and MgO(100)-supported Pd, Au and AuPd nanocluster structures, over the size range N = 4–10.
Structures were evaluated directly using density functional theory, which has allowed the identification
of Pd, Au and AuPd global minima. The energetics, structures, and tendency of segregation have been
evaluated by different stability criteria such as binding energy, excess energy, second difference in
energy, and adsorption energy. The ability of the approach in searching for putative global minimum has
been assessed against a systematic homotop search method, which shows a high degree of success.
1 Introduction
Nanomaterials have at least one dimension on the nanometer
scale (1–100 nm). They have recently emerged as new materials
that bridge the gap between atoms or molecules and bulk
materials, and they have attracted remarkable interest owing
to their numerous potential applications.1 Nanomaterials con-
tribute to many new technological applications in various fields,
such as medicine, materials, physics, and chemistry. These new
applications came as a consequence of their novel chemical and
physical properties which are due to electronic and quantum
effects and the high surface-area-to-volume ratio.1–3
The ability to control the surface and structural properties
of nanostructures in the nanometre range and their suitable
integration with different scientific research concepts have
attracted widespread interest from researchers because of their
use in many emerging technological applications.4–7 AuPd
nanostructures, in particular, have been investigated previously
for a number of applications, including catalytic applications.
AuPd catalysts have been found to be promising candidates
for a wide variety of chemical reactions, such as cyclohexane
oxidation,8 NO reduction,9 CO oxidation,10,11 direct synthesis
of hydrogen peroxide,12,13 and synthesis of aldehydes from
primary alcohols.14
Theoretically, AuPd systems have been studied to rationalize
their catalytic activities. Studies have been conducted on some
of the AuPd clusters in the gas phase15 and supported on
surfaces (e.g. MgO(100) and TiO2(110) slabs)
16–18 in addition
to the simulation of the interaction of pure Au and Pd nano-
particles and AuPd nanoparticles with atoms or small mole-
cules such as S, H, NO, and CO.9,10,19,20 However to date there
have been few studies of small AuPd clusters supported on
MgO. Subnanometre clusters are groups or aggregates of a few
to tens of metal atoms which are (o1.0 nm) in size. These
smaller clusters are of interest in catalysis due to the potential
for enhanced activity and selectivity.
The rarity of theoretical studies concerned with N = 4–10 AuPd
nanoalloys, whether in the gas phase or supported on MgO,
has led us to select the Au–Pd system to be studied. In order to
find the global minima for the pure and mixed AuPd clusters in
the gas phase and on MgO, we have used the Birmingham
Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA) to enable global optimisation
directly at the DFT level.21
2 Methodology
2.1 BPGA-DFT
The BPGA-DFT approach was applied for cluster sizes ranging
from N = 4–10 for all compositions of free and MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys, as well as the pure Au and Pd
clusters. Gamma-point DFT calculations were performed with
the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code22 utilising
projected-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the
PBE exchange correlation functional.23,24 A plane-wave basis
set was used. The energy was truncated at 400 eV. Methfessel–
Paxton smearing, with a sigma value of 0.01 eV, was implemented
to improve convergence.25
The Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA) has
been adopted for the evaluation of potential cluster structures.
This method is the latest open-source genetic algorithm26
improving on the Birmingham Cluster Genetic Algorithm
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(BCGA), a genetic algorithm for determining the lowest energy
isomers of nanoparticles and nanoalloys up to approximately
100 atoms.27
BPGA employs a pool methodology to evaluate structures
in parallel. In each run, multiple BPGA instances are imple-
mented, and in each instance, a set of processes are run in
parallel and independently.15,28 Numerous random geometries
are initially generated to form a population.21 The generated
structures of a given population are then geometrically relaxed
(local energy minimized).15 Once the local minimization of the
initial pool structures is completed, crossover and mutation are
conducted on the lowest energy individuals in the population.
Clusters are selected for crossover using tournament selec-
tion with crossover being performed using the cut-and-splice
method introduced by Deaven and Ho.29 The mutation operators
are set as a homotop-swap for nanoalloys and a random atom
displacement for the pure clusters. The energy of any newly
created structure is compared with those of the other structures
in the pool. The highest-energy isomer is replaced with the new
lower energy isomer.
For the supported clusters, owing to the high computational
cost of MgO(100) slab relaxation, the slab is not relaxed during
the local minimization, but the cluster geometries are optimised
in the presence of the fixed slab. The supported cluster is
optimised within a sphere placed at 1.5 Å over a 6  6  2 slab
of MgO(100) with a 14.7 Å vacuum spacing (as shown in Fig. 1),
to ensure that there are no cluster–cluster or other non-physical
interactions arising due to the periodic boundary conditions.
The interactions between the cluster and the surface have been
replicated using two layers of MgO(100).17,30–32 The efficacy
of replicating a surface behaviour and the cluster properties
by using two layers of the MgO slab has previously been
confirmed.33,34 Random rotation of the cluster regarding the
fixed surface is used as a mutation operator when optimising
the supported clusters.
2.2 Energy calculations




E AumPdnð Þ mEAu  nEPd
 
(1)
where m, n, EAu, and EPd are the numbers of Au and Pd atoms
and the electronic energies of a single Au or Pd atom, respectively,
and N is the total number of atoms (N = m + n).
The stability of each cluster, relative to its neighbours,
is indicated by the second difference in energy D2E which is
given by
D2E = E(A(N+1)) + E(A(N1))  2E(AN) (2)
where A is Au or Pd, E(AN) corresponds to the total energy of the
N-atom cluster and E(A(N+1)) and E(A(N1)) are the neighbouring
clusters, with one atom more and one atom less, respectively.
Evaluation of the effect of mixing in binary nanoalloys
has been achieved by calculating the excess energy D which is
given by
D = NE(AumPdn)  mE(AuN)  nE(PdN) (3)
where E(AumPdn) is the total energy of the nanoalloy and E(AuN)
and E(PdN) are the energies of the pure Au and Pd clusters with
the same total number of atoms as AumPdn.
The adsorption energy, Eads, of the AumPdn cluster on the
MgO(100) support was calculated by
Eads = E(slab+AumPdn)  E(slab)  E(AumPdn) (4)
where E(slab+AumPdn) is the energy of the MgO(100)-supported
cluster, E(slab) is the energy of the MgO(100) surface, and
E(AumPdn) is the energy of the free AumPdn cluster, locally minimized
in the gas phase.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Global optimisation of free and supported Au, Pd,
and AuPd clusters
3.1.1 Gold clusters. The putative global minima for pure
Au clusters, 4 r N r 10, are shown in Fig. 2 and their energies,
structures, and point groups are listed in Table S1 (see the ESI†).
Putative global minima for the MgO(100)-supported Au clusters,
4 r N r 10, are shown in Fig. 3 and 4.
Fig. 1 Fixed height and vacuum spacing for an initial random geometry of
the surface-supported cluster. Fig. 2 Putative global minimum structures of free AuN clusters, N = 4–10.
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The best structures obtained for all studied free Au clusters
in this size range show planar configurations, as previously
reported.35–37 Our results satisfactorily concur with those pre-
sented by previous theoretical studies on Au clusters up to
10 atoms38–40 and by experimental research on Au cation clusters
up to 7 atoms.41 In addition, our results agree with the findings of
Zhao and co-workers42 concerning the planar structures of small
Au clusters up to 6 atoms. However, some differences are observed
for Au7, Au8, and Au9, which are predicted to be 3D by Zhao.
42
Global minima for the supported Au clusters are all found to
be still planar, with some slight deviation from the planarity for
Au9 and Au10. They are found to lie roughly perpendicular to the
MgO surface, due to the ‘‘metal-on-top’’ effect.32 Bonding of
two atoms of Au to O atoms has led to an increase in the Au–Au
distance from (2.68) to (3.76) Å, forming an elongated Au4
cluster on the surface.43 N = (5–8) Au clusters on the surface
have similar structures to that in the gas phase, whereas Au9
adopts a different pseudo-planar configuration and Au10 keeps
the gas phase structure but with a bend in one of its edges.
The preference for Au clusters with planar structures may
be attributed to the non-additive many-body interactions in
comparison with the additive two-body forces in Au atoms,44
and the involvement of the d electrons of Au in bonding in
planar structures is higher than in 3D ones.39 Some researchers
have considered ‘‘relativistic effects’’45 in interpreting the
preference for planar structures, attributing such a preference
to the decrease in the 5d–6s orbital spacing that strengthens
s–d hybridization.46
3.1.2 Palladium clusters. Fig. 5 and 6 show the putative
global minima for free and supported pure Pd clusters, and
Table S1 lists the energies, structures, and point groups for
free clusters (see the ESI†).
In contrast to Au clusters, Pd clusters do not adopt 2D
structures; instead, they all have 3D motifs that mostly favour
Fig. 3 Putative global minimum structures of MgO(100)-supported AuN
clusters, N = 4–7. Au, Mg and O are shown in gold, purple, and red,
respectively.
Fig. 4 Putative global minimum structures of MgO(100)-supported AuN
clusters, N = 8–10. Au, Mg and O are shown in gold, purple, and red,
respectively.
Fig. 5 Putative global minimum structures of free PdN clusters, N = 4–10.
Fig. 6 Putative global minimum structures of MgO(100)-supported PdN
clusters, N = 4–10. Pd, Mg and O are shown in blue, purple, and red,
respectively.
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deltahedral (triangular faced) compact structures as lowest-energy
configurations. Global minima for the gas phase Pd clusters are
all found to be different from their supported structures with the
exception of Pd4 which remains a tetrahedron.
Landman et al.47 investigated the structural properties of
neutral PdN isomers with N = 1–7 using DFT. These researchers
clarified that the global minima are 3D for clusters with more
than 3 atoms, which is in full agreement with the gas-phase Pd
clusters for sizes 4 r N r 7 reported here. Thus, the global
minimum of free Pd5 is the trigonal bipyramid. On the surface
this structure distorts to give a square-based pyramidal struc-
ture. The four Pd atoms of the square base are bonded to four
different O atoms of the slab. The octahedral structure of free
Pd6 alters to form a bicapped tetrahedron on the surface,
forming three Pd–O bonds.
We have previously presented BCGA-DFT studies of free Pd8,
Pd9, and Pd10 clusters,
16,48 whose putative global minima were
identified as a dodecahedron, an icosahedral fragment, and an
incomplete centered icosahedron, respectively. These observa-
tions conform to our findings for free clusters. Our supported
structures of Pd7, Pd8, and Pd9 are a capped trigonal prism,
a distorted square antiprism, and a distorted tricapped octa-
hedron, respectively. The structure of Pd10 is an icosahedral
fragment in the gas-phase. On the surface this global minimum
distorts to give a more complex fused structure.
3.1.3 Gold–palladium clusters. The putative global minima
for all compositions of free and supported AumPdn clusters,
4 r (m + n) r 10, are shown in Fig. 7–16 and the energies,
structures, and point groups of all free clusters are given in
Table S2 (see the ESI†). On going from monometallic clusters
to nanoalloys, there is an increase in difficulty of identifying
the global minimum (GM) structure due to the presence of
‘‘homotops’’ in addition to the size effect.49
All the favoured structures of Au1Pdn n = 3–9 compositions
are 3D. For N = 4–7 and N = 9, doping one Au atom into the pure
Pd clusters yields geometries which are similar to the pure Pd
clusters, as previously reported.35,50 Au1Pdn n = 7 and 9 are a
bicapped octahedron and a capped face-sharing octahedron,
respectively. The Au atom occupies a low-connectivity vertex or
an edge position, as previously reported for larger clusters.51 On
the surface, Au1Pdn structures are all found to be different from
their gas-phase counterparts, with the exception of Au1Pd3,
which remains a tetrahedron.
The 2D structures of Au clusters, discussed in Section
(3.1.1), remain the global minima when they are doped with
a single Pd atom. The Pd atoms are located in or close to the
centre of the clusters. AumPd1 m = 3–5 clusters have the same
structures as the corresponding pure Au clusters, as previously
reported.35,50 AumPd1 m = 6 adopts a Pd-centred planar hexa-
gon which is also the core of the clusters with 7 and 8 Au
atoms. The cluster for m = 9 also has a planar global mini-
mum. 2D–3D structural transitions take place at sizes N = 7–10
on the surface.
It is clear that Pd-rich nanoalloys tend to adopt 3D geo-
metries while 2D–3D structural transitions occur for gold
clusters when adding more than one Pd atom. It is worthwhile
mentioning that most of the lowest energy structures of free
AumPdn clusters for (n + m) = 4–10, which were calculated
recently by Zanti and Peeters35 and Palagin and Doye,50 are in
good agreement with our observations.
The supported and gas-phase structures of Au1Pd3 and
Au2Pd2 are both tetrahedra. For Au3Pd1, the supported struc-
ture is similar to that of the free cluster, both having a planar
Fig. 7 Putative global minimum structures for all compositions of free
AuPd nanoalloys with sizes N = 4–9, Au and Pd are shown in gold and blue,
respectively.
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rhombic structure. For all compositions of size N = 4, the lowest
energy conformation for the supported cluster maximises the
number of the stronger Pd–O interactions.
The gas-phase global minima for Au1Pd4, Au2Pd3 and
Au3Pd2 are all trigonal bipyramid structures, whereas Au4Pd1
is planar. For Au1Pd4, the supported structure is similar
to that of supported Pd5 (discussed above), having a square-
based pyramid structure. For Au2Pd3, the supported cluster is
a distorted homotop of the gas phase structure, which allows
Fig. 8 Putative global minimum structures for all compositions of free
AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 10, Au and Pd are shown in gold and blue,
respectively.
Fig. 9 Putative global minimum structures for compositions of MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 4. Au, Pd, Mg and O are shown in
gold, blue, purple, and red, respectively.
Fig. 10 Putative global minimum structures for compositions of MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 5. Au, Pd, Mg and O are shown in
gold, blue, purple, and red, respectively.
Fig. 11 Putative global minimum structures for compositions of MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 6. Au, Pd, Mg and O are shown in
gold, blue, purple, and red, respectively.
Fig. 12 Putative global minimum (left) versus local minimum (right) for the
MgO(100)-supported Au3Pd3 cluster. Pd, Au, Mg and O are shown in blue,
gold, purple, and red, respectively.
Fig. 13 Putative global minimum structures for compositions of MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 7. Au, Pd, Mg and O are shown in
gold, blue, purple, and red, respectively.
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all 3 Pd atoms to bind to the surface. A structural transition
occurs for the gas-phase Au3Pd2 cluster from 3D to 2D when
supported on the surface, having a similar structure to the
supported Au4Pd1 structure.
The gas-phase Au1Pd5 structure is an octahedron and
Au2Pd4 and Au3Pd3 are both tetrahedra whereas Au4Pd2
and Au5Pd1 are an edge-bridged-capped trigonal bipyramid
and planar triangle, respectively. Structural changes occur
for all of these global minima on the surface except for Au5Pd1.
The interactions between Au and Pd atoms and the MgO(100)
surface favours face-capped square-based pyramid and face-
capped trigonal bipyramid structures for supported Au1Pd5 and
Au2Pd4 clusters, respectively. The supported configurations of
Au3Pd3, Au4Pd2 and Au5Pd1 are all 2D structures. For Au3Pd3 on
the surface, the three Pd atoms form a linear chain bonding to O
atoms of the surface, resulting in a planar parallelogram. DFT
local minimisation using the VASP code was used to confirm the
parallelogram configuration by assessing an alternative planar
triangular structure (as previously found for Au3Ir3
43) for this
composition (see Fig. 12). The minimisation showed that the
putative GM parallelogram is indeed lower in energy than the
triangle for this composition. However, both Au4Pd2 and Au5Pd1
are found to adopt the planar triangular structure on the surface
with clear preference for Pd bonding to O atoms on the surface.
A capped octahedron is the global minimum for both
Au1Pd6 and Au2Pd5, which distort on the surface to form a
Fig. 14 Putative global minimum structures for compositions of MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 8. Au, Pd, Mg and O are shown in
gold, blue, purple, and red, respectively.
Fig. 15 Putative global minimum structures for compositions of MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 9. Au, Pd, Mg and O are shown in
gold, blue, purple, and red, respectively.
Fig. 16 Putative global minimum structures for compositions of MgO(100)-
supported AuPd nanoalloys with size N = 10. Au, Pd, Mg and O are shown in
gold, blue, purple, and red, respectively.
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bicapped square pyramid and a square pyramid fused with a
trigonal bipyramid, respectively, bound to the surface by Pd–O
bonds. In the gas phase, the GM for Au3Pd4, Au4Pd3 and Au5Pd2
all have edge-bridged bicapped tetrahedral structures, with
the Pd atoms occupying the central tetrahedral core. On
MgO, they all form low-symmetry fused structures. Au6Pd1
has a Pd-centred planar hexagonal structure in the gas phase,
while on the surface a complex 3D structure is preferred.
Both Au1Pd7 and Au2Pd6 have the same bicapped octahedral
structure (with the caps adopting a ‘‘para’’ position) in the gas-
phase and both adopt structures similar to Au2Pd5, but with an
additional atom capping the square pyramid. The gas-phase
Au3Pd5 and Au4Pd4 clusters both have a ‘‘meta-’’ bicapped
octahedral structure, but on the MgO surface Au3Pd5 adopts a
polytetrahedral geometry, while Au4Pd4 keeps the bicapped
octahedral structure, but adopts a different homotop so that
3 of the Pd atoms are in contact with the surface. The edge-
bridged pentagonal bipyramid structure of Au5Pd3 distorts to a
polytetrahedral structure on the surface. The gas-phase Au6Pd2
cluster is a hexagonal bipyramid and its global minimum on
the surface is similar to that of the supported Au5Pd2 structure
with an additional face cap. Homotop swap and structural
changes occur for the edge-bridged planar hexagon structure,
the global minimum of gas-phase Au7Pd1, giving a 3-dimensional
bent triangle bonded by the single Pd atom and 4 Au atoms to the
O atoms of the MgO slab.
The gas-phase Au1Pd8 global minimum is a face-sharing
bioctahedral structure. Au2Pd7–Au5Pd4 have structures that can
be described as the result of fusing an octahedron and a
trigonal bipyramid, while Au6Pd3 and Au7Pd2 (bicapped penta-
gonal bipyramid) have structures which are fragments of the
centred icosahedron. Au8Pd1 has a planar, bi-edge-bridged
centred hexagon. On the MgO surface, complex fused struc-
tures are found, mostly consisting of 2-close packed layers of
metal atoms, with Pd enrichment closest to the MgO surface.
Doping up to three Au atoms changes the structure of
gas-phase Pd10 (discussed earlier) from an icosahedral fragment
to two face-sharing octahedra, with a capping atom at the
joint. The tetrahedral tetracapped octahedron is the GM for
Au4Pd6–Au8Pd2, while Au9Pd1 has a planar, bihexagonal struc-
ture. On the MgO(100)-support, bilayer close packed structures
predominate, again with the MgO-cluster interface enriched in
Pd to maximise Pd–O bonding.
3.2 Energetic analysis
To evaluate the stability of free and supported clusters and
predict the structural preferences for magic sizes, we have to
calculate the excess energy D, the second difference in energy
D2E, the binding energy Eb, and the adsorption energy Eads,
which are defined in eqn (1)–(4). Tables S4 and S5 list the values
of these energies for free and surface supported clusters
(see the ESI†).
Looking at the elemental properties of Au and Pd (shown in
Table 1),52 such as surface energy (Esur), cohesive energy (Ecoh),
atomic radius (ra), and electronegativity (w), we can simply
predict the type of segregation in AuPd nanoalloys.
The larger values of cohesive energy and surface energy of Pd
compared with Au explain the tendency of Pd atoms to occupy
the centres and cores of clusters and the preference of Au atoms
for surface positions. The atomic radius of Pd is smaller than
for Au. This also favours the aggregation of Pd atoms in the
cores of clusters, whereas electron transfer between Pd and Au
atoms supports the mixing of Au and Pd, but this is a weak
effect as the electronegativities of Au and Pd are quite similar.
The effect of mixing in a cluster system can be studied
by calculating the excess energy, D. Excess energy plots for
free AuPd clusters (m + n) = 4–10 are shown in Fig. 17 and 18.
Favourable mixing is represented by negative values of excess
energies D, whereas positive values indicate a demixing tendency.
For (m + n = 4) clusters, Au1Pd3 shows a strong demixing
tendency, whereas Au3Pd1 exhibits the best mixing among
clusters of this size. All (m + n = 5) clusters favour mixing
and the strongest mixing is for Au2Pd3. However, all mixed
(m + n = 6) clusters are energetically unfavourable relative to
pure Pd and Au clusters. For (m + n = 7) clusters, all clusters
show favourable mixing, with the largest tendency for Au6Pd1.
For (m + n = 8) clusters, only Au1Pd7 shows unfavourable mixing
and the most favourable mixing is for Au3Pd5. The clusters of
(m + n = 9 and 10) favour mixing, with the most favourable
mixing being for Au8Pd1 and Au6Pd4.
The mixing energy values for clusters with the same size
show that variations in composition play a more important role
than geometric effects in determining cluster stabilities.
The relative stabilities of clusters can be studied by calculat-
ing the second difference in energy D2E, which indicates the
stability of an N-atom cluster with respect to neighbouring
sizes. Fig. 19 shows a plot of the second difference in energy
D2E for free and supported Au and Pd clusters. The most
relatively stable clusters are indicated by significant positive
peaks in D2E.
The results show that free Au6 (2D) and Pd6 (3D) clusters
have a high relative stability compared to their neighbours.
Accordingly, N = 6 represents a magic size for both 2D Au and




Au 3.81 96.8 1.44 2.4
Pd 3.89 131 1.38 2.2
Fig. 17 Plot of mixing energy D against the number of Pd atoms (n) for
free AuPd clusters, with N = 4–10.
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3D Pd structures. The magic size N = 6 for both free Au and Pd
clusters explains the positive values of mixing energy of nano-
alloys compared to monometallic clusters at this size. On the
MgO surface, Au6 is still found to have the highest relative
stability due to it retaining the same triangular structure both
when free and supported on MgO. However, Pd clusters show a
noticeable (stable) positive peak in D2E for the supported
cluster with N = 5, rather than 6. This is because the structure
of Pd6 changes from an octahedron to a bicapped tetrahedron
on the MgO surface, in addition to the cluster–substrate
interaction effects mentioned in Section 3.1.2.
The relative stabilities of nanoclusters can be obtained by
calculating the binding energy per atom, Eb. A plot of the
binding energies for studied clusters is shown in Fig. 20.
The binding energy increases with increasing cluster size, as
previously reported.35 The plot also illustrates the relative
stability of nanoalloys compared to the same size of free Au
and Pd clusters, with one exception for N = 6, which reinforces
the ‘‘magic size’’ hypothesis mentioned above.
There are differences between the energies of the Mg(100)-
supported global minima and the energies of the supported
clusters with the slab removed. Tables S4 and S5 (see the ESI†)
list the adsorption energies Eads of the supported clusters and
Fig. 21 shows a graphical representation. The plots reveal that
the Pd and Pd-rich clusters tend to have the most negative Eads
as there are a greater number of strong Pd–O interactions.
Comparing the Eads values for the clusters as a function of size
is more complicated, however, due to the interplay between
Fig. 18 For each size (N), the isomer with lowest D is shown for free
clusters.
Fig. 19 The plot of the second difference in energy D2E for free and
supported Au and Pd clusters.
Fig. 20 Binding energies for each size N = 4–10 against the number of Pd
atoms, n, for free AuNnPdn clusters.
Fig. 21 Adsorption energies Eads against the number of Pd atoms, n, for
the MgO(100)-supported N = 4–10 clusters.
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structural changes and the number of interfacial Pd atoms; as
for smaller clusters a higher proportion of atoms are in contact
with the oxide substrate. The higher adsorption energies
of Pd-doped Au clusters can contribute to improve catalyst
performance by decreasing cluster diffusion rates and, hence,
suppressing sintering.
3.3 Systematic homotop search
The global minima (GM) of AuPd nanoalloys have many sym-
metry inequivalent homotops which may have been missed by
the BPGA-DFT search. Based on the GM of monosubstituted
clusters and some supported-clusters, the structural energy for
each symmetry inequivalent homotop was studied by DFT local
minimisation using the VASP code. Tables S6–S9 (see the ESI†)
show energies and structures of homotops for free monosub-
stituted clusters and some MgO(100)-supported clusters. Fig. 22
and 23 show plots of the relative energy DE against symmetry
inequivalent homotop structures for these clusters.
The BPGA-DFT search for all free monosubstituted clusters
N = 4–10, successfully found the lowest energy homotop as the
global minimum. For N = 4, Au1Pd3 does not have any symmetry
inequivalent homotops whereas Au3Pd1 has one symmetry
inequivalent homotop with a relative energy of 0.50 eV.
For N = 5, the only symmetry inequivalent homotop for Au1Pd4
is 1.04 eV higher in energy than the GM found by BPGA-DFT.
Au4Pd1 has two symmetry inequivalent homotops and both are
higher in energy than the GM, by 0.92 and 0.96 eV, as shown
in Fig. 22(a).
For N = 6, Au1Pd5 does not have any symmetry inequivalent
homotops whereas Au5Pd1 has just one symmetry inequivalent
homotop which is 2.86 eV less stable than the GM. For N = 7,
Au1Pd6 has two symmetry inequivalent homotops with relative
energies of 0.11 eV and 1.93 eV, as shown in Fig. 22(b), whereas
Au6Pd1 has one symmetry inequivalent homotop with a relative
energy of 0.28 eV. For N = 8, Au1Pd7 has just one symmetry
inequivalent homotop with a relative energy of 0.35 eV, whereas
Au7Pd1 has four symmetry inequivalent homotops which can
clearly be seen in Fig. 22(c). For N = 9, Au1Pd8 also has one
symmetry inequivalent homotop with a relative energy of
0.15 eV, whereas Au8Pd1 has three symmetry inequivalent
homotops which can be seen in Fig. 22(d). Finally, Fig. 22(e)
and (f) shows the relative energies for symmetry inequivalent
homotops of Au1Pd9 and Au9Pd1.
The BPGA-DFT search for MgO(100)-supported clusters
generally successfully finds the energy homotop as the global
minimum. Fig. 23, for example, shows the relative energy for
symmetry inequivalent homotop structures of the supported
Au5Pd1 cluster.
4 Conclusions
The use of the BPGA-DFT approach has successfully allowed the
global optimization of free and MgO(100)-supported N = 4–10
Au, Pd, and AuPd clusters. Significant structural differences
between the gas-phase and surface-supported are revealed by
global optimization in the presence of a MgO slab in addition
to the clear homotop swap behaviour in mixed AuPd clusters,
in order to increase the number of stabilising Pd–O bonds.
For singly doped clusters, the GM structures were confirmed
by homotop reminimisation.
The BPGA-DFT calculations show that the Pd and Pd-rich
clusters prefer 3D structures, while structural transitions occur
for Au configurations from 2D to 3D upon adding more than
one Pd atom. The planar structures of free Au global minima
are all found to remain planar on the MgO(100) surface, with
Fig. 22 Relative energies for symmetry inequivalent homotop structures
of several Au- and Pd-doped clusters.
Fig. 23 Relative energy for symmetry inequivalent homotop structures of
the supported Au5Pd1 cluster.
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some deviation from the planarity for supported Au9 and Au10.
They are also found to lie roughly perpendicular to the MgO
surface, due to the ‘‘metal-on-top’’ effect. Global minima for the
gas phase Pd clusters are all found to be different from their
supported structures with the exception of Pd4, which retains
its tetrahedral structure.
Mixing energies show the strong tendency of free Au–Pd
clusters to alloy, with the exception of N = 6, which confirms the
magic size hypothesis of pure Pd and Au clusters at this size
(confirmed by findings of the binding energy Eb for nanoalloys
compared to pure clusters and the second difference in energy
D2E calculations for pure Au and Pd clusters).
The adsorption energy Eads results reveal that the Pd and
Pd-rich clusters tend to have the most negative Eads values.
This could improve catalytic performance by suppressing
cluster sintering.
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Tables S1 and S2 contain energies, structures and point group symmetries
for all free studied clusters. Table S3 contains total energies for all compositions
of MgO(100)-supported clusters. Tables S4 and S5 contain Excess Energies ∆
and Binding Energies Eb (gas phase only), Adsorption Energies Eads (surface
supported only), and the second difference in energy ∆2E for the studied clus-
ters. Tables S6-S9 contain the energies and structures for homotops of the free
monosubstituted clusters and some supported clusters.
Table S1: The energies, structures, and point groups for AuN and PdN
clusters, N= 4-10.
Composition E / eV Structure Point Group
Au4 -6.9261 Rhombic Planar D2h
Au5 -9.3888 M-like planar C2v
Au6 -12.6879 Planar triangle D3h
Au7 -14.4817 Edge-bridged planar triangle Cs
Au8 -17.5334 Planar D4h
Au9 -19.6323 Planar C2v
Au10 -22.4613 Planar Cs
Pd4 -12.6642 Tetrahedron Td
Pd5 -16.4666 Trigonal bipyramid D3h
Pd6 -20.5537 Octahedron Oh
Pd7 -24.2169 Capped octahedron C3v
Pd8 -28.3425 4-Dodecahedron D2d
Pd9 -32.7178 Two face sharing octahedron D3h
Pd10 -36.8133 Icosahedral fragment C3v
1
Table S2: The energies, structures, and point groups for all compositions of
AumPdn clusters, (m+n)= 4-10.
Composition E / eV Structure Point Group
Au1Pd3 -11.2109 Tetrahedron C3v
Au2Pd2 -9.7968 Tetrahedron C2v
Au3Pd1 -8.3892 Planar C2v
Au1Pd4 -15.0785 Trigonal bipyramid C2v
Au2Pd3 -13.8296 Trigonal bipyramid D3h
Au3Pd2 -12.2638 Trigonal bipyramid C2v
Au4Pd1 -10.9688 M-like planar C2v
Au1Pd5 -18.9518 Octahedron C4v
Au2Pd4 -17.6879 Bicapped Tetrahedron C2v
Au3Pd3 -16.1603 Bicapped Tetrahedron Cs
Au4Pd2 -14.8270 Edge-bridged trigonal bipyramid C1
Au5Pd1 -13.6389 Triangle Planar C2v
Au1Pd6 -23.2010 Capped octahedron C3v
Au2Pd5 -21.8573 Capped octahedron Cs
Au3Pd4 -20.4696 Edge-bridged bicapped Tetrahedron C2v
Au4Pd3 -19.2146 Edge-bridged bicapped Tetrahedron Cs
Au5Pd2 -17.6645 Edge-bridged bicapped Tetrahedron C2
Au6Pd1 -16.5348 Planar hexagon D3d
Au1Pd7 -27.1492 Bicapped octahedron C3v
Au2Pd6 -25.9037 Bicapped octahedron D3d
Au3Pd5 -24.7344 Meta-bicapped octahedron C2v
Au4Pd4 -23.2697 Meta-bicapped octahedron C2v
Au5Pd3 -21.8577 Edge-bridged pentagonal bipyramid C2v
Au6Pd2 -20.4650 Hexagonal bipyramid C2v
Au7Pd1 -18.8431 Edge-bridged planar hexagon C2v
Au1Pd8 -31.3585 Face-sharing bioctahedra Cs
Au2Pd7 -30.0058 Fused octahedron with trigonal bipyramid Cs
Au3Pd6 -28.8358 Fused octahedron with trigonal bipyramid C1
Au4Pd5 -27.3847 Fused octahedron with trigonal bipyramid C1
Au5Pd4 -26.0664 Fused octahedron with trigonal bipyramid C2
Au6Pd3 -24.5009 Incomplete fragment of centered icosahedra C2v
Au7Pd2 -23.0921 Bicapped pentagonal bipyramid C2
Au8Pd1 -21.7874 Two edge-capped planar hexagon D2h
Au1Pd9 -35.6073 Capped 2 face-sharing octahedron C2h
Au2Pd8 -34.3625 Capped 2 face-sharing octahedron C1
Au3Pd7 -33.0843 Capped 2 face-sharing octahedron Cs
Au4Pd6 -31.6600 Tetrahedral tetracapped octahedron C1
Au5Pd5 -30.3728 Tetrahedral tetracapped octahedron Cs
Au6Pd4 -28.97655 Tetrahedral tetracapped octahedron D2d
Au7Pd3 -27.4580 Tetrahedral tetracapped octahedron C3v
Au8Pd2 -26.0937 Tetrahedral tetracapped octahedron C2
Au9Pd1 -24.0365 Planar bihexagon C2v
2
Table S3: The total energies for all compositions of MgO(100)-supported
clusters, N= 4-10.
Cluster E / eV Cluster E / eV Cluster E / eV
Pd4 -426.5281 Au1Pd3 -425.3348 Au2Pd2 -423.5336
Au3Pd1 -422.0454 Au4 -420.6899
Pd5 -430.6890 Au1Pd4 -429.3689 Au2Pd3 -427.5820
Au3Pd2 -426.5624 Au4Pd1 -424.8570 Au5 -422.7648
Pd6 -434.7030 Au1Pd5 -433.2432 Au2Pd4 -431.9594
Au3Pd3 -430.7069 Au4Pd2 -428.8707 Au5Pd1 -427.7307
Au6 -426.1135
Pd7 -438.9562 Au1Pd6 -437.5350 Au2Pd5 -436.2389
Au3Pd4 -434.6519 Au4Pd3 -433.2087 Au5Pd2 -431.6248
Au6Pd1 -429.9350 Au7 -428.1261
Pd8 -443.1357 Au1Pd7 -441.9092 Au2Pd6 -440.6321
Au3Pd5 -439.0318 Au4Pd4 -437.3377 Au5Pd3 -436.4834
Au6Pd2 -433.6166 Au7Pd1 -432.4803 Au8 -431.0780
Pd9 -447.3397 Au1Pd8 -445.9536 Au2Pd7 -444.1691
Au3Pd6 -443.2809 Au4Pd5 -441.9145 Au5Pd4 -440.3918
Au6Pd3 -438.2770 Au7Pd2 -436.9025 Au8Pd1 -435.7250
Au9 -433.7606
Pd10 -451.7787 Au1Pd9 -450.4100 Au2Pd8 -448.9302
Au3Pd7 -447.6585 Au4Pd6 -446.3715 Au5Pd5 -444.3350
Au6Pd4 -442.6103 Au7Pd3 -441.1485 Au8Pd2 -439.2605
Au9Pd1 -437.4065 Au10 -435.6699
3
Table S4: Excess Energy ∆ and Binding Energy Eb (gas phase only),
Adsorption Energy Eads (surface supported only), and the second difference in
energy ∆2E for 4 to 8 atoms.
Gas Phase Surface Supported
∆/eV ∆2E/eV Eb/eV ∆2E/eV Eads/eV
Pd4 0.0000 — 1.6952 — -2.0092
Au1Pd3 0.0187 — 1.6969 — -2.0963
Au2Pd2 -0.0016 — 1.7084 — -1.9783
Au3Pd1 -0.0285 — 1.7215 — -1.9191
Au4 0.0000 — 1.7208 — -1.8889
Pd5 0.0000 -0.2846 1.8225 0.0734 -2.4288
Au1Pd4 -0.0274 — 1.8369 — -2.4178
Au2Pd3 -0.1941 — 1.8791 — -2.2299
Au3Pd2 -0.0438 — 1.8601 — -3.8606
Au4Pd1 -0.1644 — 1.8910 — -2.5606
Au5 0.0000 -0.8363 1.8670 -0.6368 -1.5048
Pd6 0.0000 0.4238 1.9548 -0.1196 -2.5392
Au1Pd5 0.2909 — 1.9312 — -2.5511
Au2Pd4 0.2550 — 1.9620 — -2.4559
Au3Pd3 0.4604 — 1.9526 — -4.7531
Au4Pd2 0.4828 — 1.9737 — -3.2158
Au5Pd1 0.3599 — 2.0191 — -2.0625
Au6 0.0000 1.5052 2.1039 0.6680 -1.5551
Pd7 0.0000 -0.4624 1.9887 0.0369 -2.8856
Au1Pd6 -0.3748 — 2.0522 — -2.6424
Au2Pd5 -0.4219 — 2.0688 — -3.7557
Au3Pd4 -0.4249 — 2.0791 — -2.8437
Au4Pd3 -0.5607 — 2.1084 — -1.7859
Au5Pd2 -0.4013 — 2.0971 — -2.0666
Au6Pd1 -0.6623 — 2.1428 — -2.3772
Au7 0.0000 -1.2579 2.0581 -0.4697 -1.3326
Pd8 0.0000 -0.24974 2.07199 -0.0122 -2.9827
Au1Pd7 -0.1578 — 2.1053 — -3.1149
Au2Pd6 -0.2634 — 2.1321 — -4.0233
Au3Pd5 -0.4453 — 2.1685 — -4.7494
Au4Pd4 -0.3317 — 2.1679 — -3.4934
Au5Pd3 -0.2708 — 2.1739 — -2.7661
Au6Pd2 -0.2293 — 2.1823 — -2.5308
Au7Pd1 0.0414 — 2.1621 — -2.6648
Au8 0.0000 0.95281 2.1809 0.1347 -2.3324
4
Table S5: Excess Energy ∆ and Binding Energy Eb (gas phase only),
Adsorption Energy Eads (surface supported only), and the second difference in
energy ∆2E for 9 and 10 atoms.
Gas Phase Surface Supported
∆/eV ∆2E/eV Eb/eV ∆2E/eV Eads/eV
Pd9 0.0000 0.2797 2.1645 -0.1175 -2.7822
Au1Pd8 -0.0946 — 2.1757 — -3.4869
Au2Pd7 -0.1958 — 2.1876 — -2.6532
Au3Pd6 -0.4798 — 2.2198 — -3.2611
Au4Pd5 -0.4827 — 2.2208 — -2.9025
Au5Pd4 -0.6183 — 2.2366 — -2.6899
Au6Pd3 -0.5519 — 2.2249 — -3.0183
Au7Pd2 -0.5519 — 2.2306 — -2.4475
Au8Pd1 -0.7011 — 2.2478 — -5.4071
Au9 0.0000 -0.7300 2.1706 0.3865 -2.2012
Pd10 0.0000 — 2.2105 — -3.4407
Au1Pd9 -0.2291 — 2.2359 — -4.2517
Au2Pd8 -0.4196 — 2.2574 — -3.6512
Au3Pd7 -0.5766 — 2.2756 — -3.1747
Au4Pd6 -0.5801 — 2.2784 — -3.0033
Au5Pd5 -0.7355 — 2.2965 — -3.4862
Au6Pd4 -0.8743 — 2.3128 — -2.5966
Au7Pd3 -0.6911 — 2.2970 — -2.7252
Au8Pd2 -0.7620 — 2.3066 — -1.6295
Au9Pd1 -0.1399 — 2.2469 — -2.3352
Au10 0.0000 — 2.2354 — -1.5802
5
Table S6: The energies and structures for homotops of the free
monosubstituted clusters, N=4-7.














Table S7: The energies and structures for homotops of the free
monosubstituted clusters, N=7-9.















Table S8: The energies and structures for homotops of the free
monosubstituted clusters, N=9 and10.














Table S9: The energies and structures for homotops of the
MgO(100)-supported Au5Pd1 cluster
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Abstract. To contribute to the discussion of the high activity and reactivity of Au–Pd system, we have
adopted the BPGA-DFT approach to study the structural and energetic properties of medium-sized Au–
Pd sub-nanometre clusters with 11–18 atoms. We have examined the structural behaviour and stability
as a function of cluster size and composition. The study suggests 2D–3D crossover points for pure Au
clusters at 14 and 16 atoms, whereas pure Pd clusters are all found to be 3D. For Au–Pd nanoalloys, the
role of cluster size and the influence of doping were found to be extensive and non-monotonic in altering
cluster structures. Various stability criteria (e.g. binding energies, second differences in energy, and mixing
energies) are used to evaluate the energetics, structures, and tendency of segregation in sub-nanometre
Au–Pd clusters. HOMO–LUMO gaps were calculated to give additional information on cluster stability
and a systematic homotop search was used to evaluate the energies of the generated global minima of mono-
substituted clusters and the preferred doping sites, as well as confirming the validity of the BPGA-DFT
approach.
1 Introduction
Due to the environmental and energy challenges facing
the world, research in catalysis is particularly impor-
tant. Nanometallic catalysts, in particular, often show
superior performance compared to their bulk counter-
parts [1,2]. These catalysts, which are widely used in the
chemical industry, have motivated experiments on new
materials on the nanoscale with high catalytic activity
and/or selectivity [3–5] and have inspired the development
of computational methods for predicting new catalyst
candidates and optimizing their efficiency [6,7].
Although extensive research indicates that platinum
and platinum-based nanostructures exhibit exceptional
electrocatalytic activity, for example in direct alcohol fuel
cells [8,9] their applications are somewhat limited due to
the rarity of Pt in the earth’s crust and its consequent
high cost. This has motivated researchers to look for alter-
native metals (or alloy systems) to replace Pt, ideally
keeping the high performance but at lower cost [10–12].
The much higher natural abundance of Pd relative to Pt
? Contribution to the Topical Issue “Shaping Nanocata-
lysts”, edited by Francesca Baletto, Roy L. Johnston, Jochen
Blumberger and Alex Shluger.
?? Supplementary material in the form of one PDF file avail-
able from the Journal web page at https://doi.org/10.1140/
epjb/e2017-80314-2.
a e-mail: r.l.johnston@bham.ac.uk
has led to researchers fabricating nanostructures based on
Pd [7,11]. Pd-based bimetallic nanostructures have also
been used extensively, not only in the application to the
direct alcohol fuel cells (as the cathodic catalyst) [11] but
also in many high-tech fields, due to their interesting mag-
netic and electronic properties, as well as their catalytic
properties [2,8,13,14].
Changing the chemical order and composition of the
bimetallic nanostructures can enhance and enable tuning
of their catalytic properties [15,16]. The chemical order
effect can lead to control of the catalytic properties (e.g.
modifying relevant activation energy barriers) by tuning
the energy and spatial distribution of electrons at the sur-
face of the clusters [2]. There are also economic reasons
for mixing two metals, such as adding low cost metals
(e.g. Co, Cu, and Ni) to balance the high cost of noble
metals. The enhancement of catalytic performance and
possible discovery of unique properties is still the main
force driving the designing of novel nano-catalysts and
sub-nanometre cluster catalysts. The Pd–Au bimetallic
system, for example, exhibits high durability and catalytic
activity for many interesting chemical reactions, such as
the electro-oxidation of ethanol [17,18], the Suzuki cou-
pling reaction [19], and the oxygen reduction reaction
[20].
The catalytic activity and selectivity of sub-nanometre-
and nano-clusters are also strongly affected by the size
of the cluster and its electronic distribution. The origin
of size effects are still ambiguous [21], however, they are
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usually attributed to the changing surface-area-to-volume
ratio and the number and nature of exposed facets/surface
sites [22–24].
Gas-phase sub-nanometre clusters are simplified models
that can test a system’s suitability for specific applica-
tions, at a reasonably high level of theory, before dealing
with more complex systems. However, even the optimisa-
tion of gas-phase structures is not a trivial task. There is
usually little energy separation between many competitive
isomers of metallic clusters [25], which may explain the
challenges that face experimentalists in determining the
preferred isomer [26,27]. In addition, charge-neutral clus-
ters are more difficult to investigate experimentally com-
pared with anions and cations, as most characterizations
rely on mass spectrometry measurements, which creates a
clear difficulty in separating and probing different size of
neutral clusters [28,29].
In spite of the early investigations of neutral Au2 [30]
and Au3 [31]. It is well known that experimental investiga-
tions of medium sized neutral Au clusters are limited for
the reasons given above. Hence, a combination of experi-
mental techniques with theoretical calculations has been
used effectively: for example, Fielicke and co-workers [28]
reported the gas-phase structures of neutral Au7, Au19,
and Au20 clusters tagged with Kr atoms. The case of
Pd is similar as, unlike the smaller Pd clusters, stud-
ies of medium sized clusters are relatively few and are
the object of some controversy in terms of identifying
the structural characteristics [32]. Turning our atten-
tion to medium-sized Au–Pd nanoalloys, a comprehensive
study of structural motifs for all compositions have, to
our knowledge, not been investigated before. However,
Au-doped Pd clusters [33], (1:1) compositions [34], and
nuclearities lower than 14 atoms [35] have previously been
studied theoretically.
In the Au–Pd system, doping an atom of one metal
into a pure cluster of the other metal often yields clus-
ters with non-identical structures and properties [35–37].
This can increase the difficulty in finding global min-
ima, in addition to the permutational isomers (homotops)
effect [38]. There is additional complexity introduced by
multi-directional bonding, unrestrained bond orders, and
fluxional behaviour as a result of electron delocalization.
In addition, alloying Pd with Au modifies the lattice dis-
tance between host atoms and the low dimensionality of
Au could influence the spatial arrangement of Pd atoms
[39,40].
The DFT-based Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algo-
rithm (BPGA-DFT) computational approach has been
successfully applied to search for low-lying isomers for var-
ious sub-nanometre cluster systems. Applications include:
pure clusters Ir10–Ir20 [41], Rh4–Rh6 [42], Au4–Au10,
Pd4–Pd10 [37], Ru3–Ru12 and Pt3–Pt10 [43]; and bimetal-
lic clusters (AuRh)4–6 [42]. (AuPd)4–10 [37], (AuIr)4–6
[44], and (RuPt)3–8 [43] as well as surface-supported
[37,44] clusters.
In this context, we present here a computational study
of the structural properties of binary sub-nanometre Au–
Pd clusters, including a comparison to the pure clusters.
Using the BPGA-DFT approach, the lowest energy struc-
tures in the size range 11–18 atoms were calculated for all
compositions. This work also sheds some light on the ener-
getics of these clusters and the underlying mechanisms of
mixing in binary metallic systems on the sub-nanometre
and nanoscale. Our findings for the Au–Pd system should
provide valuable information for Au–Pd catalysts and for
further theoretical and experimental investigations.
2 Methodology
The Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA-
DFT) approach [41,45] was applied to investigate (at
the DFT level) the lowest energy structures of Au–Pd
sub-nanometre clusters with total number of atoms N =
11–18, as well as pure AuN and PdN clusters. BPGA-
DFT is an open-source genetic algorithm [45], which is
a parallel extension of the Birmingham Cluster Genetic
Algorithm (BCGA), a genetic algorithm for locating the
global minima of small metal clusters directly at the DFT
level [46].
Instead of generations, BPGA-DFT employs a pool
methodology to evaluate structures in parallel. In each
run, multiple BPGA instances are implemented, and in
each instance, a set of processes are run in parallel and
independently [47,48]. Initially, the pool population is
formed by generating a number of random isomers [41].
The ten generated structures forming the initial pool are
geometrically relaxed by local DFT energy minimization
[47]. Once minimized structures are generated, the genetic
algorithm crossover and mutation operations are applied
to members of the population.
The clusters are selected for either crossover or muta-
tion. The crossover operation involves selecting a pair of
clusters from the pool, using the tournament selection
method, based on a fitness criterion, where the fittest
isomers (those with the lowest DFT energies) are more
likely to be selected for crossover. Offspring clusters are
then generated using the cut-and-splice method intro-
duced by Deaven and Ho [49]. There are two mutation
operations, in which a single cluster is randomly selected
and either randomly chosen atoms are displaced or (for
bimetallic clusters) the positions of a randomly chosen
pair of non-identical atoms are swapped. After crossover
and mutation, the structures are locally energy-minimized
at the DFT level. The newly generated structures are
then compared energetically with existing structures in
the pool and the highest energy isomers are replaced by
any lower energy isomers among the set of offspring and
mutants.
All the local energy minimizations mentioned above
were conducted with gamma-point DFT calculations
employing the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP) code [50]. Projected-augmented wave (PAW)
pseudopotentials were used, with the (GGA) Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation functional
[51,52]. A plane-wave basis set was implemented includ-
ing spin polarization. The plane wave cut-off energy was
truncated at 400 eV. Methfessel–Paxton smearing, with
a sigma value of 0.01 eV, was implemented to improve
convergence [53].
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For pure Au and Pd and mixed Au-Pd clusters, the
stability of each cluster, relative to neighbouring sizes, is
indicated by the second difference in energy (∆2E ) which
is given by:
∆2E = E(AN+1) + E(AN−1) − 2E(AN ) (1)
where E(AN ) corresponds to the energy of the N -atom
cluster and E(AN+1) and E(AN−1) are the neighbour-
ing clusters, with one atom more and one atom less,
respectively.
The effect of mixing Au with Pd atoms in nanoal-
loys can be evaluated by calculating the mixing or excess
energy (∆) which is given by:






where m and n are the numbers of Au and Pd atoms,
respectively, E(AumPdn) is the total energy of the nanoal-
loy AumPdn whereas E(AuN ) and E(PdN ) are the energy
of pure metal clusters of Au and Pd, respectively, of the
same size (N = m + n).




[E(AumPdn) −mE(Au) − nE(Pd)] (3)
where E(Au) and E(Pd) are the electronic energies of single
Au and Pd atoms, respectively.
The homotops (inequivalent permutational isomers)
[38] are evaluated using:
∆E = Ehom − EGM (4)
where ∆E is the relative energy of the proposed homo-
top and Ehom and EGM are the electronic energies of a
particular homotop and the lowest energy isomer (global
minimum) of the cluster, respectively.








where N is the total number of atoms, m is the number
of Au atoms, and n is the number of Pd atoms.
3 Results and discussions
3.1 Structures
3.1.1 Au clusters
The putative global minima for pure Au clusters 11 ≤
N ≤ 18, are shown in Figure 1 and their energies, coor-
dinates, and point groups are listed in Table S1 (see the
Supporting Information).
The lowest energy structures obtained for N = 11–
13 and 15 Au clusters have planar (2D) configurations.
The clusters deviate from planar to 3D structures at
N = 14 and for 16–18 atoms. The exact 2D–3D transi-
tion point for neutral Au clusters is disputed theoretically
and experimental evidence is scarce. Theoretical predic-
tions of the 2D–3D crossover point have previously ranged
from N = 7–14 atoms [54–57]. This range is consistence
with the evolution of structure-symmetry for Au clusters
reported here. The smallest 3D ground-state structure was
predicted previously to be Au10 by David and co-workers
[58], using the second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation
theory (MP2) method. Employing hybrid DFT, Zanti and
Peeters [35] arrived at the same conclusion showing a 3D
structure for N = 10. This, however, disagreed with the
2D Au10 structure recently obtained by us [37] and previ-
ously by different research groups using semi-local density
functional theory (DFT) [59] and coupled cluster singles
doubles and perturbative triples [CCSD(T)] calculations
[60,61]. Recently, Johansson et al., using a genetic algo-
rithm and meta-GGA DFT, assigned a 3D structure as
the GM structure at N = 12. However, they also suggested
two isoenergetic structures (2D and 3D) for N = 11 atoms
[62].
Three generic structure types can be identified for Au
clusters (see Fig. 2): (i) a 2D close packed planar layer
(analogous to the (111) face of fcc bulk gold) for N = 11–
13 and 15; (ii) a condensed flattened cage structure for
N = 14 and 16 clusters; (iii) a pseudo-spherical hollow
cage structure for N = 17–18. To explain the difference
between the flattened and hollow cage structures, we can
compare the predicted structures of Au16 and Au17, which
are shown in Figure 3. For Au16 (flattened cage), the
dimensions of the shortest two internal axes are 0.3 nm
and 0.7 nm. This cage could accommodate a small atom
(e.g. H, He, Ne, O or F). However, for Au17 (hollow
cage), the dimensions are both 0.6 nm and the cage could
accommodate larger atoms, even an extra Au atom.
The planar structures obtained for the global minima of
AuN (N = 11–13 and 15) clusters agree with the findings
of Fa et al. [63] concerning Au11 and Au12. However, a
difference is observed for Au13 and Au15, which are pre-
dicted to be 3D by Fa. The nearest low-lying isomer to
our 2D Au13 global minimum is predicted to be 3D, with
an energy 0.5 eV higher than the GM. The lowest-energy
structures of Au14 shows flattened cage structures, as pre-
viously reported [63,64]. The competitive isomer for the
3D GM of Au14 (C2v) is also 3D (C2v), with a relative
energy of only 9 meV. The lowest-energy structure of Au15
is a 2D close packed layer, with C2v symmetry. The sec-
ond most stable isomer is 3D (C2v), with relative energy
0.19 eV. Having a flattened cage structure and C2v sym-
metry, Au16 is similar to the case of Au14, as previously
reported [64]. In contrast, anionic Au16 has been reported
to adopt a hollow cage structure [65].
The structural transition from flattened cage to hol-
low cage configurations occurs at N = 17. The lowest
energy structure we have obtained for Au17 is similar to
what has been reported for neutral [64] and anionic [65]
Au17, showing a pseudo-spherical hollow cage structure
with C2v symmetry. The nearest competitive isomer to
the GM is also another hollow-cage structure, with a rela-
tive energy of 0.08 eV and C1 symmetry. The hollow cage
structure (D4d) observed for Au18 is different from the
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Fig. 1. Putative global minimum structures for AuN clusters,
N = 11–18.
hollow cage structure reported by Bulusu and Zeng [64],
though the latter agrees with the energetically compet-
itive isomer that we have found, which is only 0.08 eV
higher in energy than the GM with Cs symmetry.
3.1.2 Pd clusters
Figure 4 shows the putative global minima for Pd clusters:
their energies, coordinates and point groups are listed in
Table S1 (see the Supporting Information).
Similar to small Pd clusters [37], the lowest energy
structures obtained here for medium-sized Pd clusters are
all 3D. As for pure Au clusters, the structural motifs
adopted by Pd clusters are size-dependent; for medium-
sized Pd clusters, a structural transition occurs at N = 15
atoms from bilayer structures to filled cage structures.
Global minima for the gas phase Pd11, Pd13 and Pd14
clusters are found to be distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL)
structures with C2 symmetry whereas Pd13 is found to be
icosahedral fragment (C2). These resemble the ground-
state structures of the same sizes investigated previously
[14,66]. The predicted Pd11 structure is energetically pre-
ferred over the next lowest-lying structure by only 2 meV.
The competitive isomer for Pd14 also has a distorted
hexagonal bilayer (HBL) structure, but with lower sym-
metry (C1) and a relative energy of 0.09 eV. The global
minimum of Pd13 reported here is found to be different
from the compact icosahedron structure predicted as the
GM in references [67–69].
The GM for Pd12 has a (C1) buckled mono-planar
(BMP) structure, which is similar to that observed
recently by Xing and co-workers [32]. The GM of Pd15
is a buckled biplanar (BBP) structure. In the case of PdN
clusters, N = 16–18 atom, the global minima are found to
be pseudo-spherical filled cage structures and agree with
the fcc-like growth pathway observed previously for 16–20
atoms [14,32,70].
3.1.3 Au–Pd clusters
The global minima for all compositions of AumPdn clus-
ters, 11 ≤ m + n ≤ 18, are shown in Figures 5–8. Tables
S2–S5 list the energies, coordinates and point groups (see
the Supporting Information).
Fig. 2. Evolution of structural motifs for Au clusters. The
structural properties for sizes N = 4–10 are taken from
reference [37].
Fig. 3. The shortest-axis lengths of the predicted hollow cage
structure of Au17 and flattened cage structure of Au16.
Pd11 Pd12
Pd13 Pd14
Pd15 Pd16 Pd17 Pd18
Fig. 4. Putative global minimum structures for PdN clusters,
N = 11–18.
As shown in Figure 5, all the predicted structures of
mono-gold-doped Pd clusters (Au1Pdn, n = N − 1 = 10–
17) are 3D. For N = 11, 12 and 18, replacement of a single
Pd atom in PdN by an Au atom yields geometries which
are significantly distorted from the pure clusters. For sizes
N = 13, 15 and 16, the Au-doped Pd clusters are similar
to their pure Pd species whereas for N = 14 and 17 atoms,
the Au-doped structures are quite different from the pure
Pd clusters.
Au1Pdn n = 10–13 show icosahedral (Ih) derivatives; as
for Au1Pd10, Au1Pd11, and Au1Pd12 clusters, the most
stable structure is an Ih fragment, while Au1Pd13 is an Ih
fragment which can be considered as an incomplete M19









Fig. 5. Putative global minimum structures for mono-doped
clusters, N = 11–18. Au and Pd atoms are shown (here, and
in subsequent figures) in yellow and blue, respectively.
double icosahedron. Au1Pd14 is found to be similar to its
pure Pd counterpart (Pd15) by showing a buckled biplanar
(BBP) structure. GM of Au1Pd15 is found to be pseudo-
spherical filled cage structure and can be considered as a
bicapped truncated decahedron (tDh). For Au1Pd16, the
GM is a hcp-based structure. GM of Au1Pd17 is a filled
cage-like structure. In all cases of Au-doped Pd clusters,
the unique Au is located in a low-connectivity surface site,
in particular in capping sites on the Pd polyhedral cluster.
Figure 5 shows that all GM of AumPd1 m = 10–17
clusters are 3D, except for planar Au10Pd1. Substitution
of one Au atom by Pd in pure Au clusters is responsi-
ble for the shift of the 2D–3D transition point from 14-
and 16-atom clusters to 12 atoms (Au11Pd1). This is in
disagreement with the 2D–3D transition point suggested
by Zanti and Peeters at size N = 8 [35]. However, in
continuation with the planar structural pattern observed
for N = 4–10 Pd-doped Au clusters previously [37], the
gas-phase Au10Pd1 global minimum is also planar. A non-
compact 3D structure is the GM for Au11Pd1. The other
mono-substituted clusters, Au12Pd1–Au17Pd1 have flat-
tened cage structures. Au17Pd1, for example, shows more
condensed cage compared with a pseudo-spherical hollow
cage structure of pure Au18. The Pd atoms are located in
or close to the centre of the clusters in high-coordination
sites. The deviation from planarity generally occurs near
this Pd centre, as previously reported for N ≤ 14 clusters
[35].
The putative GM for greater degrees of substitution are
shown in Figures 6 (N = 11–14), 7 (N = 15–17) and 8
(N = 18).
For N = 11, doping two Au atoms into Pd11 clusters
yields bilayer-structure, with the Au atoms in capping
positions. All GM from Au3Pd8 to Au5Pd6 clusters have
3-layer hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structures, while
Au6Pd5–Au8Pd3 have symmetrical or distorted Ih frag-
ment structures which are similar to the GM found for
Au1Pd10. In contrast, Au9Pd2 is found to be similar in
shape to pure Pd11, showing a hexagonal bilayer (HBL)
fragment.
For N = 12, doping up to ten Au atoms changes the
structure of gas-phase Au1Pd11 and Au2Pd10 from an Ih
fragment to fcc-like motifs. They are 3-layer structures
up to Au7Pd5, but they are incomplete for Au8Pd3–
Au10Pd2. The structural configurations observed here for
Au3Pd9–Au7Pd5 agree with the clusters reported previ-
ously by Zanti and Peeters [35], although their homotopic
distributions are different.
For N = 13, the icosahedral fragment observed for
Pd13 is the global minimum for Au1Pd12–Au3Pd10 clus-
ters. Au7Pd6 has a 3-layer hcp structure. The interac-
tions between Au and Pd atoms favours fcc-like motifs
for Au4Pd9–Au6Pd7 and Au8Pd5–Au11Pd2 clusters, hav-
ing octahedral-based configurations. These fcc-like motifs
were observed previously [35] for Au4Pd9, Au6Pd7 and
Au8Pd5–Au10Pd3 clusters, but with different homotopic
distributions, apart from Au6Pd7.
For N = 14, the gas-phase structure of Au1Pd13,
Au3Pd11, Au5Pd9 and Au7Pd7 are all Ih-based fragments,
whereas a distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) structure is
the GM for Au2Pd12. For Au4Pd10, Au6Pd8 and Au10Pd4
clusters, the gas-phase global minima are fcc-fragments,
and Au8Pd6 and Au9Pd5 show a continuation of the fcc
structural growth, having complete octahedron motifs.
These motifs have been reported previously [35] with
different homotopic distributions. A clear structural tran-
sition from fcc-like structure to complex condensed cage
structures occurs for Au11Pd3–Au13Pd1 clusters.
For N = 15, the buckled biplanar (BBP) structure of
Pd15 remains the GM when doped with up to two Au
atoms. GM of Au3Pd12 is found to be hcp structure. Dis-
torted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) structures are the lowest
energy isomers when doping eight and nine atoms of Au
whereas distorted fcc-like structures are found on doping
4–6 and 10–12 atoms of Au. Fused cage structures are the
favoured structures for Au7Pd8, Au13Pd2 and Au14Pd1.
For N = 16, although a bicapped truncated decahe-
dron (tDh) is the favoured structure for Pd16 (and also
Au1Pd15), doping up to five atoms of Au results in
putative GM with hcp structures. Au6Pd10, Au7Pd9 and
Au9Pd7–Au11Pd5 clusters show compact capped pentago-
nal prism and icosahedral structures, whereas Au12Pd4 is
a hcp-based fragment. A pseudo-spherical-like cage struc-
ture is the global minimum for both Au8Pd8 and Au13Pd3
while Au14Pd2 has a bicapped 13-atom close packed layer
and Au15Pd1 a flattened cage structure.
For N = 17, doping two or three Au atoms retains
the cage structure of Pd17, though the mono-doped Pd
cluster has a different (hcp), structure. Au4Pd13 is an
icosahedral fragment, which is related to the structure of
Au10Pd7. Moving to Au6Pd11, the GM is a capped hcp
structure, whereas Au5Pd12 has structure intermediate
between those of the Au4Pd13 and Au6Pd11 clusters. The
predicted structure for Au7Pd10 is a mixture of icosahe-
dral and octahedral structures, while the GM for Au8Pd9
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is a fused icosahedral structure. The GM for Au9Pd8 has
an fcc structure, while hcp-based structures are found for
Au11Pd6–Au13Pd4. Doping up to three Pd atoms into the
Au17 cluster gives complex cage structures, though, unlike
Au17, they are not hollow.
For N = 18, as for Pd18, the predicted GM for Au2Pd16
is filled pseudo-spherical cage, whereas Au3Pd15 and
Au4Pd14 are based on icosahedral fragments. The struc-
tures of Au5Pd13–Au7Pd11 can be described as polytetra-
hedral, composed of mainly fused pentagonal bipyramids
with (in some cases) hexagonal bipyramids. Fused tri-
capped buckled biplanar (BBP) structure is the favoured
structure for Au10Pd8. Filled pseudo-spherical structures
are the putative GM for Au8Pd10, Au9Pd9 and Au16Pd2
clusters. Fusing of hexagonal bipyramid structures gener-
ates a shell-like structure for the Au11Pd7 cluster. A filled
spherical-like structure is also the global minima for the
Au12Pd6 and Au13Pd5 clusters which are formed by fusing
of hexagonal bipyramid, pentagonal bipyramid and icosa-
hedral structures. Fusing of icosahedral fragments makes
a spherical-like cage structure for the Au14Pd4 cluster,
whereas fusing of hexagonal bipyramids and pentagonal
bipyramids yields the crown-like structure for Au15Pd3.
Finally, a capped flattened cage structure is the global
minima for Au17Pd1, although the pure Au18 cluster is a
hollow cage.
3.2 Stability
Generally, the observed preference of Au atoms for low
coordination surface positions (especially capping sites)
and Pd atoms for high coordination core and central sites
can be explained with reference to bulk cohesive and sur-
face energies which are higher for Pd: average low-index
surface energies (Esur) and cohesive energy (Ecoh) are
96.8 meV Å−2 and 3.81 eV atm−1, respectively, for Au
and 131 meV Å−2 and 3.89 eV atm−1, respectively, for Pd.
The stronger Pd–Pd bonds and lower Au surface energy
favours Pd-rich cores and Au-rich outer shells (though
this depends on the cluster size and composition). This
preference is reinforced by the sizes of the atoms, as the
atomic radius of Pd is smaller than for Au by 0.06 Å,
so the larger Au atoms are more easily accommodated in
low coordination sites. The small difference in electroneg-
ativity values of Pd(2.2) and Au(2.4) can lead to weak
(Pd to Au) s electron transfer [34,38] (favouring mixing
in larger clusters), but favouring surface Au in smaller
clusters, as the more electronegative Au atom can bet-
ter stabilise the negative charge that tends to build up
on the cluster surface [71]. However, it should be noted
that for larger clusters reverse (Au to Pd) d -band electron
donation can also occur [72,73].
The stabilities of the clusters, and their structural pref-
erences, can be investigated by calculating the excess
energy ∆, binding energy Eb, and second difference in
energy ∆2E, which are defined in equations (1)–(3).
Tables S6–S9 list the values of these energies for all
clusters studied here (see the Supporting Information).
The relative stabilities of clusters of different nucleari-
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Fig. 6. Putative global minimum structures for all composi-
tions (excluding mono-doping) of AuPd nanoalloys with sizes
N = 11–14.
in energy ∆2E, which indicates the stability of an N-
atom cluster with respect to neighbouring sizes. Figure 9
shows a plot of ∆2E for Au and Pd clusters and their
mono-substituted clusters as a function of cluster size.
The relatively stable clusters are indicated by significant
positive peaks.
Compared to their neighbours, even-numbered clusters
Au12 (2D), Au14 (3D) and Au16 (3D) have high relative



















Fig. 7. Putative global minimum structures for all composi-
tions (excluding mono-doping) of AuPd nanoalloys with sizes
N = 15–17.
stabilities, corresponding to peaks in ∆2E, with odd-
numbered clusters being relatively unstable (troughs in
∆2E). This even–odd behaviour is due to the fact that
the Au atom has an unpaired s electron, and so reflects
the greater stability of Au clusters (either 2D or 3D) with
an even number of electrons, over those with an odd num-
ber [74–77]. The most stable cluster is 2D Au12, although
its ∆2E energy is lower (by 0.67 eV) than the magic
size Au6 observed recently [37]. Doping a single Pd atom
into Au clusters shifts the stability from the even-number
Au2Pd16 Au3Pd15 Au4Pd14 Au5Pd13
Au14Pd4
Au15Pd3 Au16Pd2
Au6Pd12 Au7Pd11 Au8Pd10 Au9Pd9
Au10Pd8 Au11Pd7 Au12Pd6 Au13Pd5
Fig. 8. Putative global minimum structures for all composi-
tions (excluding mono-doping) of AuPd nanoalloys with size
N = 18.
Fig. 9. Second difference in energy (∆2E) of pure Au and
Pd-doped Au clusters (top); and pure Pd and Au-doped Pd
clusters (bottom) with respect to the total number of atoms
(N).
(N = 12, 14, and 16) clusters to odd-number (N = 11,
13, 15, and 17) clusters. This shift occurs because an odd-
electron Au atom is replaced by an even-electron Pd atom,
so clusters with odd values of N (e.g. Au10Pd1, which
has the highest ∆2E value) now have an even number
of electrons, and consequently are stable with respect to
neighbouring cluster sizes.
As the Pd atom has an even number of electrons, there
is no enhanced electronic stability for even N . In fact, odd
numbered PdN clusters are relatively more stable than for
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Fig. 10. Excess energy (∆) as a function of the number of Pd
atoms (n) for all compositions of 11 ≤ N ≤ 18 for AumPdn
clusters, where N = m + n.
even N , which could be attributed to packing consider-
ations. This behaviour is consistent with the significant
effect of Pd atoms in weakening the odd–even fluctuation
of stability of Ag and Cu clusters reported recently by
Kahnouji et al. [78] Doping a single Au atom into PdN
clusters generates odd-electron clusters for all values of
N . The shape of the ∆2E plot does not change and there
is no shift in the odd–even pattern. Interestingly, for the
larger sizes (N = 15–17), the extremes in ∆2E are greater
for the Au-doped clusters than for the corresponding pure
PdN clusters. The size N = 17 shows the most relatively
stable structure for both pure Pd and Au-doped Pd clus-
ters, although Pd6 has been predicted to have a ∆2E value
0.34 eV higher than the Pd17 cluster [37].
The effect of mixing Au with Pd in medium-sized
clusters is studied by calculating the excess energy, ∆.
Excess energies as a function of the number of Pd atoms
are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for all compositions of
11 ≤ m + n ≤ 18 for AumPdn clusters. Negative values
of excess energies represent favourable mixing, whereas
de-mixing is indicated by positive values of ∆.
For (N = m + n = 11) clusters, the best mix-
ing (most negative ∆) is found at Au4Pd7, whereas
Au1Pd10 exhibits a weak mixing behaviour. All (m+ n =
12) nanoalloys show a strong mixing tendency except
Au11Pd1 and the strongest mixing is for 50% Pd com-
position. For (m + n = 13), Au6Pd7 shows the most
energetically favourable mixing. For (m + n = 14), only
Au13Pd1 shows a strong de-mixing tendency and the most
favourable mixing is for Au8Pd6. All (m + n = 15) clus-
ters favour mixing, with the strongest mixing for Au9Pd6.
For (m + n = 16, 17 and 18), all Pd-doped Au clusters
are energetically unfavourable compared to pure Pd and
Au clusters, while the reverse is true for all other mixed
clusters. The strongest mixing tendency at these sizes is
observed for Au8Pd8, Au11Pd6 and Au11Pd7, though the
magnitude of ∆ is much smaller than for m + n = 15
(Au9Pd6). In fact, we find that the optimum values of ∆
for N = 11–15 (approx. −0.075 to −0.085 eV) are quite
similar but have approximately twice the magnitude of
the larger clusters (N = 16–18).
The stabilities of nanoclusters relative to their con-
stituent ground state atoms are obtained by calculating
the binding energy per atom, Eb. According to the plots
of Eb shown in Figures 12 and 13, the binding energy
generally increases with increasing cluster size (though
local switches in order along the y-axis correspond to
peaks or troughs in the excess energy plots), as previ-
ously reported [35,37]. It can also be seen that the binding
energy increases with increasing Pd composition (reflect-
ing the stronger Pd–Pd and Pd–Au bonds compared to
Au–Au), although the mono-Pd-doped Au clusters have
lower Eb values than pure Au clusters for even sizes
(N = 12, 14, 16, and 18 atoms). This is consistent with
the shift in excess energies upon mono-doping of Pd into
Au clusters seen in Figure 10. However, this disagrees with
the relative stability observed for mixed clusters compared
with their pure clusters for small sized Au–Pd clusters
N = 4–10 except for N = 6, which is found to be a magic
for pure Au and Pd clusters [37].
HOMO–LUMO gaps could indicate the structural sta-
bilities of the clusters. High stability can be indicated by
high HOMO–LUMO gaps. Figure S1 (see the Supporting
Information) shows HOMO–LUMO gap versus number of
Pd atoms for all clusters. For Au clusters, in line with ∆2E
results, the even-numbered clusters N = 12, 14, 16, and
18 atoms have high stabilities whereas the odd-numbered
clusters are relatively unstable. HOMO–LUMO gaps of
Pd clusters are range between (0.06–0.15 eV). For nanoal-
loys, higher HOMO–LUMO gaps correlate well with the
suggested high stability (high mixing energy ∆) composi-
tions for N = 12, 14, 16, and 17. However, HOMO–LUMO
gaps disagree with the stability found for N = 13 and 18.
For N = 11, the high HOMO–LUMO gaps observed for
Au7Pd4, Au8Pd3 and Au10Pd1 disagree with ∆ results
except Au7Pd4 which is found to be stable in both. For
N = 15, Au11Pd4 is found to be stable according to ∆ and
HOMO–LUMO gap whereas the results do not match for
Au14Pd1.
The possible permutations of two different metals (Au
and Pd) in the system can be investigated by the sys-
tematic homotop search. The number of homotops grows
exponentially with the size of the cluster [38]. Hence many
symmetry inequivalent homotops may have been missed
by our BPGA-DFT search. In this context, we have stud-
ied the structural energies of proposed homotops of the
mono-substituted clusters which are built based on their
GM and minimized at the DFT level using the VASP
code. Figures S2–S9 (see the Supporting Information)
show the relative energies ∆E against symmetry inequiv-
alent homotops for all mono-substituted clusters. For our
system, the BPGA-DFT search for all mono-substituted
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Fig. 11. Plot of the lowest excess energy (∆), and the corre-
sponding compositional isomer, calculated for each cluster size
(N = 11–18) for AumPdn clusters.
Fig. 12. Plot of binding energies of Au(N−n)Pdn clusters for
each cluster size N = 11–18 against the number of Pd atoms
(n).
Fig. 13. The range of binding energies (Eb), for all composi-
tions of Au(N−n)Pdn clusters, plotted against the total number
of atoms (N).
clusters Au1Pdn and AumPd1 with 11 to 18 atoms, suc-
cessfully found the lowest energy homotop as the global
minimum.
4 Conclusions
We have applied the DFT based-Birmingham Parallel
Genetic Algorithm (BPGA-DFT) to Au–Pd nanoalloys
ranging from 11 to 18 atoms and compared them with
their pure clusters in the same size range. The BPGA-
DFT approach has successfully found the global minima of
the studied clusters. A GM structures were reinforced by
the systematic homotop search for singly doped clusters.
2D close-packed planar layer, condensed flattened cage,
and pseudo-spherical hollow cage structure are identi-
fied to be the three generic structure types for pure Au
clusters. Although all Pd clusters obtained here are 3D,
their structural motifs are found to be size-dependent;
as a structural transition occurs at N = 15 atoms from
bilayer structures to filled cage structures. The structural
behaviour for nanoalloys is controlled by the composition
and size. Au atoms tend to be located in low-connectivity
surface sites, in particular in capping sites, whereas Pd
atoms generally prefer high-coordination positions in or
close to the centre of the cluster.
The even-numbered Au clusters, Au12 (2D), Au14 (3D)
and Au16 (3D) show high relative stability, corresponding
to peaks in ∆2E. There is no enhanced electronic stability
for even-numbered Pd clusters. A strong tendency of Au–
Pd clusters to alloy was predicted from calculated mixing
energies, with the exception of some mono-Pd-doped Au
clusters. The stabilities of cluster relative to their con-
stituent increase with increasing cluster size and are found
to be higher for Pd and Pd-rich clusters.
Supplementary Material
The Supporting Information includes energies, structures
and point group symmetries (Tables S1–S5); Excess Ener-
gies ∆, Binding Energies Eb, and the second difference in
energy ∆2E (Tables S6–S9); the HOMO–LUMO gaps for
all clusters (Fig. S1); and the relative energies ∆E for
all symmetry inequivalent homotops of mono-substituted
clusters (Figs. S2–S9).
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Tables S1-S5 contain energies, structures and point group symmetries for
all studied clusters. Tables S6-S9 contain Excess Energies ∆, Binding Energies
Eb, and the second difference in energy ∆2E for the studied clusters. Figure S1
shows the HOMO-LUMO gap versus numbers of Pd atom for all clusters. Fig-
ures S2-S9 display the relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops
of mono-substituted clusters.
Table S1:The energies, structures, and point groups for AuN and PdN
clusters, N= 11-18.
Composition E / eV Structure Point Group
Au11 -24.9726 Planar C1
Au12 -28.0699 planar D3h
Au13 -30.3331 Planar C1
Au14 -33.1629 Flattened cage C2v
Au15 -35.6779 Planar C2v
Au16 -38.4264 Flattened cage C2v
Au17 -41.3671 Hollow-cage C2v
Au18 -44.5597 Hollow-cage D4d
Pd11 -41.0965 Distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) C2
Pd12 -45.4116 Buckled mono-planar (BMP) C1
Pd13 -49.7966 Icosahedral fragment C2
Pd14 -54.1211 Distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) C2
Pd15 -58.6606 Buckled biplanar (BBP) C2v
Pd16 -63.1540 Bicapped truncated decahedron (tDh) C2v
Pd17 -67.6222 Spherical filled cage C2v
Pd18 -72.0061 Spherical filled cage C2v
1
Table S2: The energies, struc-
tures, and point groups for all compositions of AumPdn clusters, (m+n)= 11-13.
Composition E / eV Structure Point Group
Au1Pd10 -39.8871 Icosahedral (Ih) fragment C3v
Au2Pd9 -38.5121 Bilayer-like C1
Au3Pd8 -37.2091 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Cs
Au4Pd7 -36.1693 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Cs
Au5Pd6 -34.6213 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) C2v
Au6Pd5 -33.1024 Icosahedral (Ih) fragment Cs
Au7Pd4 -31.7215 Icosahedral (Ih) fragment C3v
Au8Pd3 -30.1383 Icosahedral (Ih) fragment Cs
Au9Pd2 -28.3030 Hexagonal bilayer (HBL) fragment C2
Au10Pd1 -26.9442 Planar C1
Au1Pd11 -44.1393 Icosahedral (Ih) fragment C1
Au2Pd10 -42.8671 Icosahedral (Ih) fragment Cs
Au3Pd9 -41.5485 Fcc-like C1
Au4Pd8 -40.2130 Fcc-like Cs
Au5Pd7 -38.9973 Fcc-like C2
Au6Pd6 -37.6259 Fcc-like C1
Au7Pd5 -36.1487 Fcc-like C2
Au8Pd4 -34.3432 Incomplete fcc-like D3d
Au9Pd3 -32.7873 Incomplete fcc-like C3v
Au10Pd2 -31.0987 Incomplete fcc-like D3d
Au11Pd1 -29.1113 Non-compact 3D C2v
Au1Pd12 -48.5333 Icosahedral based fragment C1
Au2Pd11 -47.2484 Icosahedral based fragment C1
Au3Pd10 -45.9154 Icosahedral based fragment C1
Au4Pd9 -44.6182 Fcc-like Cs
Au5Pd8 -43.1107 Fcc-like incomplete octahedron C1
Au6Pd7 -41.8230 Fcc-like incomplete octahedron Cs
Au7Pd6 -40.1881 3-layer hcp Cs
Au8Pd5 -38.7905 Fcc-like incomplete octahedron Cs
Au9Pd4 -37.1355 Fcc-like incomplete octahedron Cs
Au10Pd3 -35.7262 Fcc-like incomplete octahedron C3v
Au11Pd2 -33.6461 Fcc-like C1
Au12Pd1 -31.9417 Flattened cage C1
2
Table S3: The energies, struc-
tures, and point groups for all compositions of AumPdn clusters, (m+n)= 14-15.
Composition E / eV Structure Point Group
Au1Pd13 -52.8938 Incomplete M19 double icosahedron C1
Au2Pd12 -51.5189 Distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) C1
Au3Pd11 -50.3511 Icosahedral based fragment C1
Au4Pd10 -48.7817 Fcc-fragment-like Cs
Au5Pd9 -47.4217 Icosahedral based fragment C1
Au6Pd8 -45.8357 Fcc-fragment-like Cs
Au7Pd7 -44.4632 Distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) Cs
Au8Pd6 -43.1616 Fcc-like complete octahedron Cs
Au9Pd5 -41.5954 Fcc-like complete octahedron Cs
Au10Pd4 -39.9046 Fcc-fragment-like C3v
Au11Pd3 -38.2387 Flattened cage C1
Au12Pd2 -36.5149 Flattened cage C1
Au13Pd1 -34.4919 Flattened cage C1
Au1Pd14 -57.3312 Buckled biplanar (BBP) Cs
Au2Pd13 -55.9744 Buckled biplanar (BBP) C1
Au3Pd12 -54.5825 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) C1
Au4Pd11 -52.9772 Distorted fcc-like C1
Au5Pd10 -51.6720 Distorted fcc-like Cs
Au6Pd9 -49.9539 Distorted fcc-like C1
Au7Pd8 -48.6409 Fused cage-like C1
Au8Pd7 -47.2713 Distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) Cs
Au9Pd6 -45.8626 Distorted hexagonal bilayer (HBL) C1
Au10Pd5 -44.2016 Distorted fcc-like C1
Au11Pd4 -42.6470 Distorted fcc-like C1
Au12Pd3 -40.9309 Distorted fcc-like C1
Au13Pd2 -38.9792 Fused cage-like C1
Au14Pd1 -37.4451 Flattened cage C1
3
Table S4: The energies, struc-
tures, and point groups for all compositions of AumPdn clusters, (m+n)= 16-17.
Composition E / eV Structure Point Group
Au1Pd15 -61.7419 Bicapped truncated decahedron (tDh) Cs
Au2Pd14 -60.2481 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Cs
Au3Pd13 -58.7675 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) C1
Au4Pd12 -57.5697 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) C1
Au5Pd11 -55.8535 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) C1
Au6Pd10 -54.6186 Compact pentagonal bipyramid with icosahedral C1
Au7Pd9 -52.9137 Compact pentagonal bipyramid with icosahedral C1
Au8Pd8 -51.5359 Spherical-like cage C1
Au9Pd7 -49.9264 Compact pentagonal bipyramid with icosahedral C1
Au10Pd6 -48.1901 Compact pentagonal bipyramid with icosahedral C1
Au11Pd5 -46.7666 Compact pentagonal bipyramid with icosahedral C1
Au12Pd4 -45.2696 hcp-based fragment C1
Au13Pd3 -43.6702 Spherical-like cage C1
Au14Pd2 -41.9981 Bicapped 13-atom close packed layer C1
Au15Pd1 -40.0203 Flattened cage C1
Au1Pd16 -66.2220 hcp-based fragment C1
Au2Pd15 -64.7300 Cage-like C1
Au3Pd14 -63.3849 Cage-like C1
Au4Pd13 -61.7151 Icosahedral based fragment C1
Au5Pd12 -60.3245 Intermediate structure between Au4Pd13 and Au6Pd11 C1
Au6Pd11 -58.9914 Capped hcp C1
Au7Pd10 -57.4650 Mixture of Icosahedraon and octahedron C1
Au8Pd9 -55.7808 Fused Icosahedral structures C1
Au9Pd8 -54.3155 Fcc like C1
Au10Pd7 -52.7544 Icosahedron based fragment C1
Au11Pd6 -51.4095 hcp-based fragment C1
Au12Pd5 -49.8011 hcp-based fragment C1
Au13Pd4 -48.0055 hcp-based fragment C1
Au14Pd3 -46.3950 Complex cage C1
Au15Pd2 -44.5505 Complex cage C1
Au16Pd1 -42.8786 Flattened cage C1
4
Table S5: The energies, structures, and point groups for all compositions of
AumPdn clusters, (m+n)=18.
Composition E / eV Structure Point Group
Au1Pd17 -70.6521 Tri-capped buckled biplanar (BBP) C1
Au2Pd16 -69.0966 Filled spherical-like C1
Au3Pd15 -67.8241 Icosahedraon based fragment C1
Au4Pd14 -66.3788 Icosahedraon based fragment C1
Au5Pd13 -64.7440 Capped fused hexagonal bipyramid C1
Au6Pd12 -63.3306 Fused icosahedra structures C1
Au7Pd11 -61.9163 Fused hexagonal bipyramid and pentagonal bipyramid (heart-like) C1
Au8Pd10 -60.3633 Filled spherical-like C1
Au9Pd9 -58.7193 Filled spherical-like C1
Au10Pd8 -57.2446 Fused tri-capped buckled biplanar (BBP) C1
Au11Pd7 -55.8940 Fused hexagonal bipyramid structures (shell-like) C1
Au12Pd6 -54.2270 Filled spherical-like C1
Au13Pd5 -52.5806 Filled spherical-like C1
Au14Pd4 -51.2879 Fused icosahedra fragments (spherical-like cage) C1
Au15Pd3 -49.0812 Crown-like Cs
Au16Pd2 -47.5646 Filled spherical-like C1
Au17Pd1 -45.7039 Flattened cage C1
5
Table S6: Excess Energy ∆, Binding Energy Eb and the second difference in
energy ∆2E for 11-18 atoms.
Cluster Excess Energy/eV Second difference in energy/eV Binding Energy/eV
Pd11 0.0000 -0.0319 2.2638
Au1Pd10 -0.0233 0.0275 2.2708
Au2Pd9 -0.0315 — 2.2628
Au3Pd8 -0.0566 — 2.2715
Au4Pd7 -0.0850 — 2.2837
Au5Pd6 -0.0776 — 2.2599
Au6Pd5 -0.0727 — 2.2388
Au7Pd4 -0.0805 — 2.2302
Au8Pd3 -0.0698 — 2.2033
Au9Pd2 -0.0362 — 2.1534
Au10Pd1 -0.0459 0.7407 2.1468
Au11 0.0000 -0.5858 2.0845
Pd12 0.0000 -0.0698 2.3120
Au1Pd11 -0.0143 -0.1418 2.3132
Au2Pd10 -0.0288 — 2.3144
Au3Pd9 -0.0393 — 2.3118
Au4Pd8 -0.0484 — 2.3077
Au5Pd7 -0.0676 — 2.3136
Au6Pd6 -0.0737 — 2.3065
Au7Pd5 -0.07109 — 2.2906
Au8Pd4 -0.0410 — 2.2474
Au9Pd3 -0.0318 — 2.2249
Au10Pd2 -0.0115 — 2.1914
Au11Pd1 0.0336 -0.6634 2.1330
Au12 0.0000 0.8339 2.1535
Pd13 0.0000 0.0605 2.3582
Au1Pd12 -0.0179 0.0335 2.3600
Au2Pd11 -0.0343 — 2.3602
Au3Pd10 -0.0469 — 2.3566
Au4Pd9 -0.0623 — 2.3558
Au5Pd8 -0.0615 — 2.3388
Au6Pd7 -0.0776 — 2.3387
Au7Pd6 -0.0670 — 2.3119
Au8Pd5 -0.0747 — 2.3034
Au9Pd4 -0.0625 — 2.2750
Au10Pd3 -0.0693 — 2.2656
Au11Pd2 -0.0245 — 2.2045
Au12Pd1 -0.0085 0.2801 2.1724
Au13 0.0000 -0.5665 2.1476
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Table S7: Excess Energy ∆, Binding Energy Eb and the second difference in
energy ∆2E for 11-18 atoms.
Cluster Excess Energy/eV Second difference in energy/eV Binding Energy/eV
Pd14 0.0000 -0.2151 2.3935
Au1Pd13 -0.0192 -0.0724 2.3978
Au2Pd12 -0.0279 — 2.3915
Au3Pd11 -0.0515 — 2.3999
Au4Pd10 -0.0463 — 2.3797
Au5Pd9 -0.0561 — 2.3745
Au6Pd8 -0.0497 — 2.3531
Au7Pd7 -0.0586 — 2.3470
Au8Pd6 -0.0726 — 2.3459
Au9Pd5 -0.0676 — 2.3259
Au10Pd4 -0.0538 — 2.2970
Au11Pd3 -0.0417 — 2.2699
Au12Pd2 -0.0255 — 2.2387
Au13Pd1 0.0119 -0.3545 2.1861
Au14 0.0000 0.3148 2.1831
Pd15 0.0000 0.0462 2.4384
Au1Pd14 -0.0132 0.1322 2.4353
Au2Pd13 -0.0252 — 2.4309
Au3Pd12 -0.0345 — 2.4239
Au4Pd11 -0.0296 — 2.4026
Au5Pd10 -0.0448 — 2.4014
Au6Pd9 -0.0324 — 2.3726
Au7Pd8 -0.0470 — 2.3709
Au8Pd7 -0.0578 — 2.3653
Au9Pd6 -0.0661 — 2.3572
Au10Pd5 -0.0575 — 2.3322
Au11Pd4 -0.0560 — 2.3143
Au12Pd3 -0.0437 — 2.2857
Au13Pd2 -0.0157 — 2.2414
Au14Pd1 -0.0124 0.5155 2.2216
Au15 0.0000 -0.2335 2.1928
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Table S8: Excess Energy ∆, Binding Energy Eb and the second difference in
energy ∆2E for 11-18 atoms.
Cluster Excess Energy/eV Second difference in energy/eV Binding Energy/eV
Pd16 0.0000 0.0251 2.4749
Au1Pd15 -0.0011 -0.2937 2.4599
Au2Pd14 -0.0115 — 2.4541
Au3Pd13 -0.0156 — 2.4419
Au4Pd12 -0.0373 — 2.4475
Au5Pd11 -0.0266 — 2.4206
Au6Pd10 -0.0460 — 2.4239
Au7Pd9 -0.0361 — 2.3977
Au8Pd8 -0.0466 — 2.3920
Au9Pd7 -0.0426 — 2.3718
Au10Pd6 -0.0306 — 2.3437
Au11Pd5 -0.0382 — 2.3352
Au12Pd4 -0.0413 — 2.3220
Au13Pd3 -0.0379 — 2.3025
Au14Pd2 -0.0300 — 2.2784
Au15Pd1 0.0116 -0.6054 2.2205
Au16 0.0000 -0.1920 2.2160
Pd17 0.0000 0.0842 2.5055
Au1Pd16 -0.0084 0.2281 2.4988
Au2Pd15 -0.0115 — 2.4867
Au3Pd14 -0.0232 — 2.4833
Au4Pd13 -0.0159 — 2.4608
Au5Pd12 -0.0249 — 2.4546
Au6Pd11 -0.0373 — 2.4519
Au7Pd10 -0.0384 — 2.4378
Au8Pd9 -0.0302 — 2.4144
Au9Pd8 -0.0348 — 2.4039
Au10Pd7 -0.0339 — 2.3877
Au11Pd6 -0.0456 — 2.3843
Au12Pd5 -0.0418 — 2.3654
Au13Pd4 -0.0271 — 2.3354
Au14Pd3 -0.0232 — 2.3164
Au15Pd2 -0.0055 — 2.2836
Au16Pd1 0.0076 0.2651 2.2551
Au17 0.0000 -0.2520 2.2477
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Table S9: Excess Energy ∆, Binding Energy Eb and the second difference in
energy ∆2E for 11-18 atoms.
Cluster Excess Energy/eV Second difference in energy/eV Binding Energy/eV
Pd18 0.0000 — 2.5281
Au1Pd17 -0.0059 — 2.5208
Au2Pd16 -0.0077 — 2.5094
Au3Pd15 -0.0218 — 2.5102
Au4Pd14 -0.0262 — 2.5014
Au5Pd13 -0.0201 — 2.4820
Au6Pd12 -0.0262 — 2.4750
Au7Pd11 -0.0324 — 2.4679
Au8Pd10 -0.0308 — 2.4531
Au9Pd9 -0.0242 — 2.4332
Au10Pd8 -0.0270 — 2.4227
Au11Pd7 -0.0367 — 2.4192
Au12Pd6 -0.0288 — 2.3981
Au13Pd5 -0.0220 — 2.3781
Au14Pd4 -0.0349 — 2.3777
Au15Pd3 0.0029 — 2.3266
Au16Pd2 0.0024 — 2.3138
Au17Pd1 0.0319 — 2.2712
Au18 0.0000 — 2.2898
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Figure (S1): HOMO-LUMO gap versus numbers of Pd atoms for N=11-18
(Au,Pd)N alloy clusters.
10
Figure (S2): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd10 and Au10Pd1 clusters.
11
Figure (S3): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd11 and Au11Pd1 clusters.
12
Figure (S4): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd12 and Au12Pd1 clusters.
13
Figure (S5): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd13 and Au13Pd1 clusters.
14
Figure (S6): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd14 and Au14Pd1 clusters.
15
Figure (S7): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd15 and Au15Pd1 clusters.
16
Figure (S8): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd16 and Au16Pd1 clusters.
17
Figure (S9): The relative energies for all symmetry inequivalent homotops of
Au1Pd17 and Au17Pd1 clusters.
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CHAPTER 4




The catalytic application of ultra-small metallic particles is an emerging and increasingly
developing area due to their high surface-to-volume ratios which provide and enhance
distinct reactive properties along with an increased proportion of active sites which, can
lead to alterations in their structural and electronic properties [1, 168–170]. Accordingly,
metals which are catalytically inert on the bulk scale (or even at nanoscale), may become
active on the subnanometre scale. For example, the inert bulk gold has shown high reactive
properties in ultrasmall sizes, as previously evident and applied to CO oxidation reactions
[171]. This has prompted the need to combine theory and experiment to understand
the catalytic activity of the clusters. The higher catalytic activities of clusters on the
subnanometre scale, relative to their larger counterparts, have helped to design more
efficient catalysts with same type of homo-/hetero-geneous metals employed [48,172,173],
and have led to cheaper catalysts [173].
The balance between stability, activity and selectivity is regarded as a challenging
task for catalysts on both the nano- and subnanometre scales [174, 175]. However, this
is a crucial requirement for industrial applications. While the elucidation of the stability
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is not a trivial task in theory and is more complicated in practice, the selectivity and
activity of a considerable number of metal particles have been effectively determined for
particular reactions [170, 174, 176]. Doping a different type of metal atom into metal
clusters and nanoparticles can enhance their stability, activity and selectivity [176–179].
AuN , (N = 2-14), clusters have previously been shown an enhanced interaction with CO
upon doping vanadium atoms because of the partially filled d orbitals of vanadium, which
interact with the frontier filled and empty orbitals of CO, thus vanadium shows strong
CO adsorption [177]. Stronger CO adsorption has been found when doping Pd atoms into
smaller free AuN (N = 2-3) clusters [178]. The enhanced reactivity has also been predicted
for even-atom AuN+ (N ≤ 6) clusters after doping a single atom of Pd [179]. Conversely,
Cu, Ag and Y dopants were found to reduce the reactivity of Au clusters towards CO, due
to the reduced (metal-CO) electron transfer which occurred upon doping [178,180,181].
In the following publications, we have established a systematic joint experimental
and theoretical study to probe Pd dopant effects on both structure and stability (Publi-
cation 3) and reactivity with CO (Publication 4) of cationic gold clusters.
In Publication 3, we have combined photodissociation and decay channel analy-
sis with DFT calculations to investigate the size dependent stability of palladium doped
mono-cationic gold clusters. An excellent correspondence is obtained between experiments
and computations, as the variation in abundance of the species found in the photofragmen-
tation experiment is reproduced very well by the calculated second difference of energies.
Fundamental questions related to simple and widely used concepts in physics, such as
electron delocalization and quantum confinement are addressed. The enhanced stability
of some clusters is explained in terms of the localization or delocalization of a d electron on
the Pd atom. Theoretical search for the clusters, including those with enhanced stability,
are introduced, explaining the “magic” sizes which are detected by mass spectrometry.
The interplay between electronic shell structure and cluster geometry, as well as the mod-
ification of this shell structure by a Pd dopant atom, is understood - e.g. PdAu+6 is not
strictly planar since the Pd atom occupies a site out of the plane defined by the six Au
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atoms. Nevertheless, delocalization occurs mostly in the plane of the gold atoms and,
therefore, a quasi-2D picture remains, as shown in Figure 4.1.
In Publication 4, we have presented a unique study combining mass spectromet-
ric experiments, IR photodissociation spectroscopy, and DFT calculations to present a
detailed examination of the Pd-doping influences on the interaction of one and two CO
molecules on a series of mono-cationic gold clusters. The reactivity measurements and
calculated binding energies have given a clear insight into the effect of a Pd dopant on the
adsorption of CO. The unimolecular dissociation rates of CO are measured, indicating
the reactivity of the cluster surface state. Under high-collision conditions, IR spectra are
determined for cluster-CO complexes with one and two adsorbed CO molecules. Excellent
correlation is found between the measured vibrational frequencies of CO and those calcu-
lated by theory, confirming the representative calculated structures and the preferred CO
binding sites. The IR bands of the adsorbed CO molecules serve as a fingerprint of the
preferred adsorption site.
Figure 4.1: Total density of states of Au7+ (left) and PdAu6+ (right) clusters. Molecular
orbitals of 1S and 1Px,y character, corresponding to delocalized valence electrons, are plotted
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The following publication is a collaborative work between groups at the Catholic Univer-
sity of Leuven (experiments) and the University of Birmingham (calculations). The au-
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thor’s contribution involved performing all global optimization calculations. All NWChem-
DFT refinement calculations, including the minimizations and single-point energy calcu-
lations, were also performed by the author, except for the odd-atom clusters of AuN+,
N≤13 and PdAuN+, N≤10, which were performed by Christopher Heard (Charles Uni-
versity, Prague). All the spin-states for all systems were optimised by the author. The
simulation of all possible fragmentation channels were made by the author. The post-
calculation analysis of the second differences in energies and dissociation energies were
implemented by the author. The author contributed to the interpretation and discussion
of the theoretical findings. The figures 2, 3b, 3d, 4b, and 4d were created by the author.
The figures 5-8 in the paper and figure S1 in the supplemental material, were plotted
based on the structures provided by the author. The tables of the calculated dissociation
energies of the different fragmentation channels and XYZ coordinates of minimum-energy
structures, which are listed in the supplemental material, were created by the author.
The author wrote the computational part of section II, section IIIA and all results and
discussions of the calculated dissociation energies in section IIIC.
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Effect of palladium doping on the stability and fragmentation patterns of cationic gold clusters
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We analyze in detail how the interplay between electronic structure and cluster geometry determines the
stability and the fragmentation channels of single Pd-doped cationic Au clusters, PdAuN −1+ (N = 2−20). For
this purpose, a combination of photofragmentation experiments and density functional theory calculations was
employed. A remarkable agreement between the experiment and the calculations is obtained. Pd doping is found to
modify the structure of the Au clusters, in particular altering the two-dimensional to three-dimensional transition
size, with direct consequences on the stability of the clusters. Analysis of the electronic density of states of the
clusters shows that depending on cluster size, Pd delocalizes one 4d electron, giving an enhanced stability to
PdAu6+, or remains with all 4d10 electrons localized, closing an electronic shell in PdAu9+. Furthermore, it is
observed that for most clusters, Au evaporation is the lowest-energy decay channel, although for some sizes Pd
evaporation competes. In particular, PdAu7+ and PdAu9+ decay by Pd evaporation due to the high stability of
the Au7+ and Au9+ fragmentation products.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.97.052508
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for stable cluster species has been an important
subject in the study of small metallic clusters ever since the
discovery that the stability of a cluster strongly depends on the
number of constituent atoms. In 1984, Knight et al. [1] reported
the surprising result that Na clusters composed of 8, 20, 40,
and 58 atoms are significantly more stable than other sizes,
describing them as “magic number” clusters. The observed
stability pattern could be explained by phenomenological
electronic shell models [2]. Electronic shells result from the
confinement of delocalized valence electrons (one for each Na
atom) within the small volume of the cluster. For a perfectly
spherical “particle in a box,” 1S, 1P , 1D, 2S, 1F , 2P, …
shells are formed, explaining the enhanced stability of the
magic clusters, in the same way that noble gases are stable
because of their closed electronic shells. The term “superatom”
is sometimes adopted for this reason [3]. The geometry of
most clusters, however, is quite different from a perfect
sphere. A consequence of a lower structural symmetry is that
electronic shell degeneracies are lifted, resulting in a subshell
structure [4]. In quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) structures,
new magic numbers emerge by energetic destabilization of
out-of-plane orbitals [5]. For example, six (closure of 1S
and 1Px,y shells) is a magic number for electrons that are
confined in a two-dimensional triangular potential well [6]. The
identification of stable clusters and the understanding of the
interplay between localization and delocalization of valence
electrons is of high importance for the development of novel
applications using size-selected clusters.
*ewald.janssens@kuleuven.be
Small gold clusters are ideal model systems to investigate
the interplay between electronic magic numbers and cluster
geometry. The heavy gold atom is subjected to strong rela-
tivistic effects, which reduce the 5d-6s energy separation, with
direct consequences for the properties of gold clusters [7]. 5d
electrons are partially involved in the bonding between the
atoms and thus gold clusters adopt structures very different
from clusters of other elements [8]. For example, ion mobility
experiments have shown that negatively charged gold clusters
are planar up to N = 11 [9], whereas recent calculations pre-
dicted that neutral species can be planar up to the surprisingly
large number of 13 atoms [10]. For positively charged clusters,
the 2D to 3D transition is known to take place at N = 9, with
Au8+ the largest planar cluster [11].
These special features have consequences for the size-
dependent stability pattern of gold clusters; electronic shell de-
generacies associated with angular momentum are lost (while
maintaining spin pairing) because of their rather asymmetric
structures, and thus subshells open and close every time an
atom (and, therefore, an electron) is added to the system.
Hence, stability patterns of gold clusters depend strongly
on size, possessing pronounced odd-even variations [12–14].
Interestingly, even though the hybridization between the d
and s states in Au clusters is important, due to relativistic
effects, simple electron counting rules for the valence electrons
can explain their stability patterns quite well [15]. Another
surprising feature of gold clusters is their reactivity. Even
though bulk gold is one of the most noble elements of the
periodic table, at the nano- and subnanoscale, Au particles
become reactive and can act as catalysts for specific reactions,
such as CO oxidation [16], methane activation [17], and
hydrogen dissociation [18]. The stability of the catalyst is
clearly of high importance.
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Doping can significantly influence the stability of a cluster;
first, by altering the system’s atomic structure, thus modifying
the shape of the “box” confining the delocalized electrons,
and second, by changing the number of valence electrons
available for delocalization, which may lead to new shell
closings [12,19,20]. From a fundamental point of view, Pd
doping is a very interesting case for study because of its
ground-state electronic configuration, with a closed 4d shell
and no valence s electrons ([Kr]4d10). Photoelectron spec-
troscopy measurements on small Pd-doped anionic gold clus-
ters, PdAuN −(N = 1–4), suggested that the Pd-dopant atom is
excited to a [Kr]4d95s1 state, after which the Pd valence s elec-
tron is delocalized and participates in the metallic bonding [21].
In addition, density functional theory (DFT) calculations on
several cluster sizes in different charge states have shown that
Pd doping can strongly influence both the atomic and the
electronic structures of gold clusters [22–24]. Here we study
the effect of Pd doping on the size-dependent stability of gold
clusters. Pd doping is also interesting from a more applied
point of view. Various studies have shown the influence of
Pd in diverse properties of Au clusters, such as a quenching
effect of the optical absorption in the visible range [25,26], an
increase in the adsorption energies of molecules such as CO and
O2 [27], or an enhancement of the catalytic properties toward
a variety of reactions [28–30]. Moreover, significant efforts
have been devoted to the production and study of the properties
of monolayer-protected Pd-doped Au clusters [31–35]. In all
these clusters, the modification of the electronic structure upon
doping plays a major role.
In this work, we combine mass spectrometric experiments
with DFT calculations to investigate the effect of Pd doping on
the stability patterns and the electronic structures of cationic
AuN + (N = 2−20) clusters. The stability patterns of the pure
and doped clusters as well as the preferred fragmentation
channels are studied by photofragmentation. An extensive
search for minimum-energy structures was conducted using
DFT. The computational results are compared with the ex-
perimental findings, allowing better insight into the interplay
between geometry and electronic structure of the clusters and
the consequences thereof for their relative stability.
II. METHODS
A. Mass spectrometric experiments
Pure and Pd-doped AuN + clusters are produced by laser
ablation and inert gas condensation. Their size distribution
is analyzed by time-of-flight mass spectrometry, in a setup
described in detail in Ref. [36]. A molecular beam containing
both charged and neutral clusters is produced, but charged
species are electrostatically removed from the beam. Only
neutral species enter the mass spectrometer, where they are
excited by a tightly focused excimer F2 laser (λ = 157 nm),
which triggers ionization and fragmentation. While the abun-
dance distribution of clusters as produced in the source is
strongly influenced by production conditions, such as ablating
laser energy and carrier gas pressure, this is different for
the spectra recorded after photofragmentation. The abundance
of a specific cluster size relative to neighboring sizes in
a photofragmentation experiment is sensitive to the relative
dissociation energy of that cluster, and thus reflects its relative
stability [37,38].
B. Theoretical calculations
An extensive search for minimum-energy structures (at
the DFT level of theory) was performed for monometallic
AuN + and Pd-doped PdAuN −1+ clusters, in the extended
N = 2−20 size range. This search was carried out using
the Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA) [39,40],
which employs a pool methodology to evaluate structures in
parallel. In each run, multiple BPGA instances are imple-
mented and, in each instance, a set of processes is run in
parallel and independently [41,42]. First, numerous random
geometries are generated to form a population [43]. Then, the
generated structures of a given population are relaxed, followed
by crossover and mutation operations being performed on
individuals in the population. The newly generated structures
are locally energy minimized at the DFT level and then
the highest-energy isomers are replaced by any lower-energy
isomers among the set of offspring and mutants. All the
local energy minimizations mentioned above were conducted
with Gamma-point DFT calculations employing the Vienna ab
initio Simulation Package (VASP) [44]. Projected-augmented
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials were used, with the general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) exchange-correlation functional [45,46]. A plane-wave
basis set was implemented including spin polarization. The
plane-wave cut-off energy was truncated at 400 eV. Methfessel-
Paxton smearing, with a sigma value of 0.01 eV, was im-
plemented to improve convergence [47]. The thresholds for
the electronic energy and forces were set to 10−6 eV and
10−5 eV/Å, respectively. Spin states were optimized within
VASP independently for each generated global minimum
from BPGA. All clusters were found to exhibit the lowest
possible spin state in the optimal electronic configurations.
Finally, the energies of the lowest-energy VASP structures
were recalculated using spin-unrestricted density functional
calculations within the NWCHEM software package [48],
employing the long-range-corrected LC-ωPBEh exchange-
correlation functional and the extensive def2-TZVPP basis set
within the corresponding effective core potential (def2-ECP)
of Weigend and Ahlrichs [49–51].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Photofragmentation results
Mass spectra of pure AuN + and doped PdAuN +−1 clusters
after photofragmentation are shown in Fig. 1. Stability patterns
are clearly visible. For monometallic Au clusters, strong odd-
even alterations in intensity are present, with higher intensities
for clusters with an odd number of atoms (even number of 6s
electrons). This pattern has been observed previously and is
well understood in terms of the electronic shell model [2,12].
Two distinct maxima are seen for the photofragments Au7+ and
Au9+, which possess stable closed electronic shells with six
and eight delocalized electrons, respectively (see discussion
later) [4,6]. For positively charged gold clusters, the 2D to
3D transition takes place at size N = 9, with Au8+ being the
largest planar cluster [11]. Additional, low-intensity signals on
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FIG. 1. Mass abundance spectra of clusters after photofragmen-
tation with a tightly focused F2 excimer laser (λ = 157 nm). (a)
AuN + clusters. (b) PdAuN −1+ clusters. Peaks are connected by a red
line as a guide for the eye to visualize the size-to-size variations in
intensity. (c) Zoom-in on (b) highlighting the pathways for metastable
fragmentation of Au14+ and PdAu14+.
the right-hand side of each AuN + cluster in the mass spectrum
correspond to metastable fragments, as discussed later.
The mass spectrum of photofragmented PdAuN −1+ clus-
ters [see Fig. 1(b)] demonstrates that the stability pattern
is significantly altered by Pd doping. The most pronounced
intensity drop is now found after size N = 10, instead of after
N = 9 for the monometallic AuN + clusters. This suggests
that PdAu9+ has a relatively enhanced stability. Odd-even
oscillations are seen in the abundances, but are less pronounced
than for the monometallic gold clusters. For N > 8, the higher
intensities are found for PdAuN −1+ clusters composed of
an even number of atoms, while for AuN + odd-N sizes are
most intense. Replacing an odd-electron Au atom by an even-
electron Pd atom means that even-N cationic clusters now
have an even number of valence electrons. Interestingly, this
odd-even pattern is broken below N = 8, with a local intensity
maximum at PdAu6+, a cluster containing an odd number of
atoms (and electrons).
Following multiple photon absorption, the internal energy
of a cluster increases significantly, triggering fragmentation as
a cooling (relaxation) mechanism [52]. Initially, fragmentation
proceeds at a very high rate and thus the first fragmentation step
takes place on a much faster time scale than the time scale of
the time-of-flight mass spectrometry experiment (which is of
the order of several microseconds). The photoexcited clusters
are thus accelerated with the mass of those “instantaneous”
fragmentation products. If no additional fragmentation steps
occur before detection, the fragment is denoted as “prompt.”
These instantaneous or prompt fragments correspond to the
species with the higher intensities in Fig. 1 and their size-to-
size intensity variations reveal the electronic shell structure,
as discussed above. Besides these prompt fragments, some
clusters present in the molecular beam after photoexcitation
are metastable. Such a cluster is the product of subsequent
fragmentation steps, taking place on much longer time scales
than prompt fragmentation because the internal energy of the
cluster is now much lower [53]. A metastable fragment is
recognizable in the mass spectrum as an additional peak next
to the prompt clusters, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The apparently
different mass of a metastable cluster is just a consequence of
the fact that fragmentation taking place in free flight slightly
changes the time of flight of the ion in the reflectron of the mass
spectrometer (see Supplemental Material [54] for details).
Even though cluster stabilities can be investigated by the
intensity of prompt fragments in a mass spectrum, information
about the decay channel producing the fragments cannot be
obtained by this approach. This is because the time of flight of a
prompt fragment only depends on its mass after fragmentation.
However, this is different for a metastable cluster, with a time
of flight that depends on both the flight times of mother and
daughter ions in the fragmentation process [53]. An example
can be found in Fig. 1(c), which shows a zoom-in in Fig. 1(b).
For instance, the decay channel Au14+ → Au13+ + Au leads
to a metastable peak next to the prompt Au13+ cluster. Simi-
larly, the fragmentation channel PdAu14+ → PdAu13+ + Au
is identified by the presence of a metastable fragment visible
after the prompt PdAu13+ cluster. A metastable fragment pro-
duced by the channel PdAu14+ → Au14+ + Pd would show in
between the prompt Au14+ and the metastable Au15+ peaks,
which is not observed. Thus, depending on the flight time of
the metastable clusters, the decay channels can be identified.
B. Theoretical results
The lowest-energy structures obtained for AuN + and
PdAuN −1+ (N = 2−20) are shown in Fig. 2 and Cartesian co-
ordinates are provided as supporting information. The cationic
pure AuN + geometries can be identified as planar fragments
of hexagonal layers for N up to 8 atoms, 3D relaxed fcc
bulk fragments for N = 9−13, and 3D hollow cage structures
for N = 14−20. The obtained structures agree well with
those found by combined ion mobility experiments and DFT
calculations (in the N < 14 size range) [11], except for Au8+.
For Au8+, a planar structure is predicted as the global minimum
in our calculations, whereas the experiment assigned a 3D
isomer as the species present in the molecular beam. Similar
findings have been found elsewhere [55]. This 3D isomer has a
relative energy of 0.023 eV in our calculations. Although this
energy lies within the accuracy of DFT, possibly explaining
the discrepancy, another possibility is that the ground-state
structure is not the cluster produced in the experiment. Ad-
ditional theoretical studies on the structures of cationic Au
clusters can be found in the literature, although not for the
entire size range presented here. Previously reported global
minima agree in general with our results [56–59]. Compared
with our recent global optimizations of neutral palladium-gold
clusters [10,60], there is a significant effect of charge on the
structural patterns. Losing one electron in pure neutral AuN
clusters is responsible for a shift of the 2D-3D crossover from
N = 14 down to N = 9 [10,60,61].
Pd doping significantly alters the structures of the cationic
Au clusters. The most remarkable structural change is the
large decrease in the 2D to 3D transition size, which for
the doped clusters is at the smallest possible size: N = 4.
PdAu3+ has a tetrahedral geometry and all larger Pd-doped
clusters are three dimensional, in clear contrast with AuN +.
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FIG. 2. Minimum-energy structures of AuN + and PdAuN −1+ (N = 2−20) clusters. Au atoms are represented in yellow and Pd in blue.
This dopant-induced dimensional transition is consistent with
previous studies [23,24]. Our predicted isomers satisfactorily
concur with those presented by previous theoretical studies on
Pd-doped Au clusters up to six atoms [25,62,63]; however,
two differences are observed in the case of PdAu4+ and
PdAu5+ clusters. Our PdAu4+ structure is found to show a 3D
“twisted bow tie” as previously reported in Ref. [25], which
does not agree with the M-like planar structure proposed in
Ref. [63] or with the trigonal bipyramid structure suggested
in Ref. [62]. The global minimum of PdAu5+ is found to
be a capped square-based pyramid, while an edge-bridged
trigonal bipyramid was previously proposed as the ground-
state structure for this cluster [62]. For larger PdAum+(m > 6)
clusters, we are unaware of theoretical or experimental studies
to identify their detailed structures. For all sizes, the Pd atom
occupies a high-coordination site in or close to the center of the
cluster, as previously observed for the neutral species [10,60].
C. Stability patterns
Under the assumption that an evaporative decay chain pro-
ceeds through successive emission of monomers, the quantity
ln(IN/IN+1), with IN corresponding to the intensity of cluster
size N, provides information about relative stabilities [37,38].
This is different from the case in which cluster distributions
are produced by a thermodynamic (quasi)equilibrium between
growth and dissociation [4]. Values of ln(IN/IN+1), as a func-
tion of cluster size, are plotted in Fig. 3 for the monometallic
AuN + [Fig. 3(a)] and doped PdAuN −1+ [Fig. 3(c)] clusters.
From this figure, the previously mentioned size-to-size patterns
can be discussed quantitatively; strong odd-even oscillations
are found for AuN +, with pronounced maxima for Au7+ and
Au9+, and local maxima for clusters composed of an odd
number of atoms (even number of valence electrons). For
the doped species, a maximum is found for PdAu9+, after
which odd-even variations are present, with local maxima for
clusters composed of an even number of atoms. For clusters
smaller than PdAu8+, the pattern changes and a local maximum
appears at PdAu6+. The reason for the deviation from the
odd-even alternation in the N = 6−8 region for the Pd-doped
clusters (both from theory and experiment) will be discussed
later.
The observed stability pattern of the PdAuN −1+ clusters
(with N > 8) can be described in terms of the electronic
shell model. Assuming that all d electrons of the Pd-dopant
atom (electronic configuration [Kr]4d10) remain localized and
that each Au atom delocalizes its 6s electron (one of which
is lost in the cationic charge state), clusters with an even
number of atoms have an even number of delocalized electrons
and correspond to closed shells of itinerant electrons. In this
interpretation, the stability maximum for PdAu9+ corresponds
to a 3D magic number of electrons (eight), provided that
PdAu9+ indeed has a 3D geometry, as the DFT calculations
suggest (see Fig. 2). The stability pattern observed below
N = 8 is less easy to interpret and requires a detailed analysis
of the electronic structure of the clusters.
Information on the stability of a cluster relative to the
neighboring sizes can be obtained from theory by calculating
the second difference in energy (2E). For a cluster of size N ,
this quantity is defined as
2E = E(AN+1+) + E(AN−1+) − 2E(AN +), (1)
where AN + is the cluster composed of N atoms and E(AN +) is
its total electronic energy. With this definition of 2E, a cluster
which is more stable than its closest neighbors has a positive
2E value. This quantity, as a function of cluster size, is
plotted in Fig. 3 for AuN + [Fig. 3(b)] and PdAuN +−1 [Fig. 3(d)].
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FIG. 3. Relative stability patterns of AuN + and PdAuN −1+
clusters. Experimentally, stabilities are quantified by the quantity
ln(IN/IN+1), presented in (a) for AuN + and in (c) for PdAuN −1+.
Theoretically, relative stabilities are characterized by second dif-
ferences in energy (2E), obtained from the density functional
theory calculations. These are shown in (b) for AuN + and in (d) for
PdAuN −1+.
The abundance variations found in the photofragmentation
experiment are reproduced very well by 2E. Important
features are as follows: (i) odd-even oscillations are present
for all the AuN + clusters, with higher stability for clusters
composed of an odd number of atoms. (ii) Maxima are seen for
Au9+ and Au7+. (iii) Upon Pd doping, odd-even oscillations
are present for N > 8, with maxima for even N . (iv) The most
pronounced maximum for the Pd-doped clusters corresponds
to PdAu9+. (v) The odd-even pattern is broken for the Pd-doped
clusters when N < 8, with a local maximum at PdAu6+.
Taking into account the assumptions underlying Eq. (1), the
agreement between theory and experiment is exceptional.
The decay channels for the fragmentation of AuN + and
PdAuN −1+ clusters, investigated through the measurement
of metastable fragments, are compared in Fig. 4. Metastable
fragmentation, as a function of cluster size, is characterized by
the ratio of the intensity of metastable to prompt clusters of the
same size (MN ). The decay channels of monometallic AuN +
clusters are known [12]; depending on cluster size, dimer loss
competes with monomer evaporation. Figure 4(a) shows that
AuN + clusters composed of an even number of atoms decay
only by monomer evaporation, whereas those composed of an
odd number of atoms decay by both channels. This odd-even
pattern in the decay channels of the clusters can be explained
FIG. 4. Metastable fractions (MN ) obtained by the photofrag-
mentation experiments. (a) Metastable fraction corresponding to
monomer or dimer evaporation for the monometallic AuN + clusters.
(c) Metastable fraction corresponding to Au or Pd evaporation for
PdAuN −1+ clusters. (b) Dissociation energies, as calculated by DFT,
for monometallic AuN + clusters corresponding to the removal of a
neutral monomer or dimer. (d) Dissociation energies, as calculated by
DFT, for Pd-doped PdAuN −1+ clusters corresponding to the removal
of a neutral Au or Pd atom.
by their stability. When N is even, monomer evaporation is
the preferred channel so that the fragmentation product is an
odd-atom cationic cluster with a closed electronic shell (even
number of electrons). Conversely, if N is odd, dimer evapora-
tion is the channel which generates a closed-shell fragment
cluster. For the Pd-doped clusters, no dimer evaporation is
observed (above the noise level of the measurement), while Pd
monomer evaporation is a competitive decay channel with Au
evaporation for some sizes. Figure 4(c) shows the metastable
fractions for the doped PdAuN −1+ clusters. Pd evaporation
is observed for PdAu5+, PdAu7+, PdAu9+, and PdAu11+.
This additional channel is especially competitive for PdAu7+
and PdAu9+, in which cases Pd loss generates the stable
closed-shell Au7+ (6 electron) and Au9+ (8 electron) clusters,
respectively. For all other clusters, Au monomer evaporation
is the only observed decay channel. It worth nothing that in
Fig. 4, information on decay channels is only presented for
N  6. The small heat capacity of cluster sizes N < 6 strongly
suppresses metastable fragmentation.
The decay channels obtained from the experimental
metastable fractions MN can be compared with dissociation
energies calculated by DFT, which are also shown in Fig. 4(b)
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for AuN + and Fig. 4(d) for PdAuN −1+. The dissociation energy
DN , of a clusterAN + emitting a neutral fragmentAM , is defined
as
DN = E(AN−M+) + E(AM ) − E(AN +). (2)
In these calculations, the reactant (AN +) and product
(AN−M+) cluster ions are the lowest-energy structures found
in our BPGA search (Fig. 2) and have energies calculated by
reoptimization with NWChem. The neutral atomic or diatomic
fragments emitted (AM,M = 1 or 2) have also been energy
minimized with NWChem. Only neutral monomers and dimers
are considered in this analysis because the ionization energies
of Au, Pd, Au2, and PdAu are all significantly higher than
those of the larger gold and Pd-doped gold clusters. Thus, the
lower-energy dissociation channels will be those where the
positive charge resides on the larger cluster fragments, rather
than on the evaporated monomers or dimers. The calculated
DN ’s for the monomer and dimer evaporation channels of
AuN + and PdAuN −1+ clusters are listed in the Supplemental
Material [54].
Considering the monomer decay channel of AuN + clusters,
a comparison of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) shows excellent corre-
lation between the measured metastable fractions (MN ) and
the calculated dissociation energies (DN ). In the figure, the
comparison is facilitated by plotting the opposite of DN since
in the simpler case in which fragmentation proceeds mainly by
one channel, a high (low) value of DN corresponds to a lower
(higher) degree of metastable fragmentation. Turning to the
dimer decay channel, we note that DN values for dimer loss
are significantly higher than those for monomer loss for even
values of N , which is consistent with the experimental finding
that dimer evaporation is not observed for even N . For odd
values ofN , dissociation energies for monomer evaporation are
high, reflecting the stability of these even-electron closed-shell
species. As the Au2 dimer has an even number of electrons,
dimer loss from a closed-shell cluster cation with an odd
number of atoms generates a fragment which is also closed
shell. Therefore, dissociation energies for dimer loss are mostly
calculated to be lower than those for monomer evaporation,
which is consistent with both decay channels being observed
experimentally for odd N .
The calculated dissociation energies for monomer evapo-
ration (loss of a single Au or Pd atom) from PdAuN −1+ are
shown in Fig. 4(d). The DN plot for Au loss shown in Fig. 4(d)
does not exhibit the pronounced odd-even alternation observed
experimentally for MN in Fig. 4(c), though DN values for Au
evaporation are generally lower than for Pd evaporation, which
is consistent with the experimental predominance of the Au
evaporation channel. In contrast, a clear odd-even alternation
in DN is calculated for the evaporation of a Pd atom up to
N = 15, with larger DN for odd N. For the Pd-doped clusters,
a direct quantitative comparison between the experimental
MN fractions and the calculated DN energies is not possible.
Because the Pd-doped species have a complicated competition
between the emission of different types of atoms, deriving an
equation directly linking MN with DN is not possible [12].
However, a good prediction of the energetically most favorable
fragmentation channels and for which cases Pd loss will
compete with Au emission is achieved. As shown in Fig. 4(d),
FIG. 5. Total density of states (blue line) of Au9+ (left) and
PdAu9+ (right) clusters. The projection onto atomic s states is shaded
red, whereas the projection onto Pd d states is shaded black. Molecular
orbitals in which the electron density extends over the entire cluster are
plotted and labeled based on their nodal character (1S and 1Px,y,z).
In addition, a molecular orbital in which a higher electron density
on the different atoms and a zero or close-to-zero electron density in
between the atoms of the cluster is identified. The HOMO and LUMO
levels are labeled.
PdAuN −1+ clusters with even N generally have similar DN
energies for Au and Pd loss, in good agreement with the
experimental MN fractions of Fig. 4(c). This is particularly
noticeable for PdAu7+ (N = 8) and PdAu9+ (N = 10), in
which Pd evaporation competes so that the very stable clusters
Au7+ and Au9+ are formed. According to the fragmentation
experiments, there is no clear evidence for the evaporation of
Au2 or PdAu dimers from the Pd-doped clusters. As this may be
due to experimental sensitivity problems, we have calculated
the dissociation energies for evaporation of Au2 and PdAu from
PdAuN
+
−1 (see Supplemental Material [54]). In most cases,
calculations indicate that DN for dimer loss are higher than
for monomer evaporation, with Au2 loss favored over AuPd.
It should be noted, however, that the calculated DN for the
evaporation of Au2 from PdAu5+ is only 1.81 eV. In fact, the
calculated energies for the evaporation of Au and Pd atoms
and the Au2 dimer from PdAu5+ are very similar, lying in the
range 1.81–1.99 eV, so all three fragmentation channels may
be competitive.
D. Electronic structure and magic numbers
In the extended size range studied, four clusters are par-
ticularly interesting in view of their apparent higher stability:
Au9+, PdAu9+, Au7+, and PdAu6+. To understand why these
clusters exhibit higher stability than the other species, a
detailed analysis of their electronic structures was performed.
The 5d states in gold clusters are significantly hybridized
with the valence 6s states [7]. As a result, the use of simple
electron-counting rules to interpret the size-dependent stability
of gold clusters is more complicated than, for example, for
Na clusters. This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 5,
showing the total density of states (DOS) of Au9+. Below
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), many states
form a dense band, composed of hybridized d and s states,
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as a projection of the DOS reveals. At the top and bottom of
this band, however, four states with high s character are found,
i.e., at around −10 eV (three states) and −15.5 eV (one state).
Inspection of these MOs show wave functions delocalized over
the entire cluster that, based on their nodal character [20],
can be classified as the 1S and 1Px,y,z eigenstates of the
“particle in a spherical box” [64]. These MOs are plotted in
the figure, together with a (randomly chosen) MO of mainly
d character, in which there is electron density localized on
each atom of the cluster (“localized” here implies a MO with
higher density on the different atoms and a zero or close-to-zero
electron density in between the atoms). The doubly occupied
1S and 1Px,y,z MOs (total of eight delocalized electrons) in
the three-dimensional Au9+ cluster form a closed electronic
shell structure, providing enhanced stability for the cluster.
It is worth mentioning that in a potential with perfect radial
symmetry, the 1Px,1Py , and 1Pz eigenstates are degenerate;
however, because of the reduced symmetry of the actual cluster
structure, as compared to a sphere, the degeneracy of the
1Px,y,z states is lifted (apart from in cubic and icosahedral point
groups) so these three orbitals have slightly different energies
in the cluster DOS [65].
The case of PdAu9+, presented in the right panel of Fig. 5,
is similar to that of Au9+. Between −10.5 and −15 eV, many
states of mainly d character form a dense band, with states of
larger s contribution located below and above it. These states
with large s contribution are delocalized over the entire cluster
and can, based on their nodal character, be classified as the 1S
and 1Px,y,z MOs. In addition, a projection of the total DOS
onto Pd d states (black shading) reveals minor Pd(d)-Au(d)
hybridization and almost no Pd(d)-Au(s) hybridization. This
supports the picture that in PdAu9+, the Pd remains with all
its 4d10 electrons localized, whereas each Au atom delocalizes
its 6s electron, giving a total of eight delocalized electrons.
Interestingly, above the 1Pz MO, two occupied orbitals of
mainly Pd(d) character are located, one of which is the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the cluster. These states
are poorly hybridized with Au(d) states due to a poor energy
overlap, reducing the HOMO–lowest-unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) gap of PdAu9+ as compared to Au9+.
A similar analysis of the cluster DOS was performed for
Au7+ and PdAu6+ and is presented in Fig. 6. The lowest-energy
isomer of Au7+ (left panel of the figure) has a two-dimensional
centered-hexagonal structure. This cluster has three doubly
occupied MOs in which the wave function is delocalized over
the entire cluster, resembling the lowest three eigenfunctions
of a “particle in a circular box,” based on their nodal character
(1S and 1Px,y) [5]. In a 2D cluster, the 1Pz orbital cannot
be generated from a basis of s-type atomic orbitals so the
electronic shell closure after filling 1S and 1Px,y corresponds
to six electrons [6,66]. In fact, the LUMO state of Au7+
resembles the 1D eigenstate of the particle in the circular box.
Using the itinerant electron picture, each Au atom delocalizes
its 6s electron, providing Au7+ with six itinerant electrons
and enhanced stability. Similar arguments have been used to
explain the high relative stability of specific flat boron clusters
of different charge states [67,68].
Finally, we discuss the interesting case of PdAu6+ (right
panel of Fig. 6). As for the previous clusters, the DOS is
formed by a dense band of mainly d character (the d band),
FIG. 6. Total density of states (blue line) of Au7+ (left) and
PdAu6+ (right) clusters. A projection into atomic s states is shaded
red, whereas a projection onto Pd d states is shaded black. Molecular
orbitals in which the electron density extends over the entire cluster are
plotted and labeled based on their nodal character (1S and 1Px,y,z).
In addition, a molecular orbital in which a higher electron density
on the different atoms and a zero or close-to-zero electron density in
between the atoms of the cluster is identified. The HOMO and LUMO
levels are labeled.
and six orbitals (counting α and β orbitals for this odd-electron
cluster) with a higher s contribution. A plot of these states
reveal MOs delocalized over the entire cluster, resembling the
1S and 1Px,y eigenstates of the particle in a triangular box,
based on their nodal character [6]. These states are doubly
occupied, suggesting, in the itinerant electron model, that Pd
delocalizes one of its 4d10 electrons. Thus, PdAu6+ has a total
of six itinerant electrons, with a closed 2D electronic shell
and enhanced stability. A similar conclusion was drawn from
photoelectron spectroscopy measurements on small anionic
PdAuN −(N = 1–4) clusters [21]. The very similar photo-
electron spectra observed for anionic gold clusters and their
Pd-doped equivalents suggested that in the doped clusters,
one 4d Pd electron is promoted to a 5s electronic level and
participates in the bonding with Au. A projection of the DOS
of PdAu6+ onto Pd d states shows a very strong hybridization
between Pd(d) and Au(s)-Au(d) states. In particular, the 1Px
and 1Py MOs of the cluster possess a significant percentage
of Pd(d) character, in clear contrast to the case of PdAu9+.
This supports the simple picture that Pd donates one of its d
electrons for delocalization and shell closing in the PdAu6+
cluster.
It should be noted, however, that the lowest-energy isomer
of PdAu6+ is not strictly two dimensional since the Pd atom
occupies a site out of the plane defined by the six gold atoms.
Nevertheless, delocalization takes place mostly in the plane
of the Au atoms, and thus a quasi-2D picture remains: this
can be understood by the well-known high stability of the
neutral Au6 2D triangular cluster [60]. PdAu6+ can, therefore,
reasonably be described as (Pd+)Au6. In PdAu6+, the 1Pz
orbital (which is now possible due to the overall 3D topology)
is destabilized, opening a significant HOMO-LUMO gap in
the system’s DOS. This gap, however, is smaller than in Au9+
since, as shown in the figure, the LUMO state is a MO of mainly
Pd(d) character, which is poorly hybridized with Au(d) due
to a poor energy overlap with the Au d band. The enhanced
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stability of the odd-electron PdAu6+ cluster, which is due to
the even-electron nature of the Au6 triangle, is manifested in
the local maximum in the second difference plot for PdAu6+
[Fig. 3(d)]. This also explains the reduced stability (relative to
neighboring sizes) of the even-electron species PdAu5+ and
PdAu7+, as predicted by the DFT calculations [Fig. 3(d)] and
confirmed by the experiments [Fig. 3(c)].
An interesting comparison that enables a better understand-
ing of the enhanced stability of PdAu6+ is the analysis of
an isomer resembling the quasicircular structure of Au7+,
comprising an Au hexagon with the Pd dopant at the center. A
detailed analysis of this isomer, with a relative energy of +0.6
eV compared to the ground state, is presented in Appendix B.
Remarkably, even though the Pd sits in the same plane as the
Au framework, there is very weak hybridization between the
Pd(d) and the Au(d)-Au(s) states, similar to the situation in
PdAu9+. As a consequence, of the MOs which are delocalized
over the entire cluster, only the 1S and 1Px MOs are doubly
occupied, whereas the 1Py orbital is singly occupied. This
implies a total of five itinerant electrons. Therefore, geometry
has a determining role in the enhanced stability of PdAu6+,
allowing good hybridization of the d states of Pd with the s
and d bands of Au only for the 3D isomer.
It is interesting to consider how much electron correlation
and relativistic effects determine the stability patterns observed
in these clusters. To address this, calculations were performed
on the four clusters Au9+, PdAu9+, Au7+, and PdAu6+
using single-determinant Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, in which
electron correlation and relativistic effects are excluded. At the
HF level, MOs which are delocalized over the entire cluster
can be found in the cluster DOS. Their energies are all above
the d band of the cluster. This is in sharp contrast with the
DFT calculations discussed above, for which these delocalized
orbitals are found within or even below (for the 1S MO) the
d band. In the absence of relativistic effects, the d band of
Au is lower in energy and does not hybridize with the s band.
These results, shown in the Supplemental Material [54], can
be expected to represent what would be observed, for instance,
in Pd-doped Ag clusters, in which relativistic effects are much
less important.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have employed a combined experimental
and theoretical approach to determine and rationalize the
stability trends of small AuN + and PdAuN −1+ clusters in
the N = 5–20 size range. The existence of “magic” clusters
sizes at Au7+, Au9+, PdAu6+, and PdAu9+ is observed in
both intensity profiles from mass spectrometry and metastable
photofragmentation fractions. The increased stability of these
clusters is attributed to electronic shell closings in a 2D
and 3D confining potential. The ground-state structures of
Au7+ and PdAu6+ represent perturbations of the particle
in a circular potential, which exhibit closed-shell electronic
structures with six delocalized electrons, while Au9+ and
PdAu9+ exhibit structures close to that of the particle in a
spherical potential, with a corresponding closed eight-electron
shell. These conclusions are supported by detailed analysis
of the cluster density of states. Oscillations in the stability
of nonmagic clusters are observed experimentally for all
investigated clusters according to the possibility of closure
of the 5d orbital, with odd-numbered AuN + clusters, and
even PdAuN
+
−1 clusters more stable. Excellent agreement is
found with theory, suggesting that the calculated structures are
indeed global minima and are representative of the clusters
produced in the experiment. Moreover, photofragmentation
fractions are compared with calculated dissociation energies,
with qualitative agreement, showing that the balance between
monomer and dimer evaporation is controlled by the ability to
maintain closed 5d shell daughter clusters. Furthermore, it is
found that the evaporation of Pd atoms is suppressed in general,
with exceptions for clusters in which this channel produces
fragments of magic sizes.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the significant effect
of Pd doping on the stability and electron delocalization in
small cationic Au clusters. These observations may be of
relevance for the understanding of processes taking place in
related systems, such as doped monolayer-protected clusters
or larger bimetallic nanoparticles.
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APPENDIX A: DENSITY OF STATES OF PdAu7+ AND
PdAu8+ CLUSTERS
In the left panel of Fig. 7, the analysis of PdAu7+ is pre-
sented. Four molecular orbitals in which the electron density
is delocalized over the entire cluster can be identified in the
cluster DOS. In clear contrast with PdAu9+ (Fig. 5), the 1Pz
orbital is found to lie above the HOMO, and thus is empty. MOs
1S and 1Px,y are doubly occupied, resulting in a total of six
delocalized electrons. Since the cluster has a 3D geometry, the
total number of six delocalized electrons does not correspond
to a magic size. This is supported by the small HOMO-LUMO
gap. The case of PdAu8+ (right panel of Fig. 7) is similar to
PdAu7+, with the difference that this cluster is an open-shell
system and thus α- and β-spin orbitals must be considered
independently. Four orbitals of delocalized character over the
entire cluster are found in the cluster DOS, with only the β-1Pz
orbital being empty. Therefore, PdAu8+ has seven delocalized
electrons
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FIG. 7. Total density of states (blue line) of PdAu7+ (left) and
PdAu8+ (right) clusters. A projection onto total s states is shaded
red, whereas a projection onto Pd d states is shaded black. Molecular
orbitals in which the electron density extends over the entire cluster
are plotted and labeled based on their nodal character (1S and 1Px,y,z).
The HOMO and LUMO levels are labeled.
APPENDIX B: PLANAR ISOMER OF PdAu6+
This isomer, with a relative energy of +0.6 eV compared
to the ground state, comprises an Au hexagon with the Pd
dopant at the center. The total density of states is shown in
Fig. 8, with a projection onto total s and Pd d states. In this
isomer, the hybridization of the Pd d states with Au d and Au
s states is poor, as in the case of PdAu9+ presented in the main
text. In fact, there are no MOs with high Au s character that
simultaneously have large Pd contribution. This is reflected in
the electronic structure of the isomer. The HOMO-LUMO gap
of this cluster is very small since the 1Py,β MO is empty. Thus,
in the simplistic picture of itinerant electrons, Pd remains with
all its d electrons localized, resulting in a total of five electrons
FIG. 8. Total density of states (blue line) of the planar hexagon
isomer of PdAu6+, located 0.6 eV above the ground state. A projection
onto total s states is shaded red, whereas a projection onto Pd d states is
shaded black. Molecular orbitals in which the electron density extends
over the entire cluster are plotted and labeled based on their nodal
character (1S and 1Px,y). In addition, three molecular orbitals in which
a higher electron density on the different atoms and a zero or close-
to-zero electron density in between the atoms of the cluster is shown.
which are delocalized over the entire cluster. Therefore, geom-
etry plays a determining role in the electronic structure of the
cluster and, thus, in its stability. Interestingly, DFT calculations
on the neutral cluster show that this hexagonal structure is
the ground state for neutral PdAu6, instead of the triangular
quasi-2D structure of the cation. By adding an extra electron,
the system closes an electronic shell of delocalized valence
electrons, providing enhanced stability for the planar structure.
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1. Hartree-Fock calculations for PdAu6+, Au7+, PdAu9+ and Au9+. 




+, using the single determinant 
Hartree-Fock (HF) theory. These calculations are performed in order to investigate the role of charge 
correlation and relativistic effects on the results presented in the main text. As seen in Figure S1, the HF 
results are similar to those obtained by DFT, detailed in the main text. The clusters’ DOS are composed 
of doubly occupied MOs in which the electron density is delocalized over the entire cluster. Based on 
their nodal character, these states can be labelled as the first eigenstates of electrons confined in a 
potential well. 
 An important difference between the HF results and the DFT calculations of the main text, are 
the energies of these delocalized MOs. Without relativistic effects, the d-band of Au is lower in energy 
and consequently, does not hybridize with the s-band. The HF results, therefore, show a very week s-d 
hybridization. This is particularly clear for the 1S MO, which under DFT is always located below the d-
band, whereas at the HF level it is predicted to lie above this band. 
 
 




+, calculated by 
Hartree-Fock theory using the def2-SVP basis set. Molecular orbitals in which the electron 
density extends over the entire cluster are plotted and labeled based on their nodal character (1S 









2. Determination of fragmentation channels 
In this section, the equations used to determine the fragmentations channels of the clusters are 
detailed.  
 Figure S2 shows a scheme of the mass spectrometer. To improve time (or mass) resolution, the 
mass spectrometer makes use of a reflectron, in which clusters are decelerated and reflected before 
reaching a time-sensitive detector. This system is composed of three stages: laser excitation and ion 
extraction, free-flight, and reflection. As described in the main article, following laser excitation, the first 
step of fragmentation, or prompt fragmentation, takes place instantaneously. As a consequence, this 
fragmentation occurs in between the first two grids of the extraction stage of the mass spectrometer, 
where the laser excitation takes place. A prompt fragment, therefore, will be accelerated at the 
extraction and reflected with same mass. The total time-of-flight of a prompt fragment in the mass 
spectrometer can be easily calculated by solving the electrostatic equations of motion of this fragment. 
All dimensions and potentials are known as well as the mass and charge of the cluster. A similar analysis 
was presented already in Ref. [1], however, we will show here the most relevant equations.  
 
Figure S2. Schematic overview of the used reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (not to 
scale), divided into three regions: laser excitation and ion extraction, free flight and ion 
reflection. Important lengths are L1 = 21 mm, L2 = 10 mm, L3 = 10 mm, L4 = 100 mm, L5 = 790 mm, 
and LF = 1230 mm. The distance x, measured from the first extraction electrode to the point of 
laser excitation, is approximately 10 mm. The applied voltages on the extraction and reflectron 
electrodes are V1 = 3570 V, V2 = 2550 V, R1 = 3705 V, and R2 = 2328 V. Times of flight and 
velocities are indicated by arrows in the figure. The length of arrows representing velocities do 
not correspond with their magnitude.    
 
 For excitation, a laser is directed in between the first two extraction grids, at a distance , 
measured from the first extraction grid. This induces ionization and fragmentation. Positively charged 
clusters of mass  are accelerated in the first extraction zone by an electric field /  with  
and  the voltages applied on the first and second grid of the extraction (constant voltages are applied 
in these experiments). This results in a velocity  at the second extraction grid. The time elapsed from 
laser excitation to the moment when clusters enter to the second extraction stage ( ) is given by      
                                                              . 1  
4 
 
 Then, clusters are accelerated by a potential difference  since the third grid at the extraction 
stage is grounded. The flight time in this stage ( ) corresponds to                                                                 S. 2  
 During flight in the field free zone the velocity is constant. Therefore, the elapsed time  is 
simply,                                                                            . 3  
 Inside the reflectron an opposite potential is applied decreasing the clusters velocities. At the 
first reflectron stage, a potential difference  is applied, leading to a flight time  to travel the distance 
 given by                                                                S. 3  
 At the second stage of the reflectron, clusters are decelerated by a field /  with R1 
and R2 the permanent voltages applied to the second and third grid of the reflectron, respectively. The 
time  elapsed from the second reflectron plate to the stopping point  is                                                                 S. 4  
 Finally, clusters exit the reflectron entering again the field free zone until they reach the 
detector, with a corresponding flight time  given by,                                                                            S. 5  
 The total time of flight  is thus calculated as 2                                                  . 6  
 Eq. (S.6) determines the total time-of-flight of a prompt fragment for which the same mass  is 
used from laser excitation to detection. If metastable fragmentation takes place in free-flight, the 
velocity of the cluster is not changed [2], and the same Eq. (S.6) can be used to calculate the total time-
of-flight of the metastable fragment, with the important difference that times  and  must be 
calculated with a different daughter mass, , as depicted in Figure S2.                                                                     S. 7  
                                                               S. 8  
 The arrival time of the metastable fragments carries information about the decay channel, since 
their total time-of-flight is a function of both, the mass of the mother , and the daughter . To 
exemplify this, let’s consider the cases presented in Figure 1c of the main article. Using Eq. (S.6) the total 
times-of-flight of the prompt fragments PdAu13
+ and PdAu14
+ are calculated as 146.4 μs and 152.8 μs, 
5 
 
respectively. This, however, is different if we consider a cluster produced by the metastable 
fragmentation of the mother PdAu14
+; this cluster is extracted as PdAu14
+ but reflected as the daughter 
of the fragmentation process, which can be either PdAu14
+ → PdAu13
+ + Au or PdAu14
+ → Au14
+ + Pd. 
Because of the large difference in mass of the Au and Pd atoms, these two processes will lead to 
different flight times, because the mass  in Eqs. (S.7) and (S.8) will differ significantly from  in Eqs. 
(S1) and (S2). Using these expressions, the following times-of-flight are obtained: 147.1 μs for the loss of 
Au and 149.8 μs for the loss of Pd. In the experiments presented in the main article, only a peak at 147.1 
μs is observed, proving that the fragmentation channel of PdAu14
+ corresponds to the emission of a 
neutral Au monomer. It worth noting that in Figure 1c of the main article, the time axis was converted 
into a mass axis, although this does not affect the interpretation. A similar analysis can also be used to 


























3. The calculated dissociation energies of the different fragmentation channels  
 
Reaction Energy (eV) 
Au3
+                →         Au2
+ + Au 3.25 
Au4
+                →         Au3
+ + Au 1.31 
Au5
+                →         Au4
+ + Au 2.76 
Au6
+                →         Au5
+ + Au 1.52 
Au7
+                →         Au6
+ + Au 2.86 
Au8
+                →         Au7
+ + Au 1.69 
Au9
+                →         Au8
+ + Au 3.11 
Au10
+              →         Au9
+ + Au 1.50 
Au11
+              →         Au10
+ + Au 3.06 
Au12
+              →         Au11
+ + Au 1.41 
Au13
+              →         Au12
+ + Au 2.41 
Au14
+              →         Au13
+ + Au 1.95 
Au15
+              →         Au14
+ + Au 2.43 
Au16
+              →         Au15
+ + Au 1.54 
Au17
+              →         Au16
+ + Au 2.88 
Au18
+              →         Au17
+ + Au 2.03 
Au19
+              →         Au18
+ + Au 2.60 
Au20
+              →         Au19
+ + Au 1.91 
Au2Pd1
+         →         Au2
+ + Pd 2.96 
Au3Pd1
+         →         Au3
+ + Pd 2.17 
Au4Pd1
+         →         Au4
+ + Pd 2.59 
Au5Pd1
+         →         Au5
+ + Pd 1.78 
Au6Pd1
+         →         Au6
+ + Pd 2.86 
Au7Pd1
+         →         Au7
+ + Pd 2.24 
Au8Pd1
+         →         Au8
+ + Pd 3.15 
Au9Pd1
+         →         Au9
+ + Pd 2.50 
Au10Pd1
+       →         Au10
+ + Pd 2.66 
Au11Pd1
+       →         Au11
+ + Pd 2.04 
Au12Pd1
+       →         Au12
+ + Pd 2.65 
Au13Pd1
+       →         Au13
+ + Pd 2.51 
Au14Pd1
+       →         Au14
+ + Pd 2.67 
Au15Pd1
+       →         Au15
+ + Pd 2.83 
Au16Pd1
+       →         Au16
+ + Pd 2.90 
Au17Pd1
+       →         Au17
+ + Pd 2.37 
Au18Pd1
+       →         Au18
+ + Pd 2.21 
Au19Pd1
+       →         Au19
+ + Pd 2.26 
Au2Pd1
+         →        Au1Pd1
+ + Au 6.59 
Au3Pd1
+         →        Au2Pd1
+ + Au 2.51 
Au4Pd1
+         →        Au3Pd1




+         →        Au4Pd1
+ + Au 1.95 
Au6Pd1
+         →        Au5Pd1
+ + Au 2.60 
Au7Pd1
+         →        Au6Pd1
+ + Au 2.24 
Au8Pd1
+         →        Au7Pd1
+ + Au 2.60 
Au9Pd1
+         →        Au8Pd1
+ + Au 2.46 
Au10Pd1
+        →        Au9Pd1
+ + Au 1.65 
Au11Pd1
+        →        Au10Pd1
+ + Au 2.45 
Au12Pd1
+        →        Au11Pd1
+ + Au 2.02 
Au13Pd1
+        →        Au12Pd1
+ + Au 2.27 
Au14Pd1
+        →        Au13Pd1
+ + Au 2.10 
Au15Pd1
+        →        Au14Pd1
+ + Au 2.60 
Au16Pd1
+        →        Au15Pd1
+ + Au 1.61 
Au17Pd1
+        →        Au16Pd1
+ + Au 2.36 
Au18Pd1
+        →        Au17Pd1
+ + Au 1.87 
Au19Pd1
+        →        Au18Pd1






Reaction Energy (eV) 
Au3
+                →         Au+ + Au2 3.37 
Au4
+                →         Au2
+ + Au2 2.66 
Au5
+                →         Au3
+ + Au2 2.17 
Au6
+                →         Au4
+ + Au2 2.38 
Au7
+                →         Au5
+ + Au2 2.48 
Au8
+                →         Au6
+ + Au2 2.65 
Au9
+               →          Au7
+ + Au2 2.90 
Au10
+              →         Au8
+ + Au2 2.71 
Au11
+              →         Au9
+ + Au2 2.66 
Au12               →         Au10
+ + Au2 2.57 
Au13               →         Au11
+ + Au2 1.92 
Au14               →         Au12
+ + Au2 2.46 
Au15               →         Au13
+ + Au2 2.48 
Au16               →         Au14
+ + Au2 2.07 
Au17               →         Au15
+ + Au2 2.52 
Au18               →         Au16
+ + Au2 3.01 
Au19               →         Au17
+ + Au2 2.73 
Au20               →         Au18
+ + Au2 2.61 
Au2Pd1
+         →         Au+ + PdAu 3.90 
Au3Pd1
+         →         Au2
+ + PdAu 2.37 
Au4Pd1
+         →         Au3
+ + PdAu 3.02 
Au5Pd1
+         →         Au4
+ + PdAu 2.86 
Au6Pd1
+         →         Au5
+ + PdAu 3.58 
Au7Pd1
+         →         Au6




+         →         Au7
+ + PdAu 4.09 
Au9Pd1
+         →         Au8
+ + PdAu 2.63 
Au10Pd1
+       →         Au9
+ + PdAu 3.58 
Au11Pd1
+      →          Au10
+ + PdAu 2.53 
Au12Pd1
+      →          Au11
+ + PdAu 3.40 
Au13Pd1
+      →          Au12
+ + PdAu 3.09 
Au14Pd1
+      →          Au13
+ + PdAu 3.73 
Au15Pd1
+      →          Au14
+ + PdAu 2.91 
Au16Pd1
+      →          Au15
+ + PdAu 3.73 
Au17Pd1
+      →          Au16
+ + PdAu 2.72 
Au18Pd1
+      →          Au17
+ + PdAu 3.33 
Au19Pd1
+      →          Au18
+ + PdAu 2.37 
Au2Pd1
+         →        Pd+ + Au2 7.16 
Au3Pd1
+         →        Au1Pd1
+ + Au2 2.33 
Au4Pd1
+         →        Au2Pd1
+ + Au2 1.78 
Au5Pd1
+         →        Au3Pd1
+ + Au2 2.66 
Au6Pd1
+         →        Au4Pd1
+ + Au2 2.94 
Au7Pd1
+         →        Au5Pd1
+ + Au2 2.94 
Au8Pd1
+         →        Au6Pd1
+ + Au2 3.16 
Au9Pd1
+         →        Au7Pd1
+ + Au2 2.21 
Au10Pd1
+       →        Au8Pd1
+ + Au2 2.20 
Au11Pd1
+       →        Au9Pd1
+ + Au2 2.56 
Au12Pd1
+       →        Au10Pd1
+ + Au2 2.38 
Au13Pd1
+       →        Au11Pd1
+ + Au2 2.47 
Au14Pd1
+       →        Au12Pd1
+ + Au2 2.80 
Au15Pd1
+       →        Au13Pd1
+ + Au2 2.30 
Au16Pd1
+       →        Au14Pd1
+ + Au2 2.06 
Au17Pd1
+       →        Au15Pd1
+ + Au2 2.33 
Au18Pd1
+       →        Au16Pd1
+ + Au2 2.62 
Au19Pd1
+       →        Au17Pd1





















4. XYZ coordinates of minimum-energy structures 
4.1. AuN+ clusters, N=2-20: 
      Au2
+ 
 Au                    0.75633217    -0.79066243    -0.71379159 
 Au                   -0.75633217     0.79066243     0.71379159 
  
   Au3
+ 
Au                    0.28795200    -0.83100282    -1.22798571 
Au                    0.61207735     1.37345513     0.14290605 
Au                   -0.90002935    -0.54245231     1.08507967 
 
     Au4
+ 
Au                    0.30042967    -1.03670287     0.77478118 
Au                   -0.29999035     1.03685982    -0.77476022 
Au                   -0.54494222     1.23657354     1.86601302 
Au                    0.54450290    -1.23673049    -1.86603398 
 
     Au5
+ 
Au                   -1.15716234    -1.62959222    -1.76690824 
Au                    1.39664191    -1.66340708    -1.54829961 
Au                    1.15663523     1.62206329     1.77362174 
Au                   -0.00037515    -0.00004857     0.00002346 
Au                   -1.39573965     1.67098458     1.54156265 
 
     Au6
+ 
Au                   -2.04135630    -0.07520849    -2.19285825 
Au                    0.04569588     1.17207958    -1.22450667 
Au                   -1.06434723    -1.09872976     0.00936620 
Au                    1.02171626    -0.00037452     1.13891992 
Au                    2.12071726     2.11652860     0.06063475 
Au                   -0.08242587    -2.11429542     2.20844405 
 
     Au7
+ 
Au                   -1.85434616    -0.05659725    -1.94209267 
Au                   -0.10791731     1.98183481    -1.80910465 
Au                   -1.85717023    -1.94083764    -0.02541593 
Au                   -0.00002991    -0.00048153     0.00051931 
Au                    1.87394150     1.92400240     0.00521967 
Au                    0.07200258    -1.95056956     1.84614930 




     Au8
+ 
Au                    0.42078708    -2.63507847    -2.26172476 
Au                   -2.39472791     1.01744976    -2.33800303 
Au                   -0.52788025    -0.43258037    -1.22968817 
Au                   -1.41907687     1.84196395    -0.03877606 
Au                    1.41937080    -1.84173467     0.03861718 
Au                    0.52767633     0.43242557     1.22962325 
Au                   -0.42003880     2.63543538     2.26136399 
Au                    2.39388960    -1.01788115     2.33858760 
 
     Au9
+ 
Au                    1.93820705     1.08607021    -2.18326334 
Au                   -0.10890446    -0.62713260    -1.89889740 
Au                   -2.30339595    -2.03595868    -1.72883311 
Au                    0.11005180     1.69459865    -0.29993348 
Au                    1.95830450    -0.41821427     0.04008281 
Au                   -1.99572480    -0.15756784     0.06182205 
Au                   -1.73768422     2.00095771     1.63686026 
Au                    0.07148085     0.05133471     2.00081537 
Au                    2.06766523    -1.59408790     2.37134685 
 
    Au10
+ 
Au                    2.44644872     1.05926103    -2.44879698 
Au                    2.02535654    -0.64393759    -0.52301851 
Au                   -2.72329977    -2.32186442    -0.54478000 
Au                    0.41250525     1.55044336    -0.87783442 
Au                   -2.05147974     2.68853735    -0.79582328 
Au                   -0.27335195    -2.14720056     0.32359383 
Au                   -0.81710446     2.11986354     1.54589480 
Au                    0.70298636    -0.03807174     1.84052713 
Au                   -1.82608042     0.08643183    -0.05357499 
Au                    2.10401948    -2.35346280     1.53381242 
 
    Au11
+ 
Au                    1.61125263     1.66934435    -3.05722116 
Au                   -0.19354384     0.03944442    -2.11668955 
Au                   -2.23046208    -1.69880936    -2.10337910 
Au                   -0.30626597    -2.08472422    -0.28146381 
Au                   -2.12422620     0.04721504    -0.07583265 
Au                    1.55590070     1.37151581    -0.46750374 
Au                    1.34433545    -3.35689449     1.28556541 
Au                    1.44317148    -0.75269055     1.36778097 
Au                   -2.95617074     1.68755137     1.77227402 
Au                   -0.37471937     1.37928838     1.57337214 
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Au                    2.23072795     1.69875924     2.10309747 
 
 
    Au12
+ 
Au                    0.21375139     2.34970142     0.43060108 
Au                    0.85002008     0.66005130    -1.68041619 
Au                   -3.11161905    -1.56155713     0.82314752 
Au                    2.73098814     2.24898197    -0.53092114 
Au                    1.15124698    -2.07796412    -0.88075961 
Au                   -1.40784906    -0.81284200    -1.15697874 
Au                    0.17204027    -1.42690360    -3.27362076 
Au                   -2.01168528     0.89750824     0.94667832 
Au                   -0.45942737    -1.36334358     1.38405513 
Au                    1.99766334    -2.48982338     1.61242291 
Au                   -1.92192117     3.46714691     1.46477821 
Au                    1.79679172     0.10904398     0.86101328 
 
    Au13
+ 
Au                   -0.73236137    -1.56812223    -3.13877233 
Au                    1.07368741    -0.04281101    -1.78854470 
Au                   -1.74714975     0.27538003    -1.50640236 
Au                    2.04979144     2.46955325    -1.50195870 
Au                   -0.36646957    -1.99811779    -0.47559984 
Au                    2.50859179    -1.90863660    -0.09027178 
Au                   -2.87730896     2.13723092     0.02630068 
Au                   -0.15552718     2.08056410     0.02530775 
Au                    2.15486202     0.72948403     0.60628502 
Au                   -1.59572108     0.12530036     1.33826874 
Au                   -1.63673163    -2.53462111     1.85807363 
Au                    0.58087451     1.42144774     2.75428024 
Au                    0.74346236    -1.18665168     1.89303365 
 
   Au14
+ 
Au     6.497164535         8.573345090         3.387659715 
Au     6.257602713         3.425220761         4.265286029 
Au     6.307709169         6.122119957         4.545554053 
Au     8.168129478         8.125212406         5.407823388 
Au     5.347104203         8.307147965         5.866432279 
Au     8.006958764         4.416627137         6.068410895 
Au     5.132844120         4.540402216         6.460586054 
Au     8.976730906         6.449665061         7.528256956 
Au     7.203831683         8.584735403         8.025077055 
Au     5.001950095         6.753721998         8.082290585 
Au     4.700381426         9.447092587         8.280291455 
12 
 
Au     7.080982186         4.870318059         8.585497553 
Au     9.774253846         9.045747086         7.364036848 
Au     4.490730653         4.285017657         9.079170121 
   Au15
+ 
Au     5.178141183         6.644890712         3.126248547 
Au     7.323690673         4.843619354         3.230453754 
Au     7.305757862         7.118784811         4.800894764 
Au     5.485497231         5.016741576         5.357111777 
Au     8.286987502         4.502040200         5.726518031 
Au     4.241921933         8.016994939         5.224619644 
Au     8.823103507         9.024317434         5.961200840 
Au     6.340814597         8.656231857         6.935727139 
Au     4.327933644         6.312520616         7.393711975 
Au     8.378851505         6.825145525         7.455589697 
Au     6.451183351         4.774886583         7.911695244 
Au     9.205760816         4.330727879         8.270015896 
Au     3.827703645         8.995394280         7.835250495 
Au     5.707159094         7.594088572         9.409356586 
Au     7.767604763         5.995728145        10.013718095 
 
   Au16
+ 
Au     5.307652830         7.947954110         3.745540474 
Au     3.924867605         5.601535117         3.776132502 
Au     7.480169151         8.153972163         5.492501521 
Au     6.472060064         5.645709586         4.908994617 
Au     5.079910274         9.677266859         5.900880863 
Au     4.286705072         4.196684346         6.074980122 
Au     4.194238146         7.065690425         6.172902151 
Au     8.898541078         8.388598860         7.913964382 
Au     8.730820961         5.883338022         6.373613140 
Au     6.803055193         3.838325362         7.032724226 
Au     7.376773715        10.473659245         7.129865476 
Au    10.411087934         6.254186675         8.533720973 
Au     6.074059663         8.150604708         8.054641390 
Au     9.127639450         3.832928361         8.351114334 
Au     5.040686307         5.651570199         8.343070963 
Au     7.615692704         6.061935711         9.019311818 
 
   Au17
+ 
Au     7.283802007         4.454617766         3.454966025 
Au     6.576149492         9.582598249         3.909901035 
Au     6.339754837         6.866947023         4.096225226 
Au     4.038744640         8.365487406         3.769392069 
Au     8.192553355         8.577322361         5.831286552 
13 
 
Au     6.042475641         4.605038857         5.874221688 
Au     8.585236471         5.843235673         5.414676351 
Au     3.726770707         6.271759524         5.422863697 
Au     5.314702251         8.537141417         6.210422057 
Au     9.308367182         6.964168491         7.752526682 
Au     5.823586822         3.857630649         8.623894152 
Au     3.600048679         4.079553521         7.021072591 
Au     5.011441089         6.415055812         7.903029627 
Au     8.362026152         4.339067245         7.670579164 
Au     6.851449338         8.404873197         8.386386673 
Au     7.273371472         5.938871512         9.637700003 
Au     8.839945756         8.067057187        10.191283078 
 
   Au18
+ 
Au     7.325473903         7.853367677         3.514886420 
Au     5.047341373         9.391220604         4.189357380 
Au     7.429174704         5.295738036         4.507570934 
Au     5.051129706         6.705339838         4.705677476 
Au     9.121718432         7.352722612         5.532097110 
Au     9.917891999         4.698974855         5.561336701 
Au     5.171219462         4.169812953         5.695347376 
Au     7.120366971         9.221837171         5.964287720 
Au     4.434272308         8.636060558         6.706538540 
Au     3.484661622         6.046961266         6.890559626 
Au     7.629241227         3.932946226         6.898849815 
Au     8.898140968         8.704116516         7.961906629 
Au     9.307832331         5.988290261         7.921503094 
Au     5.497716383         4.959392653         8.365380149 
Au     6.282369645         9.451348352         8.592402427 
Au     7.837699067         4.373686670         9.636725453 
Au     4.453636549         7.398148096         9.150964844 
Au     7.180607085         7.010528589         9.395103645 
 
   Au19
+ 
Au     9.619264912         5.741692846         4.111869955 
Au     7.234296739         7.222898423         3.940102410 
Au     4.911645311         5.826967823         3.884854414 
Au     7.263768524         4.534207669         4.728713447 
Au     7.232576752         9.701861109         5.037224393 
Au     4.997226285         8.127071816         5.406648494 
Au     9.278907399         7.899423079         5.730396528 
Au     4.864869653         3.804031404         5.774063009 
Au     3.343017773         6.072850426         6.216188579 
Au     9.046037101         5.293335322         6.777077680 
14 
 
Au     7.105488880         3.429910138         7.323185690 
Au     5.661108635         9.946701720         7.370055747 
Au     8.414856113         9.731411293         7.540047305 
Au     4.412325359         7.664914393         8.131196586 
Au     4.886650693         4.905668154         8.257885260 
Au     9.475759561         7.385675633         8.502312274 
Au     7.522757032         5.531844379         9.038362757 
Au     5.332901833         6.413274338        10.474675462 
Au     6.902451964         8.272171556         9.261049130 
 
   Au20
+ 
Au     4.775382922         5.795907566         4.057230525 
Au     7.378767623         6.595223693         3.411536122 
Au     6.978904082         4.774507376         5.469108753 
Au     5.429065130         8.460084504         4.107406050 
Au     8.005591378         8.886665798         4.890291464 
Au     9.222755626         6.364663921         5.408925520 
Au     5.774844961         9.670863293         6.468815879 
Au     4.158320137         7.340210611         6.294239858 
Au    10.447822064         8.717277859         6.126218050 
Au     4.361574606         4.553461013         6.441492009 
Au     9.037455203         4.486589057         7.319590317 
Au     8.358913196         9.745411745         7.549659091 
Au     9.285190852         7.173201746         8.109148362 
Au     4.317047629         8.719935853         8.645483126 
Au     6.254013863        10.714648896         8.969585159 
Au     5.151361646         6.114315252         8.625125248 
Au     6.356167581         3.688937786         8.001441408 
Au     6.970085911         8.105200567         9.391862995 
 Au    8.482391522         2.974471387         9.501219539 
Au     7.701246472         5.565325926         9.658523960 
 
4.2. Au(N-1)Pd1+ clusters 
     Au1Pd1
+ 
Au                   -0.61827907    -0.61812188     0.19445348 
Pd                    1.09465614     1.09437782    -0.34427769 
 
     Au2Pd1
+ 
 Au                   -0.30202190    -0.99376944    -0.93400431 
 Au                    1.02418929     0.19842633     0.91547167 
 Pd                   -1.22400356     1.32670134     0.01626793 
 
     Au3Pd1
+ 
 Au                    1.03601981     0.77329025     0.95608894 
15 
 
 Au                   -0.79961353     0.92186495    -1.04696206 
 Au                   -0.86318021    -1.15910132     0.70507031 
 Pd                    1.08260186    -0.92629563    -1.06080281 
     Au4Pd1
+ 
Au                   -0.27252722     0.02059526     0.05950151 
Au                   -2.33324261    -0.01845414     1.63591128 
Au                    1.19776080    -1.13366458    -1.85007024 
Au                    1.45527714     1.38704448    -1.45310188 
Pd                   -0.08240092    -0.41711842     2.76597999 
 
     Au5Pd1
+ 
 Au                   -1.40082785    -0.67205312    -1.56154321 
 Au                    0.94093241    -0.81588644     0.81436893 
 Au                    0.94329418     0.88621612    -1.36246879 
 Au                   -1.63591158    -1.75270828     0.80499307 
 Au                    1.70380435     1.80636154     0.99802998 
 Pd                   -0.94781710     0.94317868     0.55824039 
 
     Au6Pd1
+ 
 Au                    0.46665476     2.32289110    -1.95137165 
 Au                   -0.70151951     0.02830266    -1.43386345 
 Au                    1.37215892    -0.11087983     2.55806458 
 Au                   -1.81598957    -2.29503941    -0.92602172 
 Au                    1.30326736     1.10974772     0.20564409 
 Au                   -0.00097642    -1.53269004     0.79111743 
 Pd                   -1.05512321     0.80960464     1.30834620 
 
     Au7Pd1
+ 
 Au                   -1.67956878    -1.18171648    -1.10739164 
 Au                    2.05606254     2.19618217    -1.41678493 
 Au                   -0.38571815     1.30315437    -1.10681790 
 Au                   -2.89275462     0.98961724    -0.14454572 
 Au                    1.25335063    -1.15915554     2.54129294 
 Au                    1.72174151     0.21224318     0.25896716 
 Au                    0.43565314    -2.27678382     0.26179465 
 Pd                   -0.87780314    -0.12144854     1.25872646 
 
     Au8Pd1
+ 
 Au                    1.66347093    -2.04335718    -2.31185088 
 Au                   -1.95078296     0.40986754    -0.03764288 
 Au                    0.07283782     0.00268165    -1.99254920 
 Au                   -1.21093879     2.31897708    -1.73653151 
 Au                   -0.20350287    -0.40670448     1.94110571 
 Au                    1.82019617    -0.81369436    -0.01378649 
16 
 
 Au                    2.19673740     0.72656330     2.12263880 
 Au                   -2.70173157    -1.16518078     1.90480971 
 Pd                    0.53914232     1.66547631     0.21110294 
    Au9Pd1
+ 
 Au                   -1.65841071    -1.43934462    -2.38840992 
 Au                   -1.87434288     0.21670054    -0.29890650 
 Au                   -1.92652198     1.94250825     1.74415025 
 Au                    2.54240318     1.63771580    -1.17523546 
 Au                    0.35047293     1.84634738     0.34366364 
 Au                    2.00734557    -0.45924001     0.50600726 
 Au                   -0.23594685    -2.10246512    -0.14181521 
 Au                   -0.37918399    -0.29645309     2.06511598 
 Au                    0.49239256     0.05533833    -1.84510416 
 Pd                    1.16945489    -2.40097445     2.04077103 
 
    Au10Pd1
+ 
 Au                    1.22362024     3.00231855    -2.62774609 
 Au                   -0.42359827     2.30515172    -0.69616257 
 Au                   -1.84957031    -2.78509594    -0.95475918 
 Au                    2.97975033    -1.03305863     0.16095255 
 Au                    0.62768261    -1.76875121    -0.80102793 
 Au                    1.81704759     0.77258699    -1.40236271 
 Au                   -1.64332527    -0.10154749    -0.72568880 
 Au                   -0.39246704    -0.24966570     3.45220745 
 Au                   -1.11565962    -1.76444416     1.45184551 
 Au                   -1.62283097     1.43460337     1.54189814 
 Pd                    0.72663216     0.31592592     1.04634677 
 
    Au11Pd1
+ 
 Au                    2.47629997    -2.38928131    -1.78262192 
 Au                    0.56064440    -0.47939205    -2.22369462 
 Au                   -1.12309640     1.57084007    -2.46570409 
 Au                    0.25458827    -2.32207412    -0.17903735 
 Au                   -2.25295148     2.39912924     0.00523567 
 Au                    2.34648989    -0.41023504    -0.01853954 
 Au                    0.47383894     1.73299742    -0.26301925 
 Au                    2.26809853     1.57573940     1.75955926 
 Au                   -1.72897583    -2.07734576     1.58238875 
 Au                   -2.54985344     0.61133353     1.98902397 
 Au                    0.16455271    -0.12957536     1.80366229 
 Pd                   -1.53426852    -0.16547099    -0.37875071 
 
   Au12Pd1
+ 
Au     3.979187664         4.618647726         5.890593661 
17 
 
Au     6.063954015         4.181672056         4.132610413 
Au     3.928993082         6.971500468         7.242412159 
Au     8.176292584         8.032219123         5.490795133 
Au     7.890169607         6.233932778         3.522245811 
Au     8.062330079         4.968387907         5.920584824 
Au     3.682214471         9.480692473         7.985488342 
Au     8.669181944         9.464931551         7.748365938 
Au     6.110666788         8.716384848         7.339753273 
Au     8.350783919         4.222664938         8.510762365 
Au     5.911540107         5.104319790         7.735003213 
Au     8.114166522         6.852926347         8.046071196 
Pd     5.834799763         6.595295171         5.314933623 
 
   Au13Pd1
+ 
Au     4.658600268         6.563749349         3.524977627 
Au     4.191088780         4.364245538         5.143858565 
Au     8.972629621         6.100866499         5.821559416 
Au     8.195729383         5.645657945         8.565803939 
Au     7.527768176         8.046639673         7.145304646 
Au     5.084309967         9.138443784         7.524631806 
Au     5.894669234         4.426368716         7.328120458 
Au    10.092858062         7.385954876         7.961734206 
Au     5.590486873         6.821149727         8.857583700 
Au     6.330995328         4.430428555        10.006885077 
Au     4.977933446         9.058647767         4.682754523 
Au     6.831670739         4.900692543         4.746895942 
Au     7.243119219         7.581709384         4.262844929 
Pd     5.208104711         6.788278574         6.124094560 
 
   Au14Pd1
+ 
Au     9.609622837         8.301873409         5.829508433 
Au     6.229853228         5.073530196         3.232281620 
Au     4.691319517         9.684481388         5.054041785 
Au     7.964528146         6.569608946         4.614842727 
Au     5.132564811         7.023251520         4.705202489 
Au     3.647653526         5.470341528         6.562247725 
Au     9.024982793         4.436293149         6.090726910 
Au     7.014797641         8.863896523         6.138185658 
Au     4.556380951         8.026492265         7.212348852 
Au     4.811996293         3.377373754         7.939338630 
Au     7.497493988         3.820748654         8.238161192 
Au     5.626012153         5.876715148         8.554821269 
Au     8.140233126         6.603237741         7.484872336 
Au     6.661109390         8.320520044         9.028289196 
18 
 
Pd     6.250168816         4.722390327          5.944310832 
 
 
   Au15Pd1
+ 
Au      8.175106129          5.000292952          3.626669949 
Au      3.875394516          6.718089902          4.909032744 
Au      7.537426997           9.930892843           5.221646231 
Au      9.775260230           6.264118415           8.453317086 
Au      3.483417493           4.178301142           6.048630053 
Au      5.823150700           8.459846649           6.849901300 
Au      7.114283580           7.286806038           4.597254614 
Au      5.883502709           4.811767877           5.019977255 
Au      5.024479975           9.044273530           4.280955183 
Au      8.290035423           5.330492286           6.314830918 
Au      8.627143289           8.164718750           6.958951355 
Au      5.061096704           8.069478017           9.396567237 
Au      4.391764210           6.215149013           7.590631247 
Au      5.785363775           3.841951214           7.645520147 
Au      8.229102381            3.951827335            8.704627852 
Pd      7.012968510            6.397543623            8.509294504 
 
   Au16Pd1
+ 
Au     6.967247735         6.868673574         2.770325173 
Au     9.168923164         6.580128444         6.864272282 
Au     5.441175090         7.830672538         4.774711708 
Au     9.475174868         9.366566174         6.809489153 
Au     8.551192128         3.973549607         6.867138610 
Au     7.761758986         8.250264286         8.723923376 
Au     4.990493149         7.826664928         7.579727283 
Au     8.369825311         8.156788912         4.644378889 
Au     7.056405325         5.605139145         5.211706218 
Au     4.339261310         5.566416280         5.958784673 
Au     4.201512941         9.909096664         6.003266837 
Au     6.828179933         9.679070671         6.484751066 
Au     5.681052296         3.485972443         7.044037327 
Au     7.460937717         1.563340772         7.165876939 
Au     4.238441567         5.303004805         8.726600418 
Au     5.714718128         7.171182509        10.150874283 
Pd     6.780542741         5.779144096         7.998398052 
 
   Au17Pd1
+ 
Au     4.983808379         9.097099235         3.659591313 
Au     3.757968232         6.534861647         3.547559313 
Au     6.539176004         6.870831128         3.244321275 
19 
 
Au     8.364265180         5.672500695         4.712760992 
Au     5.487689363         4.937910564         4.943773859 
Au     7.242022285         8.702016677         5.175102022 
Au     4.557464093         7.619917658         5.912014562 
Au    10.036473257         4.824921504         6.798649260 
Au     7.341790495         4.170757614         6.797062407 
Au     8.457503983         9.918519294         7.316040847 
Au     8.873099094         7.282471079         6.893177182 
Au     5.106916821         5.545678952         7.592907627 
Au     8.471139906         5.514945643         8.992021293 
Au     6.325083718         3.828814684         9.342788500 
Au     8.405680613         8.217909098         9.594225717 
Au     6.134805406         6.608858658        10.009062523 
Au     3.888530415         7.705658021         8.668611341 
Pd     6.354135984         8.295661714         7.815836563 
 
   Au18Pd1
+ 
Au     9.201672278         8.694844451         4.059772746 
Au     6.067593572         4.279368886         4.671162187 
Au     6.546941389         8.691452219         4.838095963 
Au     3.689731549         5.181079694         5.692778063 
Au     4.426750400         7.815502336         6.339524178 
Au     8.262171308         4.744794137         6.509933745 
Au     8.928685906         7.428141588         6.486674026 
Au     5.562132379         4.196919350         7.404772966 
Au     5.806129146        10.015964006         7.200520677 
Au     8.057451725         8.980676635         8.651977028 
Au     3.596670101         6.012596326         8.307526472 
Au     7.677798148         3.560171727         8.942705495 
Au     8.017132239         6.296013634         8.797151572 
Au     5.567604066         7.840500148         8.900748899 
 Au    5.724354018         5.311009390         9.962739307 
Au     8.622285691         3.764237891         4.018115930 
Au     5.043937050         6.712577833         3.834808674 
Au     8.390405284        10.210696978         6.227583687 
Pd     7.845026556         6.343148869         4.200653736 
 
   Au19Pd1
+ 
Au     7.043629448         8.730039472         5.134048059 
Au     4.331219396         6.807385774         6.777786415 
Au     9.293907899         5.245736137         7.568520086 
Au     6.317050618        10.579939633         7.050662317 
Au     7.422003894         3.306633828         6.959529702 
Au     5.027484430         4.410755643         7.832823156 
20 
 
Au     8.486830345         6.950649894         9.687100681 
Au     8.739877941         9.393555259         7.163951416 
Au     4.405895768         9.003076070         8.440714535 
Au     7.353500098         4.535050479         9.436868437 
Au     4.958970033         7.285392316         4.042176418 
Au     6.160870221         5.234237289         5.435330611 
Au     9.252433181         7.193934918         5.590371724 
Au     4.293519539         9.339383471         5.681386043 
Au     8.778036141         4.537813256         4.909056041 
Au    10.664189051         7.570811376         7.940544301 
Au     5.723329280         6.732671242         9.225265031 
Au     9.654098307         9.434925674         9.760568656 
Au     6.945935027         9.228958909         9.435021498 
Pd     7.545770852         6.565218412         3.536176837 
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Altering CO binding on Gold Cluster Cations by Pd-doping 
Heider A. Abdulhussein,a,b Piero Ferrari,c Jan Vanbuel,c Christopher Heard,d André Fielicke,e Peter 
Lievens,c Ewald Janssensc and Roy L. Johnston*a 
The introduction of dopant atoms into metal nanoparticles is an effective way to control the interaction with adsorbate 
molecules and is important in many catalytic processes.  In this work, experimental and theoretical evidence of the influence 
of Pd doping on the bonding between small cationic AuN (N  21) clusters and CO is presented. The CO adsorption is studied 
by combining low-pressure collision cell reactivity and infrared multiple photon dissociation spectroscopy experiments with 
density functional theory calculations. Measured dissociation rates of the cluster-CO complex allow the estimation of 
cluster-CO binding energies, showing that Pd doping increases the CO adsorption energy to an extent that is size-dependent. 
These trends are reproduced by theoretical calculations. In agreement with theory, measurements of the C-O vibrational 
frequency suggest that for the doped PdAuN-1+ (N=3-5, 11) clusters, CO adsorbs on an Au atom, while for N = 6-10 and N= 
12-14, CO interacts directly with the Pd dopant. A pronounced red-shifting of the C-O vibrational frequency is observed 
when CO interacts directly with the Pd dopant, indicating a significant back-donation of electron charge from Pd to CO. In 
contrast, the blue-shifted frequencies, observed when CO interacts with an Au atom, indicate that -donation dominates 
the Au-CO interaction. Studying such systems at the sub-nanometre scale enables a fundamental comprehension of the 
interactions between adsorbates, dopants and the host (Au) species at the atomic level.
1 Introduction 
The surface of a catalyst is crucial for its catalytic activity and can be 
affected by many factors. The surface and core of nanoalloy systems 
usually differ in their chemical composition,1 given that surface 
segregation is controlled by the surface free energy. However, the 
active surface state of a nanoalloy catalyst cannot be predicted only 
on the basis of surface energy. Other parameters, such as particle 
size and support effects, as well as the influence of adsorbates,2,3 are 
important in determining the composition of the particle’s surface. 
Under catalytic reaction conditions, these factors determine the 
surface segregation, thereby altering the structures and the local 
atomic compositions, and consequently the activities and 
selectivities of nanoalloy catalysts. This has been observed in a 
number of gold alloy systems.4,5 For example, thermodynamically, Au 
tends to occupy surface sites on AuPd nanoalloys under vacuum 
conditions.6–8 However, upon exposure to reactive gases, such as 
CO,9,10 O2,11 NO,6 and CO+O2,12 facile surface segregation of Pd 
occurs. The preference for Pd atom migration to the nanoalloy-
substrate interface has also been investigated for AuPd nanoalloys 
on an oxide-support.13,14 Such observations emphasize that the 
segregation mechanism is subtle, and hence it is necessary to 
combine a variety of different techniques to characterize the 
structures and reactivities of nanoalloys under industrial catalysis 
conditions. 
Fundamental aspects of molecular adsorption and catalytic 
activity of nanoalloys can be investigated by studying small gas-phase 
clusters.15–17,19 The ability to tune the size, composition and charge 
state of clusters in the gas-phase enables elucidating the specific role 
each of these parameters play in different reactions. From a 
theoretical point of view, small clusters at the sub-nanometre scale 
can be studied at a high level of theory.15 The possibility of combining 
state-of-the-art experiments with high-level theory calculations 
allows the direct comparison of findings, by which one can gain 
important understanding of interactions and processes at the atomic 
scale.18,19 Moreover, sub-nanometre clusters themselves often 
exhibit higher catalytic performance (activity and/or selectivity)20 
compared to their bulk and even nanoscale counterparts.21,22 For 
example, AuN clusters (N=8, 13 and 20) supported on MgO and 
Mg(OH)2 surfaces have shown high catalytic activity for CO 
oxidation.23–25 
The nature of CO adsorption on metallic clusters is strongly 
dependent on the type(s) of metal. Dissociative adsorption of CO is 
favoured on relatively electron deficient metals on the left-hand side 
of the periodic table26,27 (e.g. V,28 Nb,29–32 Mo and Tc30). The more 
loosely bound electrons, coupled with the only partially filled d-
bands of these early transition metals, make them more reactive. 
Also, for these more electropositive metals there is an increased 
possibility of coordination of CO via both the C and O atoms. These 
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factors combine to favour CO dissociation, resulting in adsorbed C 
and O atoms rather than an adsorbed molecule.27,31,33,34 The gradual 
activation of the C-O bond when moving towards the early transition 
metals has been detected by IR spectroscopy of the cluster-CO 
complexes.26,27,35 The bonding between CO and the metals on the 
right-hand side of the d-block, including Au36,37 and Pd,38 is treated 
by the Blyholder model,39 where -donation of electron density from 
CO to the metal and π-backdonation from the metal to CO take place. 
Thus, they form weaker metal–CO bonds, leading to non-dissociative 
CO adsorption (the adsorbed CO molecules in such systems are easily 
desorbed, without dissociation, by raising the temperature33,40). The 
transition from dissociative to non-dissociative CO adsorption on  
transition metals has been previously identified at room 
temperature by Brodén et al.26, suggesting that the transition shifts 
from iron in the 3d-block across technetium in the 4d-block towards 
tungsten in the heavier 5d elements. 
Previous studies on Au clusters have shown that many of their 
physical and chemical properties can be tuned by the presence of a 
dopant atom.41–44 The geometries,45 optical properties,46–48 and 
reactivities,42,43,49–51 of doped Au clusters are, therefore, expected to 
be different from those of their pure Au counterparts. A significant 
amount of research has been performed on investigating doping and 
mixing effects on the reactivity of binary metallic nanoparticles with 
CO molecules. For AuPt clusters, the composition Au0.27Pt0.25 is found 
to show the highest adsorption strength of CO.52 Adding a Pd dopant 
atom into cationic AuN+ clusters (N=2-20) is found to induce 
electronic and structural modifications, and results in very different 
stability patterns.19 It has previously been shown that the interaction 
with CO is improved significantly by doping Pd atoms into smaller 
free AuN (N=2-3) clusters.53 The interaction is also enhanced for (N=4 
and 6) but reduced for N=5 after doping a single Pd atom in the AuN+ 
clusters.54 While doping a single atom of Au does not change the 
catalytic properties of the Pd5 cluster for CO oxidation,55 enhanced 
CO oxidation activity has been observed for Au1Pd4 deposited on a 
TiO2(110) surface.56 Stronger CO adsorption has also been predicted 
for doping vanadium into AuN, (N= 2-14), clusters.43 In contrast, 
doping copper, silver or yttrium atoms into Au clusters was found to 
reduce the cluster-CO interaction, which was attributed to a 
decrease in electron transfer between the metal cluster and the CO 
molecule.53,57,58 
Formation of contiguous Pd sites, in particular forming dimers at 
the surface of AuPd(100) systems under high CO pressures, was 
investigated by Goodman and co-workers.59,60 They demonstrated 
that Pd starts to segregate to the surface at a CO pressure of 10−3 
Torr at 260 K. Zhu et al. 61 found evidence for CO-induced Pd surface 
enrichment, and in addition that, at low Pd concentrations, only Pd 
dimers and isolated Pd atoms are present on the surface of AuPd 
nanoparticles. These findings emphasize the importance of 
determining the surface structures and chemical ordering of 
nanoalloys under vacuum conditions and controlling these features 
under realistic operating conditions, in order to optimize catalyst 
performance. Although the segregation of Pd to an alloy surface in 
the presence of CO can be suggested by experimental10,62 and 
theoretical6,9,60,63 studies, knowledge of the effect of doping by single 
Pd atom on the coordination and surface reactivity of gold clusters 
towards CO gas, as well as the preferred location of the Pd atom, 
remains limited. 
In this work, we combine low-pressure collision cell reactivity and 
infrared multiphoton dissociation spectroscopy experiments with 
density functional theory calculations to study in detail the influence 
of Pd-doping on the interaction of one and two CO molecules on a 
series of small cationic gold clusters AuN+, N  21 atoms.  
2 Methods 
2.1 Theoretical calculation methods 
The Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA),64 combined with 
Density Functional Theory (DFT), has previously been employed for 
global optimization of cationic AuN+ and PdAuN1+ (N=1-20) clusters.19 
The DFT calculations (-point) are performed using the Vienna Ab 
initio Simulation Package (VASP),65 employing projected-augmented 
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the PBE exchange correlation 
functional.66,67 A plane-wave basis set is utilized, including spin 
polarization. The plane wave cut-off energy is truncated at 400 eV. 
To improve convergence, Methfessel-Paxton smearing, with a sigma 
value of 0.01 eV is used.68 The thresholds for the electronic energy 
and forces are set to 10-6 eV and 10-5 eV/Å, respectively.  
As shown in Figure 1, in BPGA a parallel evaluation of cluster 
structures is performed, using the so-called pool methodology.71 
Each BPGA run implements  multiple  GA instances which, in turn, 
run a set of parallel processes independently.71,72 The initial 
population (a specified number of random structures) is generated 
from scratch and then subjected to geometrical relaxation (DFT local 
energy minimization). Crossover and mutation operations are then 
performed. Selection of individuals for crossover is achieved by 
tournament selection. The cut-and-splice method of Deaven and 
Ho73 is used to perform the crossover. A homotop-swap option is 
adopted as a mutation operation for nanoalloys, while for the pure 
clusters a random-atom displacement mutation is employed. Fitness 
evaluation is then used to replace the highest energy isomers by the 
newly created lowest energy isomers among the set of offspring and 
mutants. The structure with the lowest energy, in the final 
population, is chosen as the global minimum (GM) geometry.  
Considering all symmetry-inequivalent atomic sites in a 
particular cluster, all possible complexes with one and two atop 
adsorbed CO molecules are generated, for the putative GM located 
by the BPGA-DFT approach. All metal-CO complexes are then 
subjected to spin-unrestricted DFT local minimization using the 
orbital-based NWChem DFT package.69 Def2-TZVPP basis set for all 
atoms; Au, Pd, C, and O, and the corresponding effective core 
potentials (def2-ECP) of Weigend and Ahlrichs are employed for Au 
and Pd.70 The range separated hybrid exchange-correlation 
functional LC-𝜔PBEh is utilised.71,72 The harmonic vibrational 
frequencies were calculated using the NWChem package, employing 
the same exchange correlation functional and basis set as in the 
geometry optimization step.70 This allows the confirmation that the 
calculated structures are true energy minima (i.e. having no 
imaginary frequencies). Spin states are optimized for each cluster 
and cluster-CO complex. All the optimal electronic configurations are 
found to exhibit the lowest possible spin multiplicity, which 
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corresponds to either 2S+1 = 1 (singlet) for even electron counts or 2 
(doublet) for the odd electron counts. 
Binding energies of CO on the clusters are calculated as: 
𝐸𝑏 = 𝐸𝐶𝑂 + 𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟−𝐶𝑂,                                                                       (1) 
where ECO, Ecluster and Ecluster-CO are the energies of CO, the cluster and 
its corresponding CO complex, respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the BPGA programme. The left side 
shows the pool methodology, containing the structural database (within 
the blue circle) and defines the run (purple colour), and process (orange 
colour) concepts. The instance concept consists of carrying out the 
specified type of mutation or crossover (process), followed by DFT local 
minimization. The flow chart on the right side illustrates the GA 
operations. 
 
2.2 Reactivity measurements  
Reactivity measurements are performed in a dual-target dual-laser 
cluster setup described in detail elsewhere.73 Two independent Au 
and Pd targets are ablated by two Nd:YAG lasers (532 nm, 10 Hz). 
Before ablation, He gas is introduced at the source by a pulsed valve 
(backing pressure of 7 bar). By collisions with He, the ablation plasma 
is cooled down, triggering cluster formation. This process is 
enhanced by a supersonic expansion into vacuum of the ablated 
plume, taking place through a conical nozzle that is kept at a 
temperature of 200 K by a flow of liquid N2 and resistive heating. The 
cluster beam, composed of a mixture of pure AuN+ and single doped 
PdAuN-1+ clusters, is then interacting with CO gas in a low-pressure 
collision reaction cell (controlled pressures of CO, PCO, in the 0-0.2 Pa 
range).74 This leads to the formation of cluster–CO complexes, with 
each cluster adsorbing maximally one CO molecule. Finally, the 
distribution of pure clusters and their CO complexes is analyzed by 
reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry. A typical example 
of a mass spectrum recorded under these conditions is presented in 
Figure 2. 
Quantitative information on cluster reactivity is extracted based 
on a proposed model for adsorption. Since in the studied PCO range 
at most one CO molecule is attached per cluster, no sequential 
adsorption of CO is considered. A detailed description of this model 
can be found in Refs.[75,76]. As a function of PCO, the relative 
abundance of the MAuN-1+(CO) [M=Au, Pd] complex with respect to 












+𝑘𝐷)𝑡1).      (2) 
Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, TCO the temperature of the CO 
gas (e.g. room temperature), and t1 and t2 the times clusters spend 
inside the reaction cell and between the cell and the entrance to the 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer, respectively. kf and kd are the rates 
of formation and dissociation of a cluster-CO complex, respectively. 
The procedure follows by fitting Eq. (2) to the experimentally 
determined normalized abundances of cluster-CO complexes as a 
function of PCO at the reaction cell, with kd as fitting parameter. The 
rate of forward reaction, kf, is approximated by hard-sphere collision 
theory.42 Only for N=4 this procedure did not give a satisfactory fit of 
the experimental data, and both kf and kd had to be used as fitting 
parameters. For this cluster size a kf coefficient slightly larger than 
the value corresponding to the hard sphere approximation is found, 
suggesting a role of electrostatic interactions in the CO adsorption 
process for this cluster size.  
 
Fig. 2 Typical mass spectrum of AuN+ and PdAuN-1+ clusters and their CO 
complexes, formed in the low-pressure collision reaction cell. A zoom-in is 
shown for N=7-10. Clusters are exposed to a CO gas pressure of PCO = 0.2 Pa.  
 
 
2.3 Infrared multiphoton dissociation measurements  
The frequencies of the internal C-O stretching mode (νCO) of cluster-
CO complexes are measured by infrared multiple photon dissociation 
(IRMPD) spectroscopy, performed in a dual-target dual-laser cluster  
 source setup coupled to the beamline of the Infrared Free Electron 
Laser at the Fritz Haber Institute of the Max Planck Society (FHI 
FEL).77,78 A detailed description of the cluster source is given in Ref. 
[79], and its operational principles are similar to those of the cluster 
source used for the reactivity measurements. The main difference is 
that the CO gas is introduced via a reaction channel directly 
connected to the cluster source, using a pulsed valve at a backing 
pressure of 1 bar. In this way, clusters interact with CO in a high-
collision regime and the complexes formed are thermalized by the 
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pressure of He. The source is operated at room temperature. In the 
studied size range of N = 5-14, each cluster attaches up to two or 
three CO molecules. 
After production, the cluster beam is collimated by a 2 mm 
diameter skimmer, followed by a 1 mm diameter aperture. In 
between the clusters interact with focused, counter-propagating, IR 
laser beam delivered by the FHI FEL (5 Hz). Finally, clusters are 
analysed by reflectron TOF mass spectrometry and mass spectra are 
recorded with and without (reference spectra) exposure to the IR 
light. The FHI FEL is tuned in the 2050-2250 cm-1 frequency range and 
an average energy of 25 mJ/pp with a step size of 5 cm-1 is used 
during the measurements. When laser excitation takes place in 
resonance with the C-O stretching mode, multiple photon absorption 
heats up the cluster, via intra-molecular vibrational redistribution. 
Once the internal energy of the cluster is high enough, fragmentation 
occurs through the lowest-energy fragmentation channel, in this 
case the desorption of the CO molecule. This allows recording 
depletion spectra, by comparing cluster-CO complex intensities in 
mass spectra with and without laser interaction.  
3 Results and discussion 
3.1 Binding energies CO 
The structures of CO complexes can be determined and their cluster-
CO binding energies can be calculated theoretically. Various CO 
adsorption sites were considered in order to determine the lowest-
energy configurations. Atop (terminal), edge-bridging (bridge) and 
face-capping (hollow) binding sites were compared for the AuN+(CO) 
and PdAuN-1+(CO) clusters with N=3 and 4. The relative binding 
energies of CO (ΔEb), corresponding to the different adsorption sites, 
are listed in Table S1 of the Supplemental Material. Although the 
bridging site is preferred for PdAu+(CO), atop sites are found to be 
the preferred adsorption sites of CO for all the clusters with N=3 and 
4. In addition, the Au atop site is found to have a CO value closest to 
that measured by IRMPD for both PdAu3+(CO) and Au4+(CO) clusters 
(see below). Atop CO binding on Au was previously suggested for the 
PdAu2+(CO) cluster.53 Based on the correlation of calculated atop CO 
frequencies and experiment, only atop site adsorption is considered 
for the larger cluster-CO complexes. 
Based on the structures located by our global optimization 
calculations and those reported recently,19 all possible atop 
adsorption site configurations of CO on AuN+ (N=2-13) and PdAuN-1+ 
(N=2-10) clusters were calculated. The geometries of the lowest 
energy isomers are shown in Figure 3. The structures of complexes 
with two CO molecules adsorbed on atop sites have also been 
calculated for selected sizes (N=2-7 for AuN+ and N=4-7 for PdAuN-1+). 
Their lowest energy geometries are also shown in Figure 3. Although 
a large number of CO ligands can distort the frameworks of some 
metal clusters (e.g. Au5+(CO)4,5 and Au6+(CO)5,6), in order to maximize 
the number of Au-CO bonds,36,80,81 the adsorption of one or two CO 
molecules typically does not lead to significant structural 
rearrangements. However, upon adsorption of a single CO molecule, 
the central structure of the doped PdAu7+ cluster undergoes a 
distortion from a square-based pyramid to a trigonal bipyramid. Also, 
for PdAu5+ there is a distortion from a bicapped tetrahedron for the 
bare cluster and mono-carbonyl species to a capped square-based 
pyramid for the dicarbonyl species. For the smallest clusters, the CO 
molecule is bound preferentially to a low-coordinated Au atom, 




Fig. 3 Lowest-energy structures of AuN+(CO) (N=2-13), PdAuN-1+(CO) (N=2-10), AuN+(CO)2, (N=2-7) and PdAuN-1+(CO)2 (N=4-7) clusters. Au, Pd, C, and O are 
shown in yellow, blue, grey, and red, respectively. 
 
 





Au2+(CO) Au3+(CO) Au4+(CO) Au5+(CO) PdAu+(CO) PdAu2+(CO) PdAu3+(CO) PdAu4+(CO) 
  
 
     




   
 
 
Au10+(CO) Au11+(CO) Au12+(CO) Au13+(CO) PdAu9+(CO) PdAu3+(CO)2 PdAu4+(CO)2 PdAu5+(CO)2 
        
Au2+(CO)2 Au3+(CO)2 Au4+(CO)2 Au5+(CO)2 Au6+(CO)2 Au7+(CO)2 PdAu5+(CO)2 PdAu6+(CO)2 
 
Fig. 4 Lowest-energy structures found for AuN+(CO), N=2-13, PdAuN-1+(CO), N=2-10, AuN+(CO)2, N=2-7, and PdAuN-1+(CO)2, N=4-7 clusters. 
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Based on the lowest energy structures presented in Figure 3, CO 
binding energies were calculated via Eq. (1). A summary of the 
binding energies is presented graphically in Figure 4 and listed in 
Table S2 of the Supplemental Material. A very high Eb value is found 
for PdAu+(CO) (Eb=5.93 eV) with a bridging CO adsorption site 
between the Au and Pd atoms, opposite to Au2+(CO) (Eb=1.93 eV) 
where CO adopts an atop configuration. In the N=3-5 size range, CO 
interacts directly with a Au atom in both AuN+(CO) and PdAuN1+(CO). 
For N6, an odd-even variation (relative to the number of atoms) can 
be seen in the calculated binding energies Eb for AuN+(CO) clusters. 
However, for sizes (N≥5), a significantly larger Eb is obtained for the 
Pd-doped species, as compared to the pure clusters composed of the 
same number of atoms, except for size N=7 which has almost the 
same value in both cases. Considering other CO adsorption sites, for 
PdAu6+(CO) Eb is only 0.1 eV greater for the global minimum (Pd 
bound), while this difference is 0.15 eV in the case of PdAu8+(CO). For 
the PdAu+(CO) cluster, CO adsorption on Au is 0.6 eV less stable than 
on Pd (which spontaneously deforms into the μ2 bridging mode), 
though the Au-bound isomer was predicted to be the most stable 
structure by Deng and co-workers.82 Overall, as seen in Figure 4, Pd-
doping enhances the interaction of CO on the clusters, even in those 
cases where Au is the adsorption site. 
The DFT calculations are complemented by mass spectrometric 
experiments. Already from the mass spectrum presented in Figure 2 
a size-dependent effect of Pd-doping can be seen in the interaction 
of the clusters with CO. For example, for N=7 and 10 no clear 
influence of doping is visible (i.e. the ratio of the intensities of the 
cluster–CO complex and the bare cluster is comparable for AuN+ and 
PdAuN-1+). In contrast, a clear influence of the dopant is observed for 
N=8 and 9, with the intensity ratio of the CO complexes to the bare 
clusters being larger for PdAuN-1+ than for AuN+. These differences in 
the relative intensities of the bare clusters and their CO-complexes 
only qualitatively illustrate the effect of doping on the interaction of 
a cluster with CO. To quantify the effect of doping, pressure 
dependent relative abundances of the CO complexes are fitted using 
Eq. (2), as described in the Methods Section. This analysis gives the 
dissociation rates of CO, kd, which are sensitive to the CO binding 
energy.  
Examples of these fits are shown in Figure 5, for the pure gold 
clusters Au4+(CO), Au8+(CO) and Au20+(CO) in panel (a) and for the 
doped clusters PdAu3+(CO), PdAu7+(CO) and PdAu19+(CO) in panel (b). 
From the left panel of Figure 5 it can be observed that the relative 
intensity of the CO complexes is higher for larger clusters. This is a 
consequence of the reduced heat capacity of the smaller species; 
small clusters heat up more upon redistribution of the heat of 
formation of the CO complex (binding energy), thereby increasing 
kd.78 Thus, only clusters of the same size should be compared to 
exclude (to a first approximation) the effect of the different clusters 
heat capacities. The inclusion of heat capacity effects into the 
analysis is presented in section 3.2. A second observation from Figure 
5 is the effect of doping on the CO adsorption, as observed also in 
Figure 2. While for N=8 the presence of Pd increases the adsorption 
of CO considerably, reduced reactivity is found upon doping Au20+. 
This suggests stronger binding of CO to PdAu7+ than to Au8+, with the 
opposite applying to the cases of PdAu19+ and Au20+. 
 
 
Fig. 4 Cluster-CO binding energies (Eb) calculated by DFT as a function of 
cluster size for AuN+(CO) (N=3-11) and PdAuN-1+(CO) (N=3-10). 
 
 
Fig. 5 Normalized abundances of Au4+(CO), Au8+(CO) and Au20+(CO) in (a) and 
PdAu3+(CO), PdAu7+(CO) and PdAu19+(CO) in (b), as a function of PCO at the 
reaction cell. Points represent the experimental data, while solid lines are fits 
with Eq. (2). 
 
A summary of the extracted kd values is shown in Figure 6 for the 
pure AuN+ and single doped PdAuN+ clusters (N=4-21). First, an overall 
decrease of kd with cluster size is observed. This, as discussed 
previously, is a consequence of the reduced heat capacity of the 
smaller clusters. Although the influence of Pd is not drastic for all 
sizes, some interesting cases are seen. For the sizes N=4, 5, 9 and in 
particular for N=8, reduced dissociation rates are observed upon 
doping. As a first approximation, this suggests that for these clusters 
the substitution of Au by Pd increases the CO binding energy. In 
contrast, for N=7, 10 and 18-21, dissociation rates are higher upon 
doping. For these sizes, Pd doping seems to reduce the CO binding 
energy. This experimental observation seems to be in disagreement 
with the DFT calculated binding energies Eb shown in Figure 4, where 
Pd doping was predicted to increase Eb, independent of cluster size. 
As discussed in the following section, the reason for this apparent 
discrepancy is that heat capacities are not yet accounted for.   
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Fig. 6 Dissociation rates of CO for AuN+(CO) (black circles) and PdAuN-1+(CO) 
(red squares) clusters extracted by fitting Eq. (2) to the normalized abundance 
curves as a function of PCO. 
 
3.2 RRKM simulations for extracting CO binding energies 
The CO binding energy is not the only factor that determines the rate 
at which CO will be desorb from a cluster. The effect of heat 
capacities should be included to compare with the DFT calculations, 
which provide Eb, with the kd that is obtained from the mass 
spectrometric experiments. One possibility is to use Rice-
Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory.83–85 In RRKM, a cluster is 
described as a set of s harmonic oscillators, one for each vibrational 
degree of freedom. One particular oscillator, the critical oscillator s0, 
is selected to represent the reaction coordinate 𝑅 of the dissociation 
process. For the clusters studied here, the critical oscillator is the 
cluster-CO vibration, which leads to dissociation of the complex. The 
total energy of the energized system (after CO adsorption), E, is 
assumed to be statistically distributed over the 𝑠 oscillators and 
dissociation occurs when a fraction of the total energy 𝐸, larger than 
a critical energy E0, is localized in s0. In this case, E0 is understood as 
the CO binding energy (calculated by DFT) and the heat capacity of a 
cluster depends on its vibrational degrees of freedom. By using 
statistical methods, an expression for the dissociation rate can be 
obtained. Thus, by knowing kd and the vibrational frequencies of a 
cluster, the CO binding energy can be estimated and therefore, 
theoretical calculations can be directly compared with the 
experimental findings. This analysis was performed by using the 
MassKinetics software package.86 
Results of this analysis are shown in Figure 7. In panel (a) an 
example of the procedure is presented, for the cluster size N=8. In 
the figure, simulated dissociation rates are plotted as a function of 
the critical energy E0, which represents the CO binding energy Eb. As 
seen, kd decreases with increasing 𝐸0, as expected. Dotted lines 
represent the intersection of the experimentally determined rate 
and the corresponding critical energy associated with it. This process 
was performed for the clusters in the N=4-8 size range. For this 
analysis, the vibrational frequencies of the lowest energy structures 
calculated by DFT were used. The RRKM determined CO binding 
energies are given in Figure 7b. Despite the assumptions made in the 
RRKM analysis, the binding energies extracted by this approach and 
those calculated by DFT show the same trends. In both cases, an 
overall decrease in Eb with size is found, being more pronounced for 
AuN+, and most importantly, in all cases higher Eb are found for the 
Pd-doped clusters. The difference in Eb between AuN+ and PdAuN-1+ is 
found to be small for N=4-6 and larger for N=7 and 8. The effect of 
the Pd dopant atom for the N=5 and 6 size, however, seems to be 
smaller in the RRKM estimation than that found by DFT, while the 
reverse is observed for N=7. 
 
 
Fig. 7 (a) Dissociation rates as a function of the critical energy, simulated by 
RRKM theory for N=8. Dotted lines represent the intersection between the 
measured dissociation rates and the corresponding critical energy. (b) CO 
binding energies extracted by the RRKM analysis based on the experimental 
kd rates.  
 
3.3 Internal C-O stretching frequencies  
The frequencies of the internal C-O stretching mode (νCO) for clusters 
adsorbing one or two CO molecules in the N=4-14 size range were 
measured by IRMPD spectroscopy. Knowledge of νCO alone is not 
sufficient to characterize the structure of a cluster. However, as 
discussed below, it allows the determination of the reactive site for 
CO adsorption (either an Au or a Pd atom). 
Depending on cluster size, different behaviour of νCO with size is 
observed when comparing clusters with one or two CO molecules. 
This is exemplified in Figure 8, which shows depletion spectra 
recorded for the cluster sizes N=5 and N=7, both for the homoatomic 
(left) and Pd-doped species (right). For Au5+, a single absorption 
feature is observed around 2165 cm-1, independently if the cluster 
adsorbs a single or two CO molecules. In PdAu4+, however, the νCO 
band of the first CO molecule (black curve) is at approximately 2165 
cm-1, as for Au5+, while for PdAu4+(CO)2 (red curve) two distinct bands 
are observed. A maximum in depletion is found at 2165 cm-1, in 
addition to a side peak close to 2120 cm-1. This suggests that for this 
doped cluster the first CO molecule is bound to a Au atom in PdAu4+, 
while the second CO is adsorbed on the Pd dopant. The situation is 
different for N=7, as shown in the lower panels. As for the previous 
case, for the homoatomic Au cluster, bands for one and two 
adsorbed CO molecules are found at the same position, around 2160 
cm-1. However, for PdAu6+, νCO of the first adsorbed CO is red-shifted 
almost 30 cm-1, whereas when two COs are adsorbed two distinctive 
bands are observed. This observation suggests that for PdAu6+ the 
first CO molecule is adsorbed on Pd, in contrast to PdAu4+, in 
agreement with our calculations. 
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Fig. 8 Depletion spectra of AuN+(CO)p and PdAuN-1+(CO)p clusters with N=5,7 
and p=1,2. Points represent the experimental data, while solid lines are an 
average of 4 adjacent points. 
A summary of the vibrational frequencies determined by IRMPD 
of the first adsorbed CO molecule is shown in Figure 9. For the cluster 
sizes N=4, 5 and 11, depletion spectra suggest that the binding site 
of the first CO molecule is an Au atom, while for N=6-10 and 12-14, 
the first CO is proposed to be adsorbed on the Pd dopant. 
We have also calculated the vibrational frequency of CO on the 
most favourable adsorption site on each cluster, using the same level 
of theory used in the final calculations of the cluster-CO complex 
structures, i.e. Def2-TZVPP/LC-𝜔PBEh. To correlate the calculated 
frequencies of CO with those experimentally measured here, the 
calculated frequencies of CO have been scaled by a factor 0.956 for 
all cluster sizes. This factor is determined based on the 
experimentally reported value of CO for the free CO molecule, 
corresponding to 2143 cm-1.87 The scaled frequencies are listed in 
Table S2 of the Supplementary Material and plotted in the right panel 
of Figure 9. Although the calculated CO frequencies are found to be 
slightly blue-shifted with respect to the experimental values, trends 
are very well reproduced by DFT. For the species with N=2, a very 
large gap is found, although in this particular case, this is a 
consequence of the bridge adsorption site found for PdAu+(CO). The 
similar values between the vibrational frequencies for PdAuN-1+(CO) 
and AuN+(CO) at sizes N=4,5 and 11 observed experimentally are also 
found in the theoretical calculations. For cluster sizes N=6-10, a 
larger gap is predicted by DFT, also in agreement with the 
experimental results. A comparison with previous theoretical 
calculations from literature is difficult, since studies of the adsorption 
of CO on cationic Pd doped Au clusters at the subnanometre scale 
are scarce. The small gap between the frequencies for the species at 
N=3 predicted here was suggested previously by Zhong et al.54. 
Zhong and co-workers54 performed DFT calculations for PdmAun+(CO) 
(n+m<6) clusters at the B3PW91/6-311+G level. They found that CO 
binds to Pd in PdAu6+, in agreement with our findings.  
 
 
Fig. 9 Measured and calculated CO stretching frequencies, νCO, for the first 
adsorbed CO molecule on AuN+ and PdAuN-1+ clusters. 
  
Therefore, Pd-CO binding is responsible for red-shifting the CO 
stretch of the larger clusters N≥6 (except for N=11), relative to that 
of the free CO molecule (2143 cm-1). It has been shown that CO for 
CO adsorbed on transition metal clusters can be decreased by 
replacing metal atoms with lower principal quantum numbers.88 
Hence, in agreement with our observation when Pd(4d) replaces 
Au(5d). An interpretation of this effect is provided by the Blyholder 
model39, in which the metal-CO bonding is described by electron 
charge donation from the occupied 5σ orbital of CO to empty d-
states of the metal, and back-donation of electron charge from 
occupied metal d-states to the 2π* antibonding orbital of CO, which 
is empty in the free molecule. In transition metal clusters, this model 
has successfully explained the adsorption of CO molecules, and 
provided a description for the observed red-shifted CO frequencies 
of adsorbed COs, in comparison to the free molecule. The back-
donation process partly populates the 2π* antibonding orbital of CO, 
which destabilizes the C-O bond thus lowering CO. For CO bound to 
Pd, the lowered CO frequencies suggest electron charge donation for 
the d-orbitals of Pd to CO. This is in agreement with previous 
calculations on the Pd-CO system, which predicted a decrease in CO 
upon adsorption, although smaller than for other transition metals.89 
For the clusters where CO interacts directly with a Au atom, however, 
CO frequencies are found higher than for the free CO molecule. This 
shows that back-donation of charge is not a determining factor in the 
interaction of CO with Au, which is mainly due to electron charge 
donation from CO to Au. The blue-shifting is due to the dominance 
of the repulsion between the filled 5 HOMO of the CO molecule and 
a filled d-orbital on the Au atom, as described in Bagus’ model.88,90  
Tables S3 and S4 in the Supplementary Material list the partial 
charge distributions calculated with both the Mulliken and Löwdin 
partitioning methods for some of the bare clusters and their CO 
complexes. It is noted that except for PdAu+, the Pd atom obtains 
significantly less positive charge than Au atoms, and occupies highly 
coordinated sites in order to maximise the electron charge transfer 
from Au to Pd. The adsorption of CO leads to an electronic 
rearrangement in the cluster which is small in magnitude. The 
unclear behaviour of charge distribution was previously reported by 
Joshi et al.53 for dimeric and trimeric cationic AuPd clusters with an 
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adsorbed CO, and attributed to complex electron density transfer 
processes. The carbon atom is overall negatively charged in all cases. 
This charge is of the same magnitude regardless of cluster size. For 
Au-CO binding, Mulliken and Löwdin partial charges are C=-0.07e, 
O=+0.07e and C=-0.12e, O=+0.12e, respectively, and CO adsorbs 
preferentially to the Au atom that is more electron deficient. The 
oxygen atom is overall electron deficient and is again unaffected by 
the cluster size. This lack of size/structure sensitivity in CO electronics 
is in line with the lack of sensitivity of the M-C and C-O bond lengths 
across the cluster series. Multiple adsorption, as shown in the case 
of Au4+(CO)1,2 (Table S5 in the Supplemental Material) does not lead 
to a significant change in electronic properties. 
 
4 Conclusions 
We have presented a study combining low-pressure collision cell 
reactivity and infrared multiphoton dissociation spectroscopy 
experiments with density functional theory calculations, to 
investigate the influence of Pd-doping on the interaction between 
CO molecules and small cationic gold clusters. 
The rates of dissociation of formed cluster-CO complexes in the 
low-pressure collision cell were used to experimentally determine 
binding energies of CO on small cationic Au and Pd doped Au clusters. 
Hereto, an RRKM analysis was performed using as input parameters 
the dissociation rates of the CO-complexes and the vibrational 
frequencies of the clusters, calculated by DFT on the lowest energy 
structures. Pd doping is found to increase the CO binding energies 
irrespective of cluster size, although the extent of this increase is 
size-dependent. These findings agree remarkably well with binding 
energies determined by DFT. 
Infrared multiphoton dissociation spectroscopy was used to 
characterize the internal C-O vibrational frequency and determine 
the CO adsorption site preference on the doped clusters. In clusters 
with N=4, 5 and 11 atoms, CO binds to a Au atom, whereas for 
clusters with N=6-10 and 12-14, CO binds to the Pd dopant, in 
agreement with theory. 
This work highlights the subtle variations of adsorption 
preference and reactivity of clusters in the ultra-small “every-atom-
counts” size regime. We find that multiple synergistic analysis 
methods are necessary to unambiguously describe the preferred 
adsorption modes and binding strengths for cluster-molecule 
interactions. 
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1. Adsorption sites and their relative binding energies ΔEb and the corresponding 
calculated frequencies for CO molecule on AuN+(CO) and PdAuN-1+(CO), N=3 and 4, 
clusters 
2. Cluster-CO binding energies, CO stretching frequencies, and average bond lengths 
















1. Adsorption sites and their relative binding energies ΔEb and the corresponding calculated 
frequencies for CO molecule on AuN+(CO) and PdAuN-1+(CO), N=3 and 4, clusters 
Table S1: Adsorption sites and their relative binding energies ΔEb, together with the corresponding calculated frequencies for a 
CO molecule on AuN+(CO) and PdAuN-1+(CO), N=3 and 4, clusters. The most favourable site for each cluster (having ΔEb = 0.00 eV 
and nearest CO to the corresponding measured value) is shown in bold. 
Model Site ΔEb / eV CO / cm-1 
 1 (atop) 0.00 2198.77 
2 (bridge) 0.11 2074.08 
3 (hollow) 0.13 1962.13 
 1 (atop) 0.00 2184.57 
2 (atop) 0.18 2192.81 
3 (bridge) 0.19 1961.22 
4 (bridge) 0.21 1893.45 
5 (hollow) 0.18 1969.51 
 1 (atop) 0.23 2018.67 
2 (atop) 0.00 2196.14 
3 (bridge) 0.14 1938.70 
4 (bridge) 0.11 1959.22 
5 (hollow) 0.18 1880.78 
 1 (atop) 0.25 1950.11 
2 (atop) 0.00 2180.24 
3 (bridge) 0.18 1992.02 
4 (bridge) 0.14 2030.27 
5 (hollow) 0.20 1971.10 




2. Cluster-CO binding energies, CO stretching frequencies, and average bond lengths 
Table S2: Cluster-CO binding energies, CO stretching frequencies, and average bond lengths of putative global minima of AuN+(CO) 
and PdAuN-1+(CO), N=2-11, clusters. 
Species Average Bond Length (Å) Eb / eV CO / cm-1 
Au-Au Au-Pd M-C C-O 
Au2+(CO) 2.61 ----- 1.93 1.12 1.93 2215.09 
Au3+(CO) 2.63 ------ 1.95 1.12 1.76 2198.78 
Au4+(CO) 2.68 ----- 1.95 1.12 1.62 2184.57 
Au5+(CO) 2.64 ----- 1.94 1.12 1.40 2180.69 
Au6+(CO) 2.66 ----- 1.96 1.12 1.46 2189.97 
Au7+(CO) 2.70 ----- 1.96 1.12 1.78 2170.97 
Au8+(CO) 2.67 ----- 1.96 1.12 1.38 2175.98 
Au9+(CO) 2.74 ---- 1.98 1.12 1.62 2173.18 
Au10+(CO) 2.62 ----- 1.96 1.12 1.47 2171.06 
Au11+(CO) 2.71 ---- 1.97 1.12 1.60 2169.51 
PdAu+(CO) ----- 2.59 (Au-C=2.0980), 
(Pd-C=1.8576) 
1.14 5.93 2035.40 
PdAu2+(CO) 2.57 2.68 1.95 1.12 1.99 2196.14 
PdAu3+(CO) 2.75 2.61 1.94 1.12 1.66 2180.25 
PdAu4+(CO) 2.75 2.69 1.94 1.12 1.67 2172.35 
PdAu5+(CO) 2.75 2.73 1.89 1.13 1.71 2119.99 
PdAu6+(CO) 2.69 2.77 1.90 1.12 1.81 2132.16 
PdAu7+(CO) 2.72 2.73 1.5 1.2 1.86 2113.70 
PdAu8+(CO) 2.69 2.77 1.90 1.13 1.85 2112.78 
PdAu9+(CO) 2.78 2.70 1.90 1.15 1.80 2114.21 















3. Electronic distribution 
Table S3: Partial charge distributions calculated with both the Mulliken and Löwdin portioning methods for AuN+(CO) and PdAuN-
1









Charge Population Analysis Structure 
Mulliken Löwdin 
Au2+ 1 Au 0.50 0.50  
2 Au 0.50 0.50 
Au2+(CO) 1 Au 0.54 0.45  
2 Au 0.37 0.43 
3 C -0.09 -0.14 
4 O 0.18 0.26 
PdAu+ 1 Au 0.45 0.40  
2 Pd 0.55 0.60 
PdAu+(CO) 1 Au 0.68 0.62  
2 Pd 0.36 0.44 
3 C -0.16 -0.27 
4 O 0.12 0.21 
Au4+ 1 Au 0.23 0.13  
2 Au 0.23 0.13 
3 Au 0.27 0.37 
4 Au 0.27 0.37 
Au4+(CO) 1 Au 0.03 0.29  
2 Au 0.23 0.18 
3 Au 0.34 0.22 
4 Au 0.34 0.22 
5 C -0.09 -0.16 
6 O 0.15 0.23 
PdAu3+ 1 Au 0.37 0.33  
2 Au 0.37 0.33 
3 Au 0.37 0.33 
4 Pd -0.12 0.02 
PdAu3+(CO) 1 Au 0.19 0.41  
2 Au 0.40 0.22 
3 Au 0.40 0.25 
4 Pd -0.07 0.03 
5 C -0.07 -0.15 








Table S4: Partial charge distributions calculated with both the Mulliken and Löwdin portioning methods for AuN+(CO) and PdAuN-
1









Charge Population Analysis Structure 
Mulliken Löwdin 
Au6+ 1 Au 0.78 0.24  
2 Au -0.35 0.07 
3 Au -0.53 0.14 
4 Au -0.53 0.14 
5 Au 0.78 0.24 
6 Au 0.85 0.17 
Au6+(CO) 1 Au 0.19 0.32  
2 Au -0.15 0.06 
3 Au -0.15 0.06 
4 Au -0.38 0.13 
5 Au 0.71 0.17 
6 Au 0.71 0.17 
7 C -0.07 -0.14 
8 O 0.15 0.24 
PdAu5+ 1 Au 0.30 0.23  
2 Au 0.31 0.24 
3 Au 0.29 0.24 
4 Au 0.28 0.22 
5 Au 0.29 0.21 
6 Pd -0.47 -0.15 
PdAu5+(CO) 1 Au 0.12 0.16  
2 Au 0.11 0.15 
3 Au 0.10 0.17 
4 Au 0.26 0.19 
5 Au 0.27 0.19 
6 Pd 0.12 0.02 
7 C -0.07 -0.13 











Table S5: Partial charge distributions calculated with both the Mulliken and Löwdin portioning methods for Au4+(CO)1,2 clusters 









Charge Population Analysis Structure 
Mulliken Löwdin 
Au4+ 1 Au 0.23 0.13  
2 Au 0.23 0.13 
3 Au 0.27 0.37 
4 Au 0.27 0.37 
Au4+(CO) 1 Au 0.03 0.29  
2 Au 0.23 0.18 
3 Au 0.34 0.22 
4 Au 0.34 0.22 
5 C -0.09 -0.16 
6 O 0.15 0.23 
Au4+(CO)* 1 Au 0.25 0.23  
2 Au 0.28 0.18 
3 Au 0.28 0.18 
4 Au 0.12 0.32 
5 C -0.08 -0.15 
6 O 0.16 0.24 
Au4+(CO)2 1 Au 0.33 0.13  
2 Au 0.13 0.29 
3 Au 0.27 0.15 
4 Au 0.13 0.29 
5 C -0.09 -0.17 
6 O 0.14 0.23 
7 C -0.07 -0.15 
8 O 0.15 0.23 
Au4+(CO)2* 1 Au 0.21 0.09  
2 Au 0.21 0.09 
3 Au 0.24 0.34 
4 Au 0.24 0.34 
5 C -0.1 -0.16 
6 O 0.15 0.23 
7 C -0.1 -0.16 
8 O 0.15 0.23 
Au4+(CO)2* 1 Au 0.17 0.29  
2 Au 0.17 0.29 
3 Au 0.26 0.14 
4 Au 0.27 0.13 
5 C -0.07 -0.15 
6 O 0.15 0.23 
7 C -0.09 -0.16 







Gold and copper are metals that are well-known for their utility in catalysis. Both atoms
belong to the same group of the periodic table: the coinage group metals. The filled
d orbitals and the singly occupied s valence orbital of the coinage metals impart a pre-
dominantly noble behaviour. Although, the atoms have a similar chemistry, their cluster
characteristics are highly different. At small sizes, their pure clusters, for example, show
different 2D-3D crossover points [182,183]. The explanation for this difference is attributed
to the higher relativistic contraction of the valence s orbitals in Au than in Cu, which
enhances s-d hybridisation [182,183], increasing the stability of 2D configurations (raising
the 2D-3D crossover size). This also plays a significant role in decreasing the nobility (en-
hancing reactivity) of the coinage metal clusters at ultrasmall sizes. Such differences are
reflected in their catalytic activities [184]. Copper-based catalysts have shown a distinct
catalytic role in oxidation and hydrogenation reactions [104,105] (e.g. in the oxidation of
alcohols to aldehydes [185]). The catalytic activity of small gold clusters has led to a step
change in catalysis: gold catalysts have been used in hydrogenation reactions and many
organic transformations [186], but have been especially important in selective oxidation
135
reactions [187].
Bimetallic AuCu clusters have been developed to improve the catalytic properties
[31]. However, the main problem with Cu-based catalysts is their dispersion during the
reaction and reduction processes [184,188]. Supporting the catalyst on a surface can help
in this context. However, the catalytic activity can be affected by the interaction with the
support. Alteration in the density of electronic states and metal oxidation states, and even
geometric distortion of the clusters, are all possible upon surface-adsorption [166, 167].
The study presented here aims to investigate such inherent surface effects. Additionally,
gold-copper clusters on the subnanometre scale are regarded as ideal simplified models
to rationalize the optical [189] and catalytic properties of their larger systems [190, 191].
Moreover, they are in the quantum regime, where quantum effects are observed and
where “every atom counts” [192, 193], which can lead to unique catalytic properties and
applications.
In Publication 5, the Mexican Enhanced Genetic Algorithm (MEGA), the recently
developed GA-DFT code, is applied to ultrasmall AuCu clusters in order to rationalize
their highly efficient catalytic properties. The global minima of gas-phase and MgO(100)
supported AuCu clusters with 3-10 atoms are identified. Individual adatoms and sup-
ported dimers are also studied. A large number of calculations, including an extensive
structural search, for a wide variety of compositions, and the exploration of different spin
states, have been carried out. The structures of the isolated (gas-phase) clusters are
compared with those supported on (defect-free) MgO(100) and reasons for the observed
structural changes are rationalized. Where appropriate, comparison is made to previous
studies. The interplay between the mixing of the component cluster atoms and their
interactions with the oxide interface is investigated. Figure 5.1 shows the predicted dif-
ference in bond lengths between free and supported Au3Cu1 and Au1Cu4 clusters. The
most favourable adsorption orientations for all supported atoms, dimers and clusters are
predicted and compared, in terms of their adsorption energies, preferential metal-oxygen
interactions, and electron transfer.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between bond lengths, d, for free and supported Au3Cu1 and Au1Cu4
clusters. A clear increase of the bond lengths between atoms that are in direct binding with
the substrate can be recognised, in particular for Au3Cu1, which has an elongated Au-Cu bond
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Abstract: Catalysis by AuCu nanoclusters is a promising scientific field. However,
our fundamental understanding of the underlyingmechanisms ofmixing inAuCu
clusters at the sub-nanometre scale and their physico-chemical properties in both
the gas-phase and on oxide supports is limited.We have identified the globalmin-
ima of gas-phase and MgO(100)-supported AuCu clusters with 3–10 atoms using
the Mexican Enhanced Genetic Algorithm coupled with density functional the-
ory. Au and Cu adatoms and supported dimers have been also simulated at the
same level of theory. Themost stable composition, as calculated frommixing and
binding energies, is obtained when the Cu proportion is close to 50%. The struc-
tures of the most stable free AuCu clusters exhibit Cu-core/Au-shell segregation.
On theMgO surface however, there is a preference for Cu atoms to lie at the cluster-
substrate interface. Due to the interplay between the number of interfacial Cu
atoms and surface-induced cluster rearrangement, on the MgO surface 3D struc-
tures becomemore stable than 2D structures. TheO-site ofMgO surface is found to
be the most favourable adsorption site for both metals. All dimers favour vertical
(V) configurations on the surface and their adsorption energies are in the order:
AuCu < CuCu < AuAu < AuCu (where the underlined atom is bound to the O-
site). For both adatoms and AuCu dimers, adsorption via Cu is more favourable
than Au-adsorbed configurations, but, this disagrees with the ordering for the
pure dimers due to a combination of electron transfer and themetal-on-top effect.
Binding energy (and second difference) and HOMO-LUMO gap calculations show
that even-atom (even-electron) clusters are more stable than the neighbouring
odd-atom (odd- electron) clusters, which is expected for closed- and open-shell
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systems. Supporting AuCu clusters on the MgO(100) surface decreases the charge
transfer between Au and Cu atoms calculated in free clusters. The results of this
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Fig S1. Relative energies as a function of spin state for free and supported atoms, dimers and clusters (N = 
3-6). 
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N = 6 N = 5 
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2. Energies and point groups of free clusters 
Table S1. Energies and point groups of AuN and CuN clusters, N = 3-10. 
Cluster E / eV Point 
group 
Cluster E / eV Point 
group 
Au3 -4.23 C2v Cu3 -4.41 C2v 
Au4 -6.92 D2h Cu4 -7.33 D2h 
Au5 -9.38 C2v Cu5 -9.83 C2v 
Au6 -12.68 D3h Cu6 -12.94 D3h 
Au7 -14.51 Cs Cu7 -15.97 D5h 
Au8 -17.53 D2d Cu8 -19.06 D2d 
Au9 -19.62 C2v Cu9 -21.41 Cs 
Au10 -22.62 D2h Cu10 -24.55 D2d 
 
Table S2. Energies and point groups of AuCu clusters, N = 3-10. 
Cluster E / eV Point group Cluster E / eV Point group 
N = 3 N = 8  
Au1Cu2 -4.773 C2v Au1Cu7 -19.257 C3v 
Au2Cu1 -4.730 C2h Au2Cu6 -19.495 C2v 
N = 4 Au3Cu5 -19.740 C3v 
Au1Cu3 -7.820 C2v Au4Cu4 -19.984 Td 
Au2Cu2 -8.230 D2h Au5Cu3 -19.269 C3v 
Au3Cu1 -7.640 C2v Au6Cu2 -18.537 D2 
N = 5  Au7Cu1 -18.030 C2v 
Au1Cu4 -10.184 Cs N = 9  
Au2Cu3 -10.519 C2v Au1Cu8 -21.733 Cs 
Au3Cu2 -10.401 Cs Au2Cu7 -21.891 C2v 
Au4Cu1 -10.007 C2v Au3Cu6 -22.171 C3v 
N = 6  Au4Cu5 -22.140 Cs 
Au1Cu5 -13.358 C2v Au5Cu4 -22.089 C2v 
Au2Cu4 -13.749 C2v Au6Cu3 -21.403 Cs 
Au3Cu3 -14.107 D3h Au7Cu2 -20.814 C2v 
Au4Cu2 -13.719 C2h Au8Cu1 -20.287 C2 
Au5Cu1 -13.242 C2h N = 10  
N = 7  Au1Cu9 -24.923 C2v 
Au1Cu6 -16.018 C2v Au2Cu8 -25.209 C2 
Au2Cu5 -16.196 Cs Au3Cu7 -25.256 C1 
Au3Cu4 -16.411 C3v Au4Cu6 -25.348 Cs 
Au4Cu3 -16.018 Cs Au5Cu5 -25.327 Cs 
Au5Cu2 -15.591 Cs Au6Cu4 -24.916 Cs 
Au6Cu1 -15.134 Cs Au7Cu3 -24.331 C2 
   Au8Cu2 -23.705 C1 




3. Energies of free and supported atoms and dimers and M-M and M-O bond lengths for supported 
dimers 
Table S3. Energies of free and supported atoms and dimers of AuCu system. 
Free species E / eV Supported-species E / eV 
Au -0.184 Au@MgO(100) -412.957 
Cu -0.241 Cu@MgO(100) -413.036 
Au2 -2.705 Au2@MgO(100) -415.972 
Cu2 -2.747 Cu2@MgO(100) -415.882 
AuCu -2.946 AuCu@MgO(100) -416.387 
 
Table S4. Bond lengths of M-M and M-O of supported dimers of AuCu system. 
P-configuration 
Au2@MgO(100) Cu2@MgO(100) AuCu@MgO(100) 
Au(1)-Au(2)/Å 2.550 Cu(1)-Cu(2) /Å 2.272 Au-Cu/Å 2.443 
Au(1)-O/Å 2.956 Cu(1)-O/Å 2.148 Au-O/Å 3.620 
Au(2)-O/Å 2.970 Cu(2)-O/Å 2.151 Cu-O/Å 2.343 
V-configuration 
Au2@MgO(100) Cu2@MgO(100) AuCu@MgO(100) 
Au-Au / Å 2.500 Cu-Cu / Å 2.235 Au-Cu / Å 2.380 



























4. Adsorption energies for sites and orientations of adatoms and dimers  














Adsorbed dimers (V):  
 
 
Fig S4. Adsorption energies of supported vertical (V) Au2, Cu2 and AuCu dimers as a function of different starting 



























5. Homotop search  
 
 
Au7Cu1 adsorbed on MgO(100) 
 
Au9Cu1 adsorbed on MgO(100) 
 





6. Energies of gas-phase and supported dimers and GM of AuCu clusters 
Table S5. Excess Energy Δ and Binding Energy Eb (gas-phase only), Adsorption Energy Eads (surface- 
supported only), and second difference in energy Δ2E for 2-7 atoms. 
 Gas Phase Surface Supported 
Cluster Δ / eV Δ2E / eV Eb / eV Δ2E / eV Eads / eV 
N = 2 
Cu2 0.0 0.835 1.1316 0.835 -1.261 
Au1Cu1 -0.220 ----- 1.259 ----- -1.566 
Au2 0.0 0.987 1.168 1.078 -1.420 
N = 3 
Cu3 0.0 -1.246 1.230 -0.855 -1.847 
Au1Cu2 -0.416 -1.219 1.368 -1.136 -2.271 
Au2Cu1 -0.432 -1.124 1.373 -0.882 -1.981 
Au3 0.0 -1.154 1.228 -1.025 -1.968 
N = 4 
Cu4 0.0 0.418 1.591 0.552 -2.084 
Au1Cu3 -0.589 0.682 1.727 0.974 -2.136 
Au2Cu2 -1.099 ----- 1.844 ----- -1.828 
Au3Cu1 -0.611 0.541 1.710 0.955 -2.410 
Au4 0.0 0.225 1.546 0.832 -2.394 
N = 5 
Cu5 0.0 -0.619 1.724 -0.723 -2.540 
Au1Cu4 -0.442 -0.809 1.806 -1.103 -2.003 
Au2Cu3 -0.865 ----- 1.884 ----- -2.189 
Au3Cu2 -0.835 ----- 1.872 ----- -2.329 
Au4Cu1 -0.529 -0.867 1.805 -1.436 -1.966 
Au5 0.0 -0.836 1.693 -1.179 -2.178 
N = 6 
Cu6 0.0 0.088 1.916 0.424 -2.640 
Au1Cu5 -0.453 0.513 1.994 0.714 -2.285 
Au2Cu4 -0.888 ----- 2.068 ----- -2.791 
Au3Cu3 -1.288 ----- 2.137 ----- -2.352 
Au4Cu2 -0.944 ----- 2.082 ----- -1.908 
Au5Cu1 -0.510 1.343 2.012 1.820 -1.987 
Au6 0.0 1.474 1.929 1.354 -1.809 
N = 7 
Cu7 0.0 -0.059 2.040 -0.369 -2.466 
Au1Cu6 -0.251 -0.578 2.054 -0.749 -2.360 
Au2Cu5 -0.637 ----- 2.088 ----- -3.165 
Au3Cu4 -1.061 ----- 2.127 ----- -2.168 
Au4Cu3 -0.877 ----- 2.079 ----- -2.368 
Au5Cu2 -0.660 ----- 2.026 ----- -2.638 
Au6Cu1 -0.412 -1.004 1.969 -1.183 -2.210 





Table S6. Excess Energy Δ and Binding Energy Eb (gas-phase only), Adsorption Energy Eads (surface- 
supported only), and second difference in energy Δ2E for 8-10 atoms. 
 Gas Phase Surface Supported 
Cluster Δ / eV Δ2E / eV Eb / eV Δ2E / eV Eads / eV 
N = 8 
Cu8 0.0 0.736 2.141 0.640 -2.505 
Au1Cu7 -0.384 0.763 2.172 0.960 -2.675 
Au2Cu6 -0.813 ----- 2.209 ----- -3.326 
Au3Cu5 -1.249 ----- 2.247 ----- -3.409 
Au4Cu4 -1.684 ----- 2.284 ----- -3.183 
Au5Cu3 -1.160 ----- 2.202 ----- -2.490 
Au6Cu2 -0.619 ----- 2.118 ----- -2.149 
Au7Cu1 -0.304 0.639 2.061 0.705 -2.400 
Au8 0.0 0.934 2.007 0.569 -2.441 
N = 9 
Cu9 0.0 -0.782 2.137 -0.518 -2.979 
Au1Cu8 -0.516 -0.714 2.179 -0.841 -2.889 
Au2Cu7 -0.873 ----- 2.203 ----- -2.905 
Au3Cu6 -1.353 ----- 2.240 ----- -2.967 
Au4Cu5 -1.521 ----- 2.243 ----- -3.430 
Au5Cu4 -1.670 ----- 2.244 ----- -3.777 
Au6Cu3 -1.183 ----- 2.174 ----- -3.310 
Au7Cu2 -0.793 ----- 2.115 ----- -3.147 
Au8Cu1 -0.466 -0.654 2.063 -0.963 -3.027 
Au9 0.0 -0.914 1.995 -0.464 -2.401 
N = 10 
Cu10 0.0 ----- 2.213 ----- -3.121 
Au1Cu9 -0.565 ----- 2.256 ----- -3.088 
Au2Cu8 -1.044 ----- 2.290 ----- -3.257 
Au3Cu7 -1.284 ----- 2.300 ----- -3.047 
Au4Cu6 -1.568 ----- 2.315 ----- -3.130 
Au5Cu5 -1.739 ----- 2.319 ----- -2.989 
Au6Cu4 -1.522 ----- 2.284 ----- -3.136 
Au7Cu3 -1.129 ----- 2.231 ----- -2.975 
Au8Cu2 -0.695 ----- 2.174 ----- -3.270 
Au9Cu1 -0.382 ----- 2.129 ----- -2.255 










7. Second difference in energy  
 
 




8. Excess and binding energies for all compositions of AuCu clusters 
 
Fig S8. Plot of excess (mixing) energy Δ against the number of Au atoms (m) for free AuCu clusters, with N = 2-
10. 
 
Fig S9. Plot of binding energy Eb against the number of Au atoms (m) for free AuCu clusters, with N = 2-10. 
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9. Calculated quantum molecular descriptors for free and supported AuCu clusters 
 
Table S7. Calculated quantum molecular descriptors for free atoms, dimers and clusters (N = 3-6). 
 Gas Phase 
Cluster I / eV A / eV 𝜒 / eV µ / eV Ƞ / eV  S / eV 𝜔 / eV 
N = 1 
Cu1 4.839 4.016 4.428 -4.428 0.411 1.215 23.835 
Au1 6.630 5.296 5.963 -5.963 0.667 0.749 26.660 
N = 2 
Cu2 4.599 3.072 3.836 -3.836 0.763 0.655 9.641 
Au1Cu1 5.202 3.580 4.391 -4.391 0.810 0.616 11.890 
Au2 6.159 4.2 5.179 -5.179 0.979 0.510 13.693 
N = 3 
Cu3 3.561 3.314 3.437 -3.437 0.123 4.053 47.904 
Au1Cu2 4.015 3.408 3.711 -3.711 0.303 1.647 22.692 
Au2Cu1 4.324 3.562 3.943 -3.943 0.381 1.3118 20.396 
Au3 6.011 5.271 5.641 -5.641 0.37 1.351 43.002 
N = 4 
Cu4 4.373 3.426 3.899 -3.899 0.473 1.056 16.060 
Au1Cu3 4.635 3.351 3.993 -3.993 0.642 0.778 12.416 
Au2Cu2 4.897 3.372 4.134 -4.134 0.762 0.656 11.216 
Au3Cu1 5.090 3.835 4.462 -4.462 0.627 0.796 15.864 
Au4 5.179 4.190 4.685 -4.685 0.494 1.011 22.207 
N = 5 
Cu5 4.623 3.740 4.181 -4.181 0.441 1.133 17.487 
Au1Cu4 4.798 3.915 4.356 -4.356 0.441 1.132 18.981 
Au2Cu3 4.961 4.147 4.554 -4.554 0.407 1.228 20.746 
Au3Cu2 5.151 4.444 4.798 -4.798 0.353 1.415 23.021 
Au4Cu1 5.434 4.622 5.028 -5.028 0.405 1.232 25.285 
Au5 5.521 4.610 5.065 -5.065 0.455 1.098 25.663 
N = 6 
Cu6 4.518 2.738 3.628 -3.628 0.889 0.561 7.397 
Au1Cu5 4.697 2.956 3.827 -3.827 0.870 0.574 8.415 
Au2Cu4 4.697 2.956 3.827 -3.827 0.870 0.574 8.415 
Au3Cu3 4.954 3.238 4.096 -4.096 0.858 0.582 9.777 
Au4Cu2 5.091 3.536 4.313 -4.313 0.777 0.642 11.963 
Au5Cu1 5.042 3.412 4.227 -4.227 0.815 0.613 10.961 









Table S8. Calculated quantum molecular descriptors for free clusters (N = 7-10). 
 Gas Phase 
Cluster I / eV A / eV 𝜒 / eV µ / eV Ƞ / eV  S / eV 𝜔 / eV 
N = 7 
Cu7 4.567 3.517 4.042 -4.042 0.524 0.952 15.568 
Au1Cu6 3.851 2.914 3.382 -3.382 0.468 1.067 12.213 
Au2Cu5 4.801 3.765 4.283 -4.283 0.5184 0.964 17.694 
Au3Cu4 4.945 3.817 4.381 -4.381 0.564 0.885 17.008 
Au4Cu3 5.165 4.327 4.746 -4.746 0.418 1.194 26.906 
Au5Cu2 5.336 4.611 4.974 -4.974 0.362 1.379 34.126 
Au6Cu1 5.230 4.411 4.821 -4.821 0.409 1.221 28.394 
Au7 5.480 4.544 5.012 -5.012 0.468 1.068 26.838 
N = 8 
Cu8 4.374 2.909 3.641 -3.641 0.732 0.682 9.053 
Au1Cu7 4.535 2.641 3.588 -3.588 0.947 0.527 6.797 
Au2Cu6 4.602 2.682 3.642 -3.642 0.960 0.520 6.908 
Au3Cu5 4.749 2.765 3.757 -3.757 0.991 0.504 7.114 
Au4Cu4 4.935 2.878 3.906 -3.906 1.028 0.486 7.419 
Au5Cu3 5.011 3.269 4.140 -4.140 0.870 0.574 9.841 
Au6Cu2 4.909 3.864 4.386 -4.386 0.522 0.957 18.417 
Au7Cu1 4.934 3.916 4.425 -4.425 0.508 0.982 19.248 
Au8 5.297 3.915 4.606 -4.606 0.690 0.723 15.357 
N = 9 
Cu9 4.364 3.623 3.993 -3.993 0.370 1.349 21.525 
Au1Cu8 4.438 3.907 4.172 -4.172 0.265 1.882 32.775 
Au2Cu7 3.500 2.978 3.239 -3.239 0.261 1.915 20.097 
Au3Cu6 3.601 3.031 3.316 -3.316 0.285 1.754 19.300 
Au4Cu5 3.821 2.804 3.313 -3.313 0.508 0.983 10.792 
Au5Cu4 3.831 2.868 3.350 -3.350 0.481 1.037 11.647 
Au6Cu3 3.932 3.269 3.601 -3.601 0.331 1.509 19.577 
Au7Cu2 5.194 4.423 4.809 -4.809 0.385 1.296 29.995 
Au8Cu1 5.134 4.400 4.767 -4.767 0.367 1.362 30.960 
Au9 4.899 4.061 4.480 -4.480 0.419 1.193 23.948 
N = 10 
Cu10 3.918 2.938 3.428 -3.428 0.490 1.019 11.984 
Au1Cu9 4.286 3.006 3.646 -3.646 0.640 0.780 10.380 
Au2Cu8 4.269 2.873 3.571 -3.571 0.698 0.716 9.134 
Au3Cu7 4.332 3.100 3.716 -3.716 0.616 0.811 11.209 
Au4Cu6 4.271 3.264 3.768 -3.768 0.503 0.993 14.103 
Au5Cu5 4.650 3.295 3.972 -3.972 0.677 0.737 11.645 
Au6Cu4 4.683 3.662 4.173 -4.173 0.510 0.979 17.057 
Au7Cu3 4.733 3.254 3.994 -3.994 0.739 0.676 10.789 
Au8Cu2 4.903 3.598 4.250 -4.250 0.652 0.766 13.843 
Au9Cu1 5.453 4.128 4.791 -4.791 0.662 0.754 17.327 




Table S9. Calculated quantum molecular descriptors for supported atoms, dimers and clusters (N = 3-6). 
 Surface Supported 
Cluster I / eV A / eV 𝜒 / eV µ / eV Ƞ / eV  S / eV 𝜔 / eV 
N = 1 
Cu1 3.394 2.049 2.721 -2.721 0.672 0.743 5.507 
Au1 1.987 0.140 1.064 -1.064 0.923 0.541 0.613 
N = 2 
Cu2 2.468 0.3396 1.4038 -1.403 1.064 0.469 0.925 
Au1Cu1 3.2462 0.4844 1.8653 -1.865 1.380 0.362 1.259 
Au2 3.4024 0.9465 2.17445 -2.174 1.227 0.407 1.925 
N = 3 
Cu3 0.217 -0.579 -0.181 0.181 0.398 1.255 0.041 
Au1Cu2 0.395 -0.445 -0.025 0.025 0.420 1.188 0.0007 
Au2Cu1 0.395 -0.445 -0.025 0.025 0.420 1.188 0.0007 
Au3 0.928 -0.020 0.454 -0.454 0.474 1.054 0.217 
N = 4 
Cu4 0.984 -0.365 0.309 -0.309 0.674 0.741 0.071 
Au1Cu3 1.158 -0.525 0.316 -0.316 0.841 0.594 0.059 
Au2Cu2 1.708 -0.303 0.702 -0.702 1.006 0.496 0.245 
Au3Cu1 1.99 -0.123 0.933 -0.933 1.056 0.473 0.412 
Au4 2.188 0.438 1.313 -1.313 0.874 0.571 0.986 
N = 5 
Cu5 0.107 -0.632 -0.262 0.262 0.370 1.350 0.092 
Au1Cu4 0.503 -0.378 0.062 -0.062 0.440 1.134 0.004 
Au2Cu3 0.596 -0.495 0.050 -0.050 0.545 0.916 0.002 
Au3Cu2 0.728 -0.103 0.312 -0.312 0.416 1.201 0.117 
Au4Cu1 0.849 0.148 0.499 -0.499 0.350 1.426 0.355 
Au5 0.821 -0.113 0.353 -0.353 0.467 1.069 0.133 
N = 6 
Cu6 0.436 -0.488 -0.026 0.026 0.462 1.080 0.0007 
Au1Cu5 1.500 -0.037 0.731 -0.731 0.768 0.650 0.347 
Au2Cu4 1.145 -0.525 0.31 -0.31 0.835 0.598 0.057 
Au3Cu3 1.228 -0.395 0.416 -0.416 0.811 0.615 0.106 
Au4Cu2 1.829 0.242 1.035 -1.035 0.793 0.630 0.676 
Au5Cu1 1.500 -0.037 0.731 -0.731 0.768 0.650 0.347 













Table S10. Calculated quantum molecular descriptors for supported clusters (N = 7-10). 
 Surface Supported 
Cluster I / eV A / eV 𝜒 / eV µ / eV Ƞ / eV  S / eV 𝜔 / eV 
N = 7 
Cu7 0.029 -0.543 -0.257 0.257 0.286 1.747 0.115 
Au1Cu6 1.416 0.681 1.048 -1.048 0.367 1.360 1.496 
Au2Cu5 0.871 0.345 0.608 -0.608 0.263 1.900 0.704 
Au3Cu4 0.419 -0.276 0.071 -0.071 0.348 1.436 0.007 
Au4Cu3 0.682 -0.326 0.177 -0.177 0.504 0.991 0.031 
Au5Cu2 1.740 0.945 1.343 -1.343 0.397 1.257 2.268 
Au6Cu1 2.395 1.456 1.925 -1.925 0.469 1.065 3.950 
Au7 2.380 1.592 1.986 -1.986 0.393 1.269 5.009 
N = 8 
Cu8 1.033 -0.195 0.419 -0.419 0.614 0.813 0.143 
Au1Cu7 1.138 -0.190 0.473 -0.473 0.664 0.752 0.168 
Au2Cu6 1.238 -0.094 0.572 -0.572 0.666 0.750 0.245 
Au3Cu5 1.223 -0.083 0.569 -0.569 0.653 0.765 0.248 
Au4Cu4 1.399 0.055 0.727 -0.727 0.671 0.744 0.393 
Au5Cu3 2.283 0.539 1.411 -1.411 0.871 0.573 1.142 
Au6Cu2 2.181 0.858 1.519 -1.519 0.661 0.756 1.745 
Au7Cu1 2.506 1.419 1.963 -1.963 0.543 0.920 3.545 
Au8 1.910 0.887 1.399 -1.399 0.511 0.977 1.914 
N = 9 
Cu9 0.299 -0.170 0.064 -0.064 0.235 2.125 0.008 
Au1Cu8 0.814 0.204 0.509 -0.509 0.304 1.640 0.425 
Au2Cu7 0.961 0.121 0.541 -0.541 0.420 1.190 0.349 
Au3Cu6 0.279 -0.503 -0.111 0.111 0.391 1.278 0.015 
Au4Cu5 1.505 0.495 1.0003 -1.0003 0.505 0.990 0.990 
Au5Cu4 1.297 0.470 0.884 -0.884 0.413 1.209 0.945 
Au6Cu3 1.483 0.566 1.025 -1.025 0.458 1.090 1.146 
Au7Cu2 1.882 1.074 1.478 -1.478 0.404 1.236 2.703 
Au8Cu1 2.405 1.355 1.880 -1.880 0.524 0.952 3.367 
Au9 2.180 1.664 1.922 -1.922 0.258 1.937 7.165 
N = 10 
Cu10 0.867 -0.184 0.341 -0.341 0.525 0.951 0.110 
Au1Cu9 0.961 -0.297 0.331 -0.331 0.629 0.794 0.087 
Au2Cu8 1.095 -0.120 0.487 -0.487 0.607 0.822 0.195 
Au3Cu7 1.187 -0.212 0.487 -0.487 0.700 0.714 0.169 
Au4Cu6 1.311 -0.156 0.577 -0.577 0.733 0.681 0.227 
Au5Cu5 1.439 -0.115 0.661 -0.661 0.777 0.642 0.281 
Au6Cu4 1.416 -0.078 0.669 -0.669 0.747 0.668 0.299 
Au7Cu3 1.726 0.666 1.196 -1.196 0.529 0.943 1.350 
Au8Cu2 1.594 0.483 1.039 -1.039 0.555 0.899 0.971 
Au9Cu1 2.222 1.258 1.740 -1.740 0.482 1.036 3.140 
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Fig S11. A linear correlation plot between HOMO–LUMO gap and softness for AuCu clusters (N = 7-10).  
N = 9 N = 10 
N = 8 N = 7 
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Platinum catalysts have been employed extensively in electrochemical fuel cells, in par-
ticular for direct methanol fuel cells [194]. As fuel cells are regarded among the most
promising non-fossil fuel alternatives for power generation technology [195, 196], the use
of Pt catalysts in this field has attracted substantial attention [197]. However, these
catalysts have properties which need to be optimised in order to improve the catalytic
performance. The formation of CO intermediates during the methanol oxidation reaction
and the high cost of Pt are the most common drawbacks [198]. Inclusion of Ru atoms into
Pt clusters can reduce the cost effectively and can be employed to minimize CO poisoning
of the fuel cell [199]. Ru has been shown to be a selective catalyst for reaction of CO
with H2 to form CH4 and H2O (methanation) [200–202]. RuPt nanoalloys have, therefore,
been introduced as promising electrode catalysts in order to improve the fuel cell perfor-
mance in converting chemical energy to electrical energy and selectively activating the
CO methanation (higher CO tolerance) [203], which is essential for the future viability of
the fuel cell.
It is known that the catalytic performance of nanosized RuPt particles, in the elec-
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trochemical reactions, is highly influenced by their sizes, composition, and the catalyst
structure and morphology [204,205]. High catalytic performance has been previously sug-
gested for RuPt systems that have a surface composition of 1:1 [204, 206, 207]. However,
the optimal surface activity has been suggested by Gasteiger et al. for RuPt clusters that
have the stoichiometric composition, Ru:Pt = 0.10:0.90 [208, 209]. Hence, the choice of
optimal parameters required to optimise effective RuPt electrocatalysts remains an open
question.
In Publication 6, a combination of DFT for energy calculations (VASP software,
standard basis set and pseudopotential, and a standard choice of functional, PBE) and a
genetic algorithm for structure optimization is employed to study the geometric structures
and energies of RuPt clusters in the size range N=2-8, for all possible compositions. The
structural evolution of the pure Pt and Ru clusters, as well as their binary clusters, is
discussed. The low-lying isomers are also calculated and examples of their structures and
energetics are presented. The spin multiplicities are optimized within the VASP code for
each structure generated during the global optimization. The preferred cluster sites for
Ru atoms are identified and compared to those of Pt atoms and rationalized in terms of
the various metal-metal bond strengths. Bader charges are calculated, which show charge
transfer from Ru to Pt. In addition to binding energies, second differences in energy and
mixing energies, the stabilities of certain nanoalloy compositions is supported by a study
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ABSTRACT: The global optimization of subnanometer Ru−Pt binary
nanoalloys in the size range 2−8 atoms is systematically investigated
using the Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA). The effect
of size and composition on the structures, stabilities and mixing
properties of Ru−Pt nanoalloys are discussed. The results revealed that
the maximum mixing tendency is achieved for 40−50% Ru
compositions. Global minimum structures show that the Ru atoms
prefer to occupy central and core positions and maximize coordination
number and the number of strong Ru−Ru bonds.
■ INTRODUCTION
Subnanometer noble metal clusters are of great importance due
to their extraordinary structural and electronic properties,
which are intermediate between atomic and nanoparticular
systems.1 The interest in subnanometer clusters is growing,
especially in the field of catalysis, owing to recent experimental
results suggesting high selectivity and activity toward specific
reactions,2−4 as well as advances in experimental procedures
that allow size selectivity of subnanometer clusters.5 One
example is platinum (Pt) for which Vajda et al. have shown up
to 2 orders of magnitude higher catalytic activities than
previous Pt catalysts for the selective oxidative dehydrogenation
of propane.4
Platinum is the key component in catalysts for low
temperature methanol electro-oxidation, which is of great
interest for direct methanol fuel cells.6 However, pure platinum
catalysts suffer from two main drawbacks: high cost and CO-
poisoning.7 Addition of another metal has been investigated,
either to reduce the usage of comparatively expensive platinum
or to improve CO tolerance. To optimize the catalysts, various
bimetallic alloys have been tested for their catalytic properties,
including Pt−Ni,8 Pt−Co,9 and Pt−Ru.10−12 Among all these
electrode materials, Pt−Ru catalysts have showed promising
catalytic activities toward fuel cell applications13,14 and higher
CO tolerance.15
Pt in the bulk exhibits face-centered cubic (fcc) packing,
while bulk Ru is hexagonal close-packed (hcp). The binary Ru−
Pt phase diagram16 suggests a fcc-type structure when Pt is
above 40%, a hcp-type structure when Pt is below 20% and a
coexisting hcp(Ru-rich)-fcc(Pt-rich) phase region for inter-
mediate compositions. This phase diagram refers to solids at a
temperature above 1000 °C, which is much higher than normal
temperatures for Pt−Ru nanoalloy (NAs) synthesis and
postsynthesis treatment. In addition, nanosize alloys sometimes
show distinct structures from their bulk counterparts.17,18 The
atomic-scale structures of Pt−Ru nanoalloys, therefore, cannot
be simply defined by their composition. Experimental
conditions and synthetic methods also play important roles
here. In the literature, composition-induced structural
changes19,20 were shown for Pt−Ru nanoalloys and mixed
structures were obtained at low temperatures. Nevertheless, a
high-temperature treatment after synthesis21−23 showed Pt
segregation to the surface, leading to “core-shell” particles and it
has been shown that core−shell Ru@Pt nanoalloys have higher
catalytic activity for CO oxidation than mixed Ru−Pt
nanoparticles.24
Since the catalytic activities of nanoalloys are closely related
to their sizes and structures, it is important to rationalize the
relationship between structures and catalytic properties as well
as mixing patterns at the nanoscale. Theoretical studies here
can give an insight into size and structural effects on catalyst
stability and activity. Although in the literature there have been
a number of experimental and theoretical studies of pure
subnanometer Ru25−33 and Pt4,34−39 clusters, to our knowledge
there has been no theoretical study of subnanometer Ru−Pt
alloys.
In this study, low energy structures of subnanometer Ru−Pt
alloys have been systematically studied by global optimization
at the DFT level within the Birmingham Parallel Genetic
Algorithm (BPGA).
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The BPGA-DFT40,41 approach was applied to obtain low
energy structures of (Ru,Pt)N alloy clusters in the size range N
= 3−8, as well as pure RuN and PtN clusters. This method is an
open-source genetic algorithm, improving on the Birmingham
Cluster Genetic Algorithm (BCGA), a genetic algorithm for
determining the lowest energy structures of nanoparticles and
nanoalloys directly at the DFT level.42 BPGA employs a pool
methodology43 to evaluate structures in parallel instead of
based on generations. In each run, multiple BPGA instances are
implemented, and in each instance, a set of processes are run in
parallel and independently. Initially a number of random
structures (10 in this study) are generated and geometrically
relaxed (by local energy minimization at the DFT level) to
form a population. Once the local minimization of the initial
pool structures has been completed, the crossover and
mutation operations of the genetic algorithm begin for each
instance. In each instance, either a pair of clusters are taken
from the pool according to “roulette-wheel” selection42 for the
crossover operation to generate an “offspring” structure or a
single cluster is taken for mutation. Offspring structures are
produced through weighted crossover according to the Deaven
and Ho “cut and splice” method.44 Mutated clusters are either
obtained by displacing some of the atoms randomly or
swapping different types of atoms in alloy clusters. The newly
generated structures are then locally minimized to compare
with existing structures in the pool and the pool is updated
whenever a new cluster is found that is lower in energy.
All the DFT-level local minimizations mentioned above were
performed with a plane wave basis set, as implemented in the
Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP),45−48 including
spin polarization. Spin states are optimized within VASP
independently for each generated structure from BPGA during
global optimization. The exchange-correlation energy was
calculated using the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA), with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)49 ex-
change-correlation functional. The interaction between valence
electrons and ionic cores was described by the projector
augmented wave (PAW) method.50,51 Methfessel-Paxton
smearing, with a sigma value of 0.01 eV, was implemented to
improve convergence of metallic systems.52
For the comparison of the energetics of different
composition nanoalloys, a mixing (or excess) energy term
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where the total energy (Etot) of the nanoalloy AmBn is compared
to the pure metal clusters of A and B of the same size (m + n).
Hence, a negative value of Δ means an energy decrease upon
mixing and therefore favorable mixing, whereas positive values
indicate a demixing tendency.
The stability of each cluster, relative to its neighbors, is
indicated by the second difference in energy Δ2E, which is
given by
Δ = + −+ −E E A E A E A( ) ( ) 2 ( )N N N2 tot 1 tot 1 tot
where A is Ru or Pt, Etot(AN) corresponds to the total energy of
the N-atom cluster, and Etot(AN+1) and Etot(AN−1) are the
neighboring clusters when increased one atom more and
decreased one atom less, respectively.
The average binding energy per atom Eb is given by
= − − −E
N
E A B mE A nE B
1
[ ( ) ( ) ( )]m nb tot tot 1 tot 1
where m and n are the numbers of A and B atoms; Etot(A1), and
Etot(B1) are the electronic energies of a single Ru or Pt atom;
and N is the total number of atoms (N = m + n).
■ RESULTS
Ru Clusters. The lowest energy structures obtained from
global optimization for pure RuN clusters (3 ≤ N ≤ 12) are
shown in Figure 1. Overall, the global minimum clusters and
their corresponding spin multiplicities are in good agreement
with structures suggested in previous theoretical works.25−29
Ru3 is an equilateral triangle (D3h) and Ru4 is also planar,
while the larger sizes adopt 3D structures. Ru4 is a rectangle
with bond lengths of 2.24 and 2.15 Å. Ru5 is a square pyramid
(C4v) and Ru6 is a trigonal prism (D3h) again with high
symmetries as for Ru3 and Ru4 (see Table 1).
The first low symmetry structure is Ru7 with point group Cs,
which is in agreement with the cationic Ar-tagged species
Ru7Ar
+ observed in gas phase experiments.33 Ru8 is found to be
cubic (with full Oh symmetry), while Ru9 has an additional Ru
atom capping a face of the cube (C4v symmetry). These
structures are in agreement with recent experiments on both
cationic33 and anionic28 clusters, which indicate the occurrence
of cubic structures for certain nuclearities. The lowest energy
structure for Ru10 is found to be pentagonal prism (D5h), as in
previous theoretical studies.25,27,29 However, a doubly capped
cube has been shown to give a better fit to electron diffraction
measurements for anionic Ru10
− clusters.28 The lowest energy
structure for Ru11 is found to be a cube with three atoms on the
top face, missing one atom to complete the double cube,
leading to the lowest (C1) symmetry. Ru12 is found to be a
Figure 1. Global minima structures for pure Ru clusters 3 ≤ N ≤ 12.
Table 1. Binding Energies Eb, Point Groups, and Spin
Multiplicities (2S + 1) for the Global Minimum RuN Clusters
cluster point group Eb (eV) (2S + 1)
Ru3 D3h 2.66 7
Ru4 D2h 3.24 1
Ru5 C4v 3.50 1
Ru6 D3h 3.78 5
Ru7 Cs 3.97 7
Ru8 Oh 4.34 5
Ru9 C4v 4.26 9
Ru10 D5h 4.36 1
Ru11 C1 4.37 1
Ru12 D4h 4.54 5
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double cube (D4h) with the edges of the middle square being
shorter than the top and bottom layers which are equal. Most
of our results agree well with anionic or cationic clusters
investigated experimentally, except for Ru10
− and Ru12
−, in
which the configurations that fit the experimental results best
have lower symmetry point groups than we have found for the
neutral clusters. When we compared the effect of charge for Ru8
(see Supporting Information, Figure 1), while Ru8
− preserved
the perfect cubic structure, Ru8
+ distorted into a squashed cube
(with D4h symmetry).
According to Table 1, the binding energies of the clusters
increase with increasing cluster size, as expected, to converge
on the bulk cohesive energy (calculated value = 6.78 eV).
However, the higher binding energy calculated for Ru8 than Ru9
indicates the extra stability of the cubic structure of Ru8. This
extra stability is also confirmed by fitting binding energies as a
function of n1/3 for small clusters (see Supporting Information,
Figure 2). Although the cubic Ru8 has the highest positive
residual, indicating a “magic” size, larger cubic clusters Ru11 and
Ru12 have negative residuals, indicating reduced relative
stability.
Pt Clusters. Figure 2 shows the lowest energy structures of
pure PtN clusters (3 ≤ N ≤ 10). In addition to the equilateral
triangular Pt3 (D3h), the lowest isomer of Pt6 is also planar
(D3h), while Pt4 has a slightly bent rhombus configuration and
Pt5 is an edge-bridged square with a slight bending out of the
square plane. The global minimum configuration of Pt7 is based
on the planar structure of Pt6, with an outer triangle capped to
generate a 3D structure (with Cs symmetry).
For both Pt8 and Pt9, global optimization leads to 3D
structures, which are the same structures previously predicted35
for Pt8
+ and Pt9
+ cations, though there are quasi-2D structures
which are nearly degenerate with the 3D isomers. The 3D Pt8
and Pt9 structures are both based on the structure of Pt6
mentioned above, with the planar structure of Pt6 capped to
form 3D triangular structures tending toward a tetrahedral
structure. The 2D Pt9 isomer is a 3 × 3 square lattice.
34−36 Pt10
is found to be the tetrahedral (Td) structure, corresponding to a
small fragment of fcc packing.
Overall, our low energy structures and their corresponding
spin multiplicities compare well with previous studies.34−36,38,39
For the high symmetry structures of Pt3, Pt6, and Pt10 (see
Table 2), all previous studies have shown the same lowest
energy structures, while nonglobal optimization studies34,36,38,39
did not considered some of the lowest energy structures for
other sizes. However, most of lowest energy isomers presented
here are in good agreement with a previous global optimization
study.35 Although it has been reported that all global minima up
to Pt9 are planar for neutral Pt clusters, here it is shown that 3D
clusters become competitive after Pt7, that is, having almost the
same binding energies as their planar counterparts. As for Ru
clusters, binding energies of Pt clusters increase with increasing
cluster size to converge on the bulk cohesive energy (calculated
value = 5.58 eV) and the fit to n−1/3 reveals the extra stability of
Pt3, Pt6, and Pt10 clusters with positive residuals (see
Supporting Information, Figure 3).
Ru−Pt Clusters. The global minima for all compositions of
RumPtn clusters for 3 ≤ m + n ≤ 8, are shown in Figure 3. For
all sizes and compositions, due to the high cohesive energy of
Ru (as shown in Table 3), the Ru atoms prefer to occupy core-
like positions with higher coordination numbers. Moreover,
when there is more than one Ru atom, Ru atoms tend to
occupy adjacent positions, due to the stronger Ru−Ru bonds.
All the favored structures of RumPt1 are similar to the pure
Ru clusters of the same size (Rum+1), except for Ru6Pt1, in
which the Pt atom caps one of the square faces of the trigonal
prism structure of Ru6. Ru1Pt3, Ru1Pt4, and Ru1Pt5 resemble the
pure Pt clusters, while Ru1Pt7 and Ru1Pt6 both possess a Ru
atom with high coordination number and differ significantly
from the corresponding pure-Pt clusters. In Ru1Pt2, the triangle
opens up and the Pt−Pt distance becomes 3.77 Å from the
value of 2.46 Å in Pt3, while the Pt−Ru distances are 2.23 Å. In
contrast, for Ru2Pt1, the Ru−Ru distance is smaller (2.12 Å)
than Ru3 (2.24 Å), while the Ru−Pt distances are 2.48 Å. For
(Ru,Pt)4, the rhombus structure of Pt4 is preserved until all but
one Pt atom is replaced with Ru, at which point the structure
converts to a distorted square structure similar to Ru4. Similarly,
for (Ru,Pt)5 and (Ru,Pt)6, pure Pt structures are preserved until
more than 50% replacement of Ru, while an intermediate
nonplanar trapezoidal structure is observed for Ru3Pt2 before
adopting the square pyramidal pure Pt structure. Ru4Pt2 is an
edge-bridged square pyramid, which has same coordination
numbers (three and four) as Ru3Pt2.
For (Ru,Pt)7, the structure of Ru1Pt6 has a Ru atom
surrounded by six Pt atoms, so that the Ru atom obtain the
maximum coordination number. In this structure, six Pt atoms
around the Ru atoms form a chairlike configuration, in which
the Ru atom sits ∼0.5 Å out of the vertical plane. In Ru2Pt5, the
additional Ru atom moves toward to the center and binds to
two extra Pt atoms while displacing the central Ru atom out of
the plane. Ru3Pt4 is two square pyramids sharing a triangular
Ru3 face, ensuring the three Ru atoms are bonded together and
have high coordination numbers. The structures of Ru4Pt3 and
Ru5Pt2 resemble the Ru6Pt1 structure, corresponding to a
trigonal prism with a square Ru4 face capped by a Pt atom. For
(Ru,Pt)8, when the composition is 50%, the structure is a
Figure 2. Global minima structures for pure Pt clusters 3 ≤ N ≤ 10.
Table 2. Binding Energies Eb, Point Groups, and Spin
Multiplicities (2S + 1) for the Global Minimum PtN Clusters
cluster point group Eb (eV) (2S + 1)
Pt3 D3h 2.51 1
Pt4 C2v 2.80 5
Pt5 Cs 3.05 3
Pt6 D3h 3.31 3
Pt7 Cs 3.41 5
Pt8 (2D) C1 3.51 3
Pt8 (3D) Cs 3.51 1
Pt9 (2D) D4h 3.65 5
Pt9 (3D) C2v 3.65 7
Pt10 Td 3.80 9
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distorted cube, corresponding to two trigonal prisms sharing a
square Ru4 face. As the Ru percentage increases, the structure
becomes more cubic.
Apart from sizes n = 4 and 5, pure Run clusters have higher
spin multiplicities than pure Ptn clusters (see Tables 1 and 2).
Upon alloying (Table 4), as Ru replaces Pt, spin multiplicities
increase in general for (RuPt)n clusters up to 40% Ru
composition (see Supporting Information, Figure 4). For
(Ru,Pt)4, (Ru,Pt)5, and (Ru,Pt)6, spin multiplicities on Ru
doping of the Pt structure start to decrease when the Ru
structure starts to dominate the alloy geometry. For (Ru,Pt)7,
spin multiplicities do not follow the trend as all the alloy
structures are significantly different than the pure Ru or pure Pt
geometries. For (Ru,Pt)8, spin multiplicities become maximal as
the cubic Ru structure dominates the alloy geometry, but
decreases for pure Ru.
Energetic Analysis. The relative stabilities of the clusters
can be studied by calculating the second difference in energy
(Δ2E), which indicates the stability of an N atom cluster with
respect to neighboring sizes. Figure 4 shows the plot of second
difference in energy as a function of cluster size for pure Ru and
pure Pt clusters, respectively. The significant positive peaks
indicate the relatively stable clusters.
Figure 4 reveals that Ru8 and Pt6 clusters are significantly
more stable relative to their neighbors, suggesting they are
“magic” sizes in the considered subnanometer regime.
However, note that the energetic range for Ru clusters
(approximately 5.0 eV) is larger than for Pt clusters
(approximately 1.0 eV) and also the binding energy versus
cluster size fit (see Supporting Information, Figure 3) reveals
higher stability for tetrahedral Pt10 than planar Pt6. For Ru
clusters, the second difference energies also reveal an even−odd
alternation, where even number of Ru clusters are more stable
than the neighboring odd number clusters.
The effect of mixing Ru with Pt in small clusters is studied by
calculating the mixing energy, Δ. Mixing energies as a function
to the number of Ru atoms for all compositions of 3 ≤ m + n ≤
8 for RumPtn clusters are plotted in Figure 5. Negative values of
mixing energy indicate a favorable mixing, whereas demixing is
represented by positive values.
For (Ru,Pt)3, both alloy composition shows a mixing
tendency. All compositions for (Ru,Pt)4 clusters also favor
mixing except for Ru3Pt1, in which the dopant Pt atom distorts
the rectangular structure of Ru. For (Ru,Pt)5 clusters, high Pt
compositions show more negative mixing energies than high Ru
compositions, and the mixing tendency is maximum for 40%
Figure 3. Global minima structures for all composition of Ru−Pt clusters 3 ≤ N ≤ 8.
Table 3. Bond Lengths and Binding Energies of Ru−Ru,
Ru−Pt, and Pt−Pt Dimers, As Well As Cohesive Energies of
Bulk Ru and Pt




bulk bond length (Å) cohesive energy (eV)
Ru 2.65 and 2.72 6.78
Ru (exp.)53 2.64 and 2.71 6.74
Pt 2.80 5.58
Pt (exp.)53 2.77 5.84
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Ru. Similarly, the Ru2Pt4 composition is found to have the
maximum mixing tendency for (Ru,Pt)6 clusters, which has a
33% Ru composition, while the second best was found for 50%
composition, whereas for other compositions the mixing
energies were found to be close to zero.
For (Ru,Pt)7, the Ru3Pt4 structure has the maximum mixing
tendency, followed by the two neighboring compositions.
Again, in (Ru,Pt)8, the 50% configuration favors mixing more
than the other compositions. Pt-rich compositions for (Ru,Pt)8
are found to have reduced mixing tendencies than the Ru-rich
configurations because of the magic size of pure Ru8. The
largest mixing energy is found for Ru1Pt1, and Ru2Pt2, followed
by Ru1Pt2, Ru2Pt3, and Ru3Pt4. For (Ru,Pt)6 clusters mixing
tendency is lower than for (Ru,Pt)5 and (Ru,Pt)7, in general,
because of the magic size of pure Pt6, as in the Ru8 case.
Figure 5 also reveals that alloy clusters with even numbers of
Ru atoms usually lie below the line connecting its neighbors.
That is to say, clusters with even numbers of Ru atoms favor
mixing more than the adjacent clusters, which have odd
number of Ru atoms. This also fits with the even−odd stability
order of pure Ru clusters (see Figure 4); however, the trend is
not as clear as for the pure Ru clusters.
The binding energy per atom (Eb), which is related to the
stability of nanoclusters, is shown in Figure 6. According to the
figure, binding energy increases with increasing cluster size. The
binding energy also increases with increasing Ru composition
except for the Ru dimer, Ru3, and Ru3Pt1, which is in agreement
with the higher cohesive energy of Ru than Pt. From the
binding energy plot, it can be seen that values for 40−50% Ru
compositions are slightly higher than the connecting lines,
which indicates higher stabilities at these compositions. Mixing
Table 4. Binding Energies Eb, Point Groups, and Spin
Multiplicities (2S + 1) for the Global Minimum RumPtn
Clusters
cluster point group Eb (eV) (2S + 1)
Ru1Pt2 C2v 2.64 5
Ru2Pt1 C2v 2.70 5
Ru1Pt3 C1 3.00 7
Ru2Pt2 C2v 3.18 7
Ru3Pt1 C2v 3.10 3
Ru1Pt4 C1 3.20 5
Ru2Pt3 Cs 3.34 7
Ru3Pt2 C1 3.37 7
Ru4Pt1 C4v 3.43 5
Ru1Pt5 C2v 3.40 3
Ru2Pt4 C1 3.52 7
Ru3Pt3 Cs 3.59 5
Ru4Pt2 Cs 3.63 5
Ru5Pt1 Cs 3.71 7
Ru1Pt6 Cs 3.53 5
Ru2Pt5 Cs 3.65 3
Ru3Pt4 C2v 3.76 3
Ru4Pt3 C2v 3.82 3
Ru5Pt2 Cs 3.87 5
Ru6Pt1 C2v 3.94 3
Ru1Pt7 Cs 3.63 5
Ru2Pt6 C1 3.74 5
Ru3Pt5 C1 3.83 3
Ru4Pt4 D2h 3.99 3
Ru5Pt3 Cs 4.05 7
Ru6Pt2 C2v 4.17 7
Ru7Pt1 C3v 4.26 7
Figure 4. Second difference in energy (Δ2E) of Ru (top) and Pt
clusters (bottom) with respect to the number of atoms.
Figure 5. Mixing energies as a function of number of Ru atoms for all
compositions of 3 ≤ m + n ≤ 8 for RumPtn clusters.
Figure 6. Binding energies of Ru−Pt clusters for each size N = 2−8
against the Ru composition.
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energy and second difference in energy values for nanoalloy
clusters also confirm this trend. In the second difference energy
plot in Figure 7, there are positive peaks for 50% Ru
compositions of (Ru,Pt)4 and (Ru,Pt)8, while the peaks are at
around 40% Ru composition for (Ru,Pt)5, (Ru,Pt)6, and
(Ru,Pt)7.
HOMO−LUMO gaps are often used as an indicator for the
structural stabilities of small clusters, with higher HOMO−
LUMO gaps usually indicating higher stabilities. However, our
calculations revealed that the HOMO−LUMO gaps are
smallest for the “magic” sizes of Pt6 and Ru8 for pure metal
clusters (see Supporting Information, Figure 5). For alloy
clusters, higher HOMO−LUMO gaps correlate well with the
suggested high stable compositions of (Ru,Pt)4, (Ru,Pt)6, and
(Ru,Pt)7. However, smaller HOMO−LUMO gaps are found
for (Ru,Pt)5 and (Ru,Pt)8.
Although the trends discussed here only consider the lowest
energy (global minimum) clusters, global optimization
calculations also revealed several low-lying isomers of alloy
clusters. For the higher stability compositions for each size
(Ru2Pt2, Ru2Pt3, Ru2Pt4, Ru3Pt4, and Ru4Pt4), no low-lying
isomers were found within a binding energy range of 0.3 eV.
Several low-lying isomers are found, however, for less stable
alloy clusters. For example, for (Ru,Pt)6, low lying isomers
found for Ru3Pt3 and Ru4Pt2 with 0.03 eV energy difference
with corresponding global minima structures (see Supporting
Information, Table 3). While Ru3Pt3 isomer is a distorted
structure of global minima Ru3Pt3, Ru4Pt2 isomer is again an
edge-capped square pyramid structure as in the global
minimum Ru4Pt2, only with a different edge capped. Similarly
for (Ru,Pt)7, low-lying isomers are found for Ru4Pt3 and
Ru5Pt2, which have the same geometric structure as the highly
stable Ru3Pt4 composition.
Bader charge analysis54 shows that there is a 0.41 e− charge
transfer from Ru to Pt in the RuPt dimer. For RumPt1 clusters,
calculated Ru−Pt charge transfers are between 0.4 and 0.5 e−,
while for Ru1Ptn clusters there is higher charge transfer
(between 0.7 and 0.9 e−). Charge transfer also increases as
the composition get closer to 50% for alloy clusters (see
Supporting Information, Figure 6). Ru−Pt charge transfer may
play a role in strengthening Ru−Pt interactions and may also
contribute to the stabilization of cluster isomers with Ru atoms
occupying central positions, surrounded by Pt.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a computational study of Ru−Pt
nanoalloys ranging from 3 to 8 atoms and compared them
with pure Ru and Pt clusters in the same size range. The
structural properties and energetics of bimetallic Ru−Pt
nanoalloys have been studied within the framework of the
BPGA-DFT approach that performs a global optimization
search for the lowest energy configuration for each size and
composition directly at the DFT level.
The calculations reveal that Ru atoms prefer central and
adjacent positions due to stronger Ru−Ru bonds than Pt−Pt
bonds, while the Pt atoms occupy peripheral positions. This,
together with shorter Ru−Ru bond lengths, also predicts that
“core-shell” Ru@Pt structures would become thermodynami-
cally more stable as the cluster size increases. Energetic analysis
shows that Ru compositions of 40−50% exhibit more favorable
mixing than Ru-rich or Pt-rich compositions.
In future work, this study will be extended to larger bimetallic
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Figure 2.  Binding energy versus number of atom graph for RuN clusters. 
 




Figure 4. Spin multiplicities versus Ru proportion for (Ru,Pt)N alloy clusters. 
 




Figure 6. Charge transfer from Ru to Pt versus Ru proportion for (Ru,Pt)N alloy clusters. 
 
 
Table 1. Second difference energy (Δ2E) values of pure Ru  and pure Pt clusters. 
cluster Δ2E (eV) cluster Δ2E (eV) 
Ru3 -1.02 Pt3 -0.03 
Ru4 0.45 Pt4 -0.34 
Ru5 -0.63 Pt5 -0.56 
Ru6 0.00 Pt6 0.59 
Ru7 -1.73 Pt7 -0.26 
Ru8 3.23 Pt8 -0.45 
Ru9 -1.59 Pt9 -0.49 
Ru10 0.79   










Table 2. Mixing energy (Δ) and second difference energy (Δ2E) values of RuPt nanoalloy 
clusters. 
cluster Δ (eV) Δ2E (eV) 
Ru1Pt1 -0.33 0.67 
Ru1Pt2 -0.25 0.22 
Ru2Pt1 -0.27 0.29 
Ru1Pt3 -0.34 -0.87 
Ru2Pt2 -0.66 1.08 
Ru3Pt1 0.11 0.02 
Ru1Pt4 -0.32 -0.05 
Ru2Pt3 -0.57 -0.15 
Ru3Pt2 -0.26 0.55 
Ru4Pt1 -0.11 0.08 
Ru1Pt5 -0.09 0.04 
Ru2Pt4 -0.35 -0.15 
Ru3Pt3 -0.28 0.11 
Ru4Pt2 -0.10 0.32 
Ru5Pt1 -0.07 -0.16 
Ru1Pt6 -0.33 0.25 
Ru2Pt5 -0.57 -0.19 
Ru3Pt4 -0.79 0.10 
Ru4Pt3 -0.63 0.37 
Ru5Pt2 -0.38 0.02 
Ru6Pt1 -0.32 0.10 
Ru1Pt7 -0.15 0.17 
















Table 3. Lowest energy isomers for some compositions of the Ru-Pt nanoalloys. 
Ru1Pt5 
 
ΔE = 0 eV 
 




ΔE = 0 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.07 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.08 eV 
Ru3Pt3 
 
ΔE = 0 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.03 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.06 eV 
Ru4Pt2 
 
ΔE = 0 eV 
 




ΔE = 0 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.14 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.20 eV 
Ru4Pt4 
 
ΔE = 0 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.52 eV 
 





ΔE = 0 eV 
 




ΔE = 0 eV 
 
ΔE = 0.14 eV 
 








Pt 0.0000 0.0000 2.5586 




Pt 4.5143 5.4095 6.5152 
Pt 6.6237 4.6204 5.5186 




Pt 5.4231 6.6007 6.8602 
Pt 4.3187 4.4950 6.0916 
Pt 7.7006 7.0408 5.9309 




Pt 6.2691 4.8129 7.9578 
Pt 7.2682 6.5983 6.5996 
Pt 4.5393 4.5018 6.2412 
Pt 5.5427 6.3284 4.9341 









Pt 6.0152 6.0913 7.8320 
Pt 7.5996 4.2488 7.7076 
Pt 4.4963 7.9831 7.7009 
Pt 7.3918 5.4850 5.6340 
Pt 5.6531 7.4920 5.6063 




Pt 8.3302 4.8196 7.9992 
Pt 6.1612 5.9329 7.7209 
Pt 5.1262 8.2734 7.4899 
Pt 3.8326 6.2589 6.7118 
Pt 7.9197 5.6074 5.7282 
Pt 5.7775 7.1444 5.2894 




Pt 8.3270 6.7565 8.9062 
Pt 5.8994 6.2812 8.3884 
Pt 8.1752 8.8980 7.5925 
Pt 5.7483 8.4013 7.0899 
Pt 3.9250 6.5950 6.7426 
Pt 8.7408 6.7035 6.3601 
Pt 6.3668 6.2498 5.8936 




Pt 7.8107 7.7767 8.4922 
Pt 5.9270 6.0697 8.1060 
Pt 3.9333 5.2005 6.8181 
Pt 6.0394 8.1101 6.6516 
Pt 8.1494 6.3278 6.4665 
Pt 6.1828 4.4675 5.9132 
Pt 4.0498 7.3205 5.3041 
Pt 6.2817 6.5017 4.4441 















Pt 8.1122 7.3282 8.1224 
Pt 5.9408 6.0220 8.0439 
Pt 3.8024 4.7232 7.6496 
Pt 7.9872 5.6304 6.2424 
Pt 6.5642 7.9913 6.2280 
Pt 5.6425 4.2170 5.9800 
Pt 4.2155 6.5745 5.9680 
Pt 7.5624 4.0179 4.3350 
Pt 4.9459 8.3452 4.3052 




Ru 0.0000 0.0000 2.4203 




Ru 5.1644 4.5795 6.2742 
Ru 6.6378 6.2027 5.8224 




Ru 5.0605 5.1033 6.9703 
Ru 6.7993 4.6203 5.7680 
Ru 4.6038 6.7828 5.6352 




Ru 6.4875 6.8319 6.6627 
Ru 4.7224 5.1351 6.6535 
Ru 7.0384 4.7721 5.9394 
Ru 4.9196 6.9792 5.0514 




Ru 5.7971 7.3165 6.9825 
Ru 4.5845 5.3443 6.9002 
Ru 7.6254 6.1931 6.2411 
Ru 6.3744 4.2483 6.1870 
Ru 4.7124 6.7920 5.0035 









Ru 6.4821 5.5886 7.7691 
Ru 5.0169 7.2303 7.1861 
Ru 7.9707 6.4088 6.2519 
Ru 5.5983 4.2588 6.1449 
Ru 6.3626 7.8164 5.4304 
Ru 4.4008 6.0338 5.3346 




Ru 5.4805 5.8834 8.0675 
Ru 6.6728 7.8092 7.7309 
Ru 7.1328 4.6784 7.0371 
Ru 8.3252 6.6039 6.7027 
Ru 4.4523 6.1760 6.0782 
Ru 5.6472 8.0990 5.7393 
Ru 6.1038 4.9709 5.0479 




Ru 6.3395 6.6663 8.5514 
Ru 4.6110 5.6250 7.4424 
Ru 7.8472 5.6359 7.2031 
Ru 6.2227 8.4355 7.0938 
Ru 6.0630 4.5783 6.0657 
Ru 4.4677 7.4118 6.0101 
Ru 7.7115 7.4531 5.7069 
Ru 8.1683 5.1355 4.6905 




Ru 7.4631 6.5767 8.4620 
Ru 5.3684 5.5822 8.2384 
Ru 6.6920 8.4051 7.5475 
Ru 4.5972 7.4097 7.3258 
Ru 8.6834 6.1256 6.5295 
Ru 5.2935 4.5167 6.1664 
Ru 7.9118 7.9547 5.6164 
Ru 4.5223 6.3434 5.2542 
Ru 7.3435 4.8533 5.1107 











Ru 7.2271 6.1947 8.7953 
Ru 5.0088 5.7495 8.5112 
Ru 7.8004 4.3717 7.4584 
Ru 5.6001 3.8727 7.2082 
Ru 7.1809 7.4966 6.8769 
Ru 4.9364 7.0610 6.6234 
Ru 7.6754 5.7645 5.4935 
Ru 5.5152 5.2013 5.3162 
Ru 6.2002 8.9658 5.2508 
Ru 4.9455 7.1118 3.9781 




Ru 5.5681 5.8587 8.2310 
Ru 6.7617 7.7800 7.8967 
Ru 7.2155 4.6577 7.2062 
Ru 8.4081 6.5797 6.8727 
Ru 4.4929 6.1816 6.0704 
Ru 5.6563 8.0603 5.7386 
Ru 6.1029 5.0065 5.0651 
Ru 7.2650 6.8851 4.7337 
Ru 3.3416 6.4774 3.9489 
Ru 4.5291 8.4005 3.6029 
Ru 4.9877 5.2756 2.9174 




Ru 0.0000 0.0000 0.2729 




Ru 5.6319 4.7793 5.5969 
Pt 4.3175 5.9653 6.9784 




Ru 5.2403 5.0492 4.9055 
Pt 6.9474 4.1909 6.3793 
Pt 6.7331 6.7165 6.0140 










Ru 5.3836 5.6156 5.8430 
Pt 5.5742 3.7373 7.2650 
Pt 7.2555 5.8504 7.1479 
Pt 7.6567 8.1365 6.2324 




Ru 7.5323 6.1663 5.8534 
Pt 6.4455 6.6990 8.0209 
Pt 8.9162 6.3917 7.7634 
Pt 4.0744 6.8564 7.4926 
Pt 5.1531 6.3133 5.3139 




Ru 6.5422 6.2217 5.7865 
Pt 8.5525 6.0185 7.3124 
Pt 7.0834 8.0989 7.2627 
Pt 6.7901 4.2033 7.1600 
Pt 4.1331 6.4436 5.3610 
Pt 5.5816 8.5074 5.2712 




Ru 7.0944 6.8442 7.5075 
Pt 6.1498 4.5679 7.4112 
Pt 8.7028 5.0016 6.9880 
Pt 3.7894 5.4603 6.9082 
Pt 4.8948 7.7834 6.9050 
Pt 7.1151 9.0732 6.3735 
Pt 5.7966 5.9886 5.2906 




Ru 6.2881 6.8269 5.4648 
Ru 4.9227 5.8553 4.1610 




Ru 5.0512 5.3199 6.2961 
Ru 6.6695 6.4714 5.2748 
Pt 5.8916 7.3431 7.4458 






Ru 5.6909 6.9844 6.5250 
Ru 4.4755 5.5665 5.3347 
Pt 7.2970 5.3289 7.1075 
Pt 5.9472 3.7476 5.7609 




Ru 5.9031 6.3569 7.5686 
Ru 7.4144 5.8257 5.8039 
Pt 7.9871 5.2628 8.1287 
Pt 4.6711 8.3635 7.3376 
Pt 5.1552 6.9527 5.2612 




Ru 5.8413 6.3284 7.1199 
Ru 7.7166 6.5038 5.9968 
Pt 5.7481 4.2727 8.2961 
Pt 4.7146 8.4256 7.0734 
Pt 6.5350 4.2603 5.8418 
Pt 5.6350 7.4493 4.8772 




Ru 5.8038 7.2264 6.9291 
Ru 6.3249 5.0557 6.7435 
Pt 6.1343 8.0584 9.1237 
Pt 7.9851 6.6455 8.0137 
Pt 8.6585 5.3337 5.9138 
Pt 4.2285 7.1588 5.0552 
Pt 4.7526 4.6590 4.9512 




Ru 5.9334 6.6481 6.7473 
Ru 7.1986 5.0274 6.1884 
Ru 5.9292 4.2650 4.6562 












Ru 5.9365 6.0423 7.7349 
Ru 5.6849 7.7155 6.1463 
Ru 6.0760 5.5276 5.4759 
Pt 4.7621 4.0050 6.9172 




Ru 5.4071 5.9136 7.0885 
Ru 6.8095 7.6912 6.4996 
Ru 7.4747 5.4852 6.0917 
Pt 6.5173 3.7802 7.5829 
Pt 4.4975 8.2445 6.9043 




Ru 5.0498 7.3135 6.5221 
Ru 6.8297 5.7286 6.4533 
Ru 4.9904 5.7676 4.9370 
Pt 5.0123 5.6679 8.3476 
Pt 4.9436 3.9038 6.5398 
Pt 7.1981 8.2350 5.7618 




Ru 7.2808 6.8310 8.4013 
Ru 7.8900 6.7883 6.2177 
Ru 6.6488 8.4232 5.6300 
Pt 6.2556 4.7398 8.2421 
Pt 9.6226 7.0665 8.0230 
Pt 6.0089 8.7595 7.9710 
Pt 6.2787 5.1505 5.7059 




Ru 7.1714 5.9404 6.8395 
Ru 5.5954 7.4165 6.3265 
Ru 6.9669 5.0304 4.8255 
Ru 5.4179 6.5333 4.2943 











Ru 6.9982 4.6779 7.2555 
Ru 5.0781 5.4041 6.4184 
Ru 8.1176 6.2200 6.0552 
Ru 6.2060 6.9578 5.2025 
Pt 6.3222 7.2172 7.7668 




Ru 5.7540 6.6930 7.6263 
Ru 5.3520 4.7739 6.6180 
Ru 7.4355 7.0645 6.2462 
Ru 7.0305 5.1465 5.2335 
Pt 7.7587 4.9030 7.8087 
Pt 3.9923 6.7816 5.7782 




Ru 5.0095 6.0737 7.1888 
Ru 6.0111 7.8368 6.3308 
Ru 6.5768 4.7495 6.2905 
Ru 7.5816 6.5118 5.4355 
Pt 6.9408 5.4587 8.6888 
Pt 8.1226 7.5349 7.6799 
Pt 4.4612 5.0571 4.9339 




Ru 5.0060 6.3974 7.5879 
Ru 6.5382 4.8350 7.1902 
Ru 6.2131 7.8619 6.1819 
Ru 7.6944 6.2326 5.8505 
Ru 4.4299 6.6364 5.3485 




Ru 5.2090 6.5366 7.2375 
Ru 7.0236 5.2599 7.2295 
Ru 8.2726 6.7555 5.9050 
Ru 5.0639 6.4212 5.0276 
Ru 6.8725 5.1378 4.9318 
Pt 4.7249 4.0932 6.2868 








Ru 4.8883 5.5530 7.6215 
Ru 6.4900 8.2433 6.6337 
Ru 4.3583 7.4681 6.5850 
Ru 6.8540 7.3347 4.5999 
Ru 4.7203 6.6052 4.5169 
Pt 7.2047 6.2968 7.8018 
Pt 7.6818 5.3017 5.4772 




Ru 7.0738 7.4572 6.8537 
Ru 4.7328 6.9146 6.5281 
Ru 7.6347 5.6078 5.8063 
Ru 5.3189 5.0711 5.4839 
Ru 5.9029 8.2210 4.9686 
Ru 6.4839 6.3785 3.8602 




Ru 6.5719 5.6379 8.1117 
Ru 5.1576 7.3933 7.7901 
Ru 8.0445 6.5538 6.6688 
Ru 6.6395 8.3149 6.3470 
Ru 4.1106 6.3664 6.0480 
Ru 5.5864 7.2873 4.6095 
Pt 5.4298 4.3858 6.4036 




Ru 7.1473 5.9207 8.2868 
Ru 6.3839 7.9426 7.5844 
Ru 5.3534 4.9180 7.3186 
Ru 4.5567 6.9469 6.6744 
Ru 8.3107 5.6952 6.3511 
Ru 7.6036 7.7470 5.6776 
Ru 6.5419 4.6321 5.4028 







Subnanometre clusters (SNCs) are important for understanding larger clusters and nanopar-
ticles, as well as for the growing number of applications of SNCs themselves. However, the
study of SNCs is complicated, due to the importance of finite size quantum mechanical
effects, such as orbital hybridisation, magnetism, and orbital shell closing, giving rise to
physical and chemical properties that do not vary monotonically with size - i.e. “every
atom counts”.
This thesis has presented publications devoted to the fundamental understanding
of the catalytic properties of pure and heteroatomic SNCs, including prediction of their
geometries and electronic structures, exploration of their interactions with metal oxide
surfaces and small ligands, and investigation of surface and ligand effects on their alloying
properties.
A range of SNCs (of varying sizes) have been studied, as detailed in the attached
publications, aided by the growth of computational techniques and computing power.
The stable motifs of the clusters have been searched using a range of local and global
optimisation methodologies, including recently developed genetic algorithm (GA) codes,
coupled with the density functional theory method (DFT), which employ parallel comput-
ing techniques. To explore the evolution of cluster properties as a function of cluster size,
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the effect of dopant metals, variation of oxidation states, and incorporation of substrates,
the GA-DFT approach has proven to be a very useful tool.
In Chapter 3, we have used DFT-based Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm
(BPGA) calculations to locate the GM of binary Au-Pd SNCs, in order to predict their
structural properties. The structures of pure Au clusters are size-dependent, showing 2D
close-packed planar layers for 4-13 and 15 atoms; condensed flattened cage structures for
14 and 16 atoms; and pseudo-spherical hollow cage structures for 17 and 18 atoms. As for
pure Au clusters, there are three generic structure types for pure Pd clusters, represented
by deltahedral motifs for up to 10 atoms; bilayer structures for 11-15 atoms; and filled-
cage structures for 16-18 atoms. For mixed clusters, the structural properties are found
to depend both on cluster size and composition. The Au atoms occupy low-connectivity
sites on the outside of the cluster, whereas Pd atoms tend to aggregate in the core of
the cluster in high-coordination sites. The high mixing tendency of Au and Pd atoms is
evident in the mixing energies except for the 6-atom nanoalloys due to the high stability
of the “magic number” pure Au6 and Pd6 clusters.
The use of DFT has also allowed BPGA to capture the effect of the MgO(100)
surface on the stability and structural behaviour of AuPd SNCs. Significant differences
are observed between the lowest-energy supported and free clusters for some clusters due
to the stabilisation of geometries which maximise the number of the stronger (Pd-O)
bonds and the quenching of electron spin. As for free Au clusters, the GM for supported
Au clusters are found to remain 2D on the MgO(100) surface, and, due to the “metal-on-
top” effect, they lie roughly perpendicular to the surface. The Pd and Pd-rich clusters
are found to be highly influenced by their interaction with the support, showing (3D-
3D) structural alterations or (3D-2D) structural transitions for most of their supported
species. Such effects are very interesting for catalytic applications because they maximize
the exposed surface area. Adsorption calculations also suggest the use of the supported
AuPd clusters in catalytic applications due to their ability to suppress cluster sintering
by anchoring them to the surface via the stronger Pd-O bonds.
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In Chapter 4, a synergy between theory and experiment is successfully employed
to investigate the Pd dopant effects on the stability of mono-cationic Au SNCs and their
reactivity towards CO gas.
The stabilities of the free cationic clusters have been studied by combining molecular
beam experiments with BPGA-DFT calculations. Using DFT-based global optimization,
the putative ground state structures for AuN+ and PdAu(N−1)+ SNCs with N=2-20 are
determined. Magic clusters sizes are detected, by mass spectra and metastable photofrag-
mentation fractions, at N =7 and 9 for the pure clusters and at N=7 and 10 atoms for the
doped clusters. These magic sizes are also captured by the density functional energetics.
A delocalisation of its six s electrons, closing the 2D electronic shell, is found to give an
enhanced stability for both Au7+ and PdAu6+, whereas the closed shell electronic struc-
tures with eight delocalized electrons are exhibited for the 3D Au9+ and PdAu9+ clusters.
The very good correlation, between the experimental stability patterns after photofrag-
mentation and the calculated second difference in energies, suggests greater stability for
odd N (even number of electrons) of AuN+ and for even N (even number of electrons)
of PdAuN−1+ with N ≥10. Such theory/experiment agreement has confirmed that the
global minima located by BPGA-DFT approach are indeed representative of the clusters
obtained by the experiment. The reported photofragmentation channels of monomer and
dimer evaporation show how the closed 5d shell daughter clusters can dominate over the
other species (open shell) due to their relative stability. It is suggested also that if the
produced fragments are magic sizes, the preferential evaporation of the unique Pd atom
can be found, otherwise it is suppressed.
Combining mass spectrometric experiments, IR multiphoton dissociation spectroscopy
and DFT calculations, we have presented a clear insight into the Pd-doping effects on the
reactivity of AuN+, N≤21, clusters towards one and two CO molecules. Based on DFT
calculations, adsorption of CO on these clusters has been proposed to occur on atop (ter-
minal) sites. The effect of Pd-doping is found to be size dependent, with a similar trend
observed for the pure Au and Pd-doped clusters. It was observed that Pd-doped clusters
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exhibit stronger CO binding (enhanced reactivity), even when the CO molecule is not
directly bound to the Pd atom, in agreement with RRKM simulations, though greater
enhancement of binding is observed for CO bound to Pd. The unimolecular dissociation
rates of CO, which are sensitive to the CO binding energy (as well as heat capacities),
have been measured and found to be higher for the larger clusters. The increase in the
dissociation rates is attributed to the reduced heat capacity of the smaller clusters as they
undergo greater heating upon redistribution of the heat of formation of the CO complex.
Upon doping with Pd, reduced dissociation rates are observed for sizes N=4, 5, 8, and 9,
while they are higher for N=7, 10 and N=18-21.
The preferred adsorption site was indicated by the measured IR bands of CO ad-
sorbed species, under high-collision conditions. For pure Au clusters and some Pd-doped
clusters, υCO is around 2165 cm−1, indicating Au-CO binding, while υCO of around 2120
cm−1 indicates Pd-CO binding. The existence of bands for one and two adsorbed CO
molecules at the same position (≈ 2165 cm−1) indicates that the adsorption occurred
on the same type of atom (Au). For PdAu4+(CO)2, we have deduced that the first
CO molecule is adsorbed on Au atom and the second CO is bound to Pd, while in
PdAu6+(CO)2 the first CO molecule is adsorbed on Pd and the second on Au. Excel-
lent agreement has been found between the calculated CO stretching frequencies and
those measured by experiment, concluding that the CO binding site is a Au atom for
PdAuN−1+(CO), N=3-5 and 11, and is the Pd atom for N=6-10. Due to this correlation,
the calculated structures, including the proposed atop sites, are considered to be represen-
tative of the clusters detected in the experiment. For Pd-bound clusters, the red-shifted
values of υCO relative to that of the gas-phase CO molecule (2143 cm−1) confirms clearly
the contribution of Pd dopant in binding with CO. The high red shift (31-60 cm−1), ob-
served for sizes N=6, 8-10, and 12-14 atoms, suggests that π-back-donation dominates
over electrostatic interactions. The uniformly blue-shifted values of υCO (higher than
for free CO) obtained for the pure AuN+(CO) clusters, suggest that the effect of π-back-
donation is minimal, due to the stability of the filled 5d shell, and the repulsive interaction
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between the 5σ HOMO of CO and a filled d orbital of the Au atom dominates.
The recently introduced version of the GA-DFT code, MEGA-DFT, is adapted to
AuCu SNCs in Chapter 5. A computational study of mixed AuCu clusters consisting of
1 to 10 atoms, for all possible compositions, as free and supported on a rigid substrate
of MgO(100) surface, is presented. The key structures for AuCu clusters at N=3-6 atoms
are suggested to be planar. Changes from 2D to 3D configurations are observed in AuN
clusters, N=7-9, when doping more than two Cu atoms. All clusters with N=10 are found
to be 3D, except for the pure and single-Cu-doped clusters. Factors, such as, larger size,
higher electronegativity, and lower surface energy, for Au compared with Cu atoms, can
synergistically contribute to explain the observed interior high-connectivity aggregation of
Cu and the peripheral low-connectivity segregation of Au. Cu@Au core-shell segregation
is, therefore, suggested and confirmed by the highest mixing tendency predicted close or
at the stoichiometric composition, Au:Cu = 1:1.
On the oxide-support, the atop O-site is proposed to be the most favourable adsorp-
tion site. Cu adatoms show a higher tendency (relative to Au adatoms) to be adsorbed
on the surface. The vertical orientation is found to be the preferred configuration for all
adsorbed dimers due to the “metal-on-top” effect. For the adsorbed hetero-atomic dimers,
it is suggested that Au is on top of Cu due to the difference in electronegativity which
leads to Cu-Au electron transfer and thus strengthening the interaction of the positively
charged Cu with the oxide anion. However, owing to the greater “metal-on-top” effect
in Au systems, pure Au dimers exhibit stronger adsorption on the surface than the Cu
dimer. The comparative adsorption energies for all supported dimers show the order:
AuCu< CuCu<AuAu<AuCu (where the bold atom is bound to the oxide interface).
For supported clusters, it has been shown that Cu segregation at the interface is energet-
ically favoured, but some Au atoms are also present at the interface due to the flattening
on the surface for some smaller Au-rich clusters, which also results in more freedom and
flexibility to bond easily with atoms of the surface. The enhanced stability for both
free and supported even-number clusters is observed in the second difference of energy
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and HOMO-LUMO gap calculations. The analysis of the computed electronegativity and
electrophilicity indices have shown that the electrons of Cu and Cu-rich clusters are more
loosely bound than in pure Au and Au-rich clusters of the same size. In the free binary
clusters, Cu-to-Au electron transfer is predicted. For the supported clusters, however,
there is overall MgO-to-cluster electron transfer and the supported binary clusters show
reduced Cu-to-Au electron transfer relative to the free clusters.
Ru-Pt binary nanoalloys have been studied in Chapter 6. The framework of the
BPGA-DFT approach is employed to systematically perform global optimization on the
pure and mixed SNCs ranging from 3 to 8 atoms. The structural properties and energetics
of the clusters are studied. Adjacent aggregation of Ru atoms is predicted at the core of
the clusters, whereas the peripheral dispersion is found for Pt atoms due to the weaker
Pt-Pt bonds. Ru@Pt core-shell structures are, therefore, proposed for such sizes and also
thermodynamically expected for larger clusters. The most favorable mixing is found at
compositions which have approximately 40-50 % Ru atoms.
7.2 Additional Studies
In addition to the results reported in Chapters 3-6, the following two studies have also
been carried out during the course of my PhD studies.
The CO adsorption and mixing properties of Pd-Ir nanoalloys have been studied
[210] at the nanoscale - a copy of a resultant publication is included in the Appendix.
DFT calculations were employed to investigate the properties of 38-atom and 79-atom
truncated octahedral (TO) Pd-Ir nanoalloys. For both the 38-atom and 79-atom systems,
the following stability order was concluded: PdshellIrcore > PdcupIrball > sandwich-Pd >
Janus > sandwich-Ir > ordered ≈ PdballIrcup > PdcoreIrshell. Upon the adsorption with
CO, Ir atoms were predicted to show higher interaction with CO than that of Pd atoms.
A study has been conducted on scandium SNCs [211]. Computational analysis of
the electronic and structural properties of Sc clusters was performed, in an attempt to
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answer the outstanding scientific questions: how do the d electrons interact in the Sc
system and is it more analogous to either an s1 metal (e.g. Na) or an s2p1 metal (e.g.
Al)?. This has involved the determination of how localized or delocalized the electrons
are in these clusters, as a function of charge, spin state and size.
7.3 Outlook
We have shown the significant utility of employing various local and global optimisation
strategies (where possible, combined with complementary experiments) to achieve a good
atomistic understanding of clusters and nanoalloy properties. Such studies can serve as
a foundation for other similar systems, such as larger nanoalloys, ligated clusters, and
clusters deposited on metal oxide surfaces, which may lead to the expansion of varied
novel applications (e.g. few-atom or even single-atom catalysis).
It will be of interest to undertake theoretical studies in the future to support further
research involving cluster beam photodepletion and photodetachment experiments. The
goal of such projects is to explore the dependence of optical properties of subnanometre
metal clusters on size, charge state, and doping. Characteristing the individual roles of
doping and charge on an isoelectronic system of nanoalloys is one of the proposed studies.
AuAg clusters could be employed, as they may be produced in the photofragmentation
beam/mass spectrometry apparatus used for our current studies of similar metal systems.
Sizes up to 20 atoms should be selected as well-studied archetypical ultrasmall clusters,
so direct comparisons to our current theoretical/experimental work can be made. For the
theoretical investigations, GA-DFT global optimisation should be employed for all sizes
of AumAgz(20−m), z = +1, 0,−1, clusters. Refinement using several exchange-correlation
functionals should be conducted to investigate the correlation with experimental findings.
For example, compared with the standard GGA functionals, Minnesota type function-
als have shown better performance in treating high-coordination, compact structures.
Studying the system in the three charge states (+1, 0,−1) is interesting, because charge
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influences the critical cluster size at which the 2D-3D transition occurs - e.g. negative
charge tends to increase the critical size. The high electronegativity which sustains the
negative charge and the tendency towards planarity have been already observed for sim-
ilar metal systems - e.g. CuAu clusters which are studied in the present work, suggest
that any doping by less electronegative metals can induce 3D structures at smaller sizes
(as found also for cationic clusters). By isolating the effects of doping and charge, one
can characterise and understand such structural transitions. Calculating the ionisation
potentials for the differently charged species, the electronic behaviour can be screened
and compared with photoelectron spectroscopy measurements.
We have already performed preliminary studies on AuFe clusters, focussing on de-
signing improved catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation, based on nanoscale and sub-nanometre
metal clusters. Atomistic modeling based on DFT calculations are employed to struc-
turally distinguish the active catalytic motifs of the AuFe@TiO2 (110) system. This in-
cludes tuning the dimensions of the metal cluster (i.e. from nanoscale to sub-nanometre)
and the dimensionality (from 3D to 2D or even 1D). Such non-isoelectronic doping of
Fe atoms into Au clusters leads to changes in the structures and dimensionality of the
clusters. Quantum effects can also be studied, for example the effect of spin and the elec-
tronic decomposition of the orbitals, which can give insight into the factors influencing
size-dependent trends.
The extension of the energy landscape analysis to larger nanoalloys is a further
research direction. Studying the evolution of the size and doping of the clusters, and
mapping their consequent energy landscapes, enable the quantification of the growth of
complexity. The rearrangement pathways of the mixed metal clusters, which can be
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DFT study of the structure, chemical ordering and
molecular adsorption of Pd–Ir nanoalloys†
Tian-E Fan, ab Ilker Demiroglu,b Heider A. Hussein,bc Tun-Dong Liu*a and
Roy L. Johnston *b
The structures and surface adsorption sites of Pd–Ir nanoalloys are crucial to the understanding of their
catalytic performance because they can affect the activity and selectivity of nanocatalysts. In this article,
density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed on bare Pd–Ir nanoalloys to systematically
explore their stability and chemical ordering properties, before studying the adsorption of CO on the
nanoalloys. First, the structural stability of 38-atom and 79-atom truncated octahedral (TO) Pd–Ir
nanoalloys are investigated. Then the adsorption properties and preferred adsorption sites of CO on
38-atom Pd–Ir nanoalloys are considered. The PdshellIrcore structure, which has the lowest energy of all
the considered isomers, exhibits the highest structural stability, while the PdcoreIrshell configuration is the
least stable. In addition, the adsorption strength of CO on Ir atoms is found to be greater than on Pd for
Pd–Ir nanoclusters. The preferred adsorption sites of CO on pure Pd and Ir clusters are in agreement
with calculations and experiments on extended Pd and Ir surfaces. In addition, d-band center and charge
effects on CO adsorption strength on Pd–Ir nanoalloys are analyzed by comparison with pure clusters.
The study provides a valuable theoretical insight into catalytically active Pd–Ir nanoalloys.
1. Introduction
Nanosized clusters or nanoparticles are new materials, which
differ from individual atoms and bulk materials; showing
unique chemical and physical properties.1 Metal nanoclusters
are of interest as catalysts due to their high surface–volume ratio
and high proportion of low-coordinated active sites.2 Among
metallic nanoclusters, palladium–iridium (Pd–Ir) nanoalloys
have been considered as important catalysts in a number of
chemical and physical applications.3–8 For example, Pd–Ir
nanoalloys act as catalysts for a range of organic reactions,
including olefin hydrogenation and tetralin hydro-conversion
through selective ring opening.9 They are also applied in the
preferential oxidation of CO for the elimination of impurities in
H2 production.
10 Palladium (Pd) is regarded as one of the best
catalysts, owing to its excellent reactivity and stability, being the
only bulk metal that can form a hydride phase at ambient
temperature and pressure.11 Pd–Ir is a demixing system in the
bulk, exhibiting miscibility gaps with relatively high critical
temperatures,12,13 but miscibility is enhanced at the nanoscale.7,9
Nanoalloying Pd and Ir not only enhances the catalytic activity,
due to the synergistic effect of atomic configuration and
electronic structures of the component metals, but also
improves the selectivity of catalysts.14
For Pd–Ir nanoalloys, their (geometric and electronic) structures
are crucial to the understanding of their catalytic performances
because the activity and selectivity are closely associated with
structure. The catalytic performance also depends on composition,
surface segregation and chemical ordering, and these charac-
teristics of alloyed NPs can be controlled to tune their optical,
electrical, and catalytic properties.15–17 Moreover, both theory
and experiment show that the binding of ligands can change
the chemical ordering and the structures of nanoalloys.18–20
The surface sites and the bonding of adsorbates under reaction
conditions can also affect the surface structure and change the
activity and the selectivity of nanocatalysts. Surface segregation
of Pd has been reported to occur in the presence of reactive
gases such as CO and O2,
21,22 and the binding of CO molecules
is commonly used as a probe to identify the nature of metal
surface adsorption sites.23,24 Pd–Ir nanoalloys are often used as
catalysts in the preferential oxidation of CO (PROX).8,10
The Pd–Ir system has rarely been studied computationally,25–29
and relatively few catalytic studies have been devoted to Pd–Ir
nanoalloys.9,27,30 In this study, the structure and chemical
ordering of bare and CO-adsorbed Pd–Ir nanoalloys have been
investigated theoretically by using density functional theory
(DFT). The mixing energy and the effect of CO adsorption on
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Pd–Ir nanoalloys have been considered. Since the d-band
model31 is particularly important for understanding metal–
adsorbate bond formation and trends in reactivity, the
d-band center is calculated to analyze the adsorption strength
caused by metal–adsorbate interaction. This article is struc-
tured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the calculation
methods. Section 3 presents the calculated results, discussion
and comparison with available experimental results for bare
Pd–Ir and CO-adsorbed Pd–Ir nanoalloys. The main conclu-
sions are summarized in the fourth section.
2. Methodology
2.1 Model
In our atomistic calculation, the (fcc packing) truncated octa-
hedron (TO) having six {100} and eight {111} facets, has been
chosen as the nanoparticle model to study 38-atom and 79-
atom Pd–Ir nanoalloys (Fig. 1). The TO structure is frequently
adopted in theoretical and experimental studies,32,33 because of
its high symmetry (Oh) and it being a fragment of a face-centered
cubic crystal (fcc). The sizes of 38 and 79 atoms have been selected
to describe the trend of structural stability for Pd–Ir nanoalloys
with different compositions and configurations, which enables
predictions for larger experimental fcc-based nanoparticles.
Binary nanoalloys present increasing structural complexity
compared with unary nanoclusters because the two components
can have variable compositions and exhibit various chemical
ordering patterns.14 For example, there are ordered, Janus, ball–
cup, core–shell, sandwich structures and so on in nanoalloys,34
some structures are shown in Fig. 2. Here, the preferred position
for a single Pd or Ir dopant in 38-atom and 79-atom nanoclusters
is first investigated, considering the unique positions for single-
atom substitutions. These dopant sites are shown in Fig. 1 for
the 79-atom TO.
For other compositions, we have constructed several configura-
tions for 38-atom and 79-atom Pd–Ir nanoalloys. The configura-
tions studied for 38-TO are shown in Fig. 2. The ball–cup structures
are generated by embedding (but not completely covering) one
type of atom in the other.35 The Janus alloy particle is formed
by dividing the TO structure into discrete Pt and Ir regions,
sharing a single (approximately) planar interface. The cluster
Janus-Pd19Ir19 has a perfect half Pd and half Ir structure.
Ordered structures are created by alternating Pd and Ir layers
in the (100) or (111) directions and by occupying different fcc
crystal positions with Pd or Ir. The core–shell structures have a
core of one metal, completely surrounded by a shell of the other
metal. Sandwich structures have a layer of one metal, sand-
wiched by layers of the other metal. In addition, to compare
relative stabilities of different clusters with the same composi-
tions, we also build the hex and centroid structures. For
example, hex-Pd32Ir6 has 6 Ir atoms forming a hexagonal ring
surrounding one of the (111) facets of TO38, while centroid-
Pd32Ir6 has 6 Ir atoms occupying the centres of 6 (111) facets of
TO, in a D3d symmetry arrangement.
For molecular adsorption studies, the CO molecule has been
chosen for adsorption on TO 38-atom Pd–Ir nanoalloys. The
possible adsorption sites on the surface of TO-shaped nano-
particles are grouped into eight symmetry-inequivalent sites, as
shown in Fig. 3. The sites include both (111) and (100) facets. 1
and 2 are the atop sites, on the center of the (111) facet and the
edge atom between (111) and (100) facets, respectively. 3, 4 and
5 are bridge sites, respectively on the (111) facet, between the
(111) and (100) facets, and between two (111) facets. 6 and 7 are
(fcc) and (hcp) hollow sites on the (111) facet, 8 is the hollow
site on the (100) facet. Calculations are performed by placing a
single CO molecule at each of these sites and carrying out local
DFT minimization.
2.2 DFT calculations
In this study, all calculations are performed using the DFT
method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP) code.36 The interaction between valence elec-
trons and ionic cores is described by the projector augmented
wave (PAW) method.37,38 The generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) is employed within the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) parameterization for the exchange–correlation energy
functional.39 All the calculations are spin-polarized, and the
valence electrons are treated explicitly. To avoid spurious
periodic interactions, the bare clusters are placed into a suffi-
ciently large supercell to ensure B10 Å separation by vacuum.
All calculated clusters are locally geometrical optimized at the
DFT level, where all cluster atoms, are relaxed until the forces
on the atoms are lower than 0.01 eV Å1, and the electronic
ground states are determined by requiring a total energy
convergence of 106 eV. In order to test the correctness of our
computational methodology (VASP/PBE), a comparison of cal-
culated and experimental lattice parameters (a), cohesive ener-
gies (Ec) and bulk modulus (B) for bulk fcc Pd and Ir has been
made. As shown in the ESI,† the experimental and calculated
values are in good agreement.
2.3 Energies
For the stability comparison of Pd–Ir nanoalloys with different
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energy term (D) is calculated using:40
D ¼ Etot PdmIrnð Þ m
Etot Pdmþnð Þ
mþ n  n
Etot Irmþnð Þ
mþ n (1)
where Etot(PdmIrn) denotes the total energy of PdmIrn nano-
alloys, Etot(Pdm+n) and Etot(Irm+n) are the energies of pure Pd and
Ir clusters with the same size (m + n) as PdmIrn. m and n are the
number of atoms of metal Pd and Ir, respectively. A negative
value of mixing energy (D) means an energy decrease after
mixing and therefore favorable mixing, whereas positive values
indicate a demixing tendency.




mEPd þ nEIr  E PdmIrnð Þ½  (2)
where m and n are the numbers of Pd and Ir atoms, EPd and EIr
are the electronic energies of a single Pd or Ir atom. N is the
total number of atoms, N = m + n.
The adsorption energy of a CO molecule on Pd–Ir clusters is
calculated as the difference between the total energies of the
combined system and separated ones, which is expressed by:
Eads = Etot(combined)  Etot(cluster)  Etot(adsorbate) (3)
where Etot(combined) is the total energy of CO adsorbed on the
Pd–Ir cluster, Etot(cluster) is the energy of the locally-minimized
bare Pd–Ir cluster and Etot(adsorbate) is the energy of an
isolated CO molecule.
To compare the properties of alloyed clusters and pure






where r is the d-band density, E is the d-band energy, rdE is
the number of states. The dcenter values are calculated only for
the (111) facets of the clusters, to allow a comparison between
alloyed and pure clusters.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Bare Pd–Ir nanoalloys
First, to investigate the site preference for Pd and Ir dopants
in the TO Pd–Ir nanoalloys, we calculate the mixing energy of
Pd–Ir nanoalloys with only one dopant atom. The results are
listed in Table 1. For the 38-TO cluster, a single Ir dopant in the
Pd cluster preferentially occupies a core site (having the most
negative D value), but it is most unfavourable in the corner
(with largest positive D). Conversely, the most favourable
Fig. 2 38-TO Pd–Ir nanoalloys with different compositions and configurations. In this (and later figures) Pd atoms are shown in blue and Ir atoms in purple.
Fig. 3 The eight unique sites for CO molecular adsorption on the surface
of 38-atom TO Pd–Ir nanoalloys.
Table 1 Mixing energies (D/eV) of single dopants in 38-atom and 79-
atom TO clusters. In each case, the preferred (most negative D) sites are
indicated in bold and the least stable (most positive D) sites in italics
Position Pd37Ir1 Pd1Ir37 Pd78Ir1 Pd1Ir78
Core 0.412 1.170 0.181 1.596
Facet 0.055 0.318 0.216 0.292
Corner 0.449 0.088 0.803 0.348
Edge — — 0.453 0.225
Sub1 — — 0.069 0.682
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position for a Pd dopant is the corner site, and it is demixing in
the core site. The results (in terms of most and least stable sites)
for 79-TO are the same as for 38-TO. The stability order for a
single Ir dopant in 79-TO Pd clusters is core 4 subsurface 4
facet 4 edge 4 corner. On the contrary, for a Pd dopant, the
stability order is corner 4 edge 4 facet 4 subsurface 4 core,
only the corner position has negative mixing energy, which is
similar to the Pd dopant in TO-38 Pd–Ir nanoalloys.
The observed dopant site preferences are in agreement with
the higher cohesive energy of Ir (6.93 eV) than Pd (3.94 eV);42
the fact that the metal–metal bond strengths are in the order
Ir–Ir 4 Ir–Pd 4 Pd–Pd;43 and the lower (111) surface energy of
Pd (0.824 eV per atom) compared to Ir (1.225 eV per atom).44
The relative structural stabilities of Pd–Ir nanoalloys is
determined by calculating the mixing energies for different
compositions and configurations, as shown in Fig. 4 and 5. Fig. 4
describes the variation of mixing energies of 38-atom Pd–Ir
nanoalloys with increasing Ir composition. From this figure,
one can see that the PdshellIrcore structure is the most stable
configuration of all the isomers considered (having the most
negative) mixing energy, because the Pd atoms on the surface
are beneficial to lowering the total energy of Pd–Ir nanoalloys.
This is consistent with the results for single dopants in Pd–Ir
clusters, since Ir atoms preferentially occupy core sites. Conver-
sely, the PdcoreIrshell isomer is the least stable structure, which is
also consistent with the site preference of Pd doping, which is
unfavourable in core sites. In addition, for different chemical
orderings of Pd–Ir nanoalloys with the same composition, taking
hex-Pd32Ir6, centroid-Pd32Ir6 and core–shell-Pd32Ir6 nanoalloys as
examples, one can see the mixing energy (D) of hex 4 centroid 4
core–shell structures, which means for the same compositions,
the stability of core–shell 4 centroid 4 hex. Similarly, the
stability of Janus-Pd19Ir19 is higher than that of ordered-
Pd19Ir19, because of the much higher strength of the Ir–Ir bonds.
Fig. 4 Mixing energy of 38-TO Pd–Ir nanoalloys with different compositions and configurations. Different colours represent different configurations.
Fig. 5 Comparison of mixing energy per atom for 38-TO and 79-TO Pd–Ir nanoalloys with different compositions and configurations. Different colors
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Moreover, for the Janus-type configurations with different
compositions, Ir-rich clusters are most stable among all con-
sidered compositions. For ordered-structures, the Pd-rich
cluster has the lowest mixing energy (0.176 eV) among all
ordered structures. Interestingly, for both sandwich-type and
ball–cup-type arrangements, the slightly Ir-rich structures have
lowest mixing energies with mixing energies of 1.904 eV and
1.525 eV, respectively.
To investigate the structural stability of Pd–Ir nanoalloys
with different compositions and configurations, we calculate
the mixing energies per atom of 38-atom and 79-atom Pd–Ir
alloys with increasing Ir composition. As shown in Fig. 5, the
stability trend found for 38-TO also applies for 79-TO Pd–Ir
nanoclusters. The same configurations of 38-atom and 79-atom
Pd–Ir clusters are grouped in the coloured ellipses. Interest-
ingly, for the core–shell group, one can see that the mixing
energies of the core–shell structures and the corresponding
pure clusters form a straight line for both PdshellIrcore and
PdcoreIrshell. Since Ir atoms prefer to occupy core sites, when
the core sites of the PdshellIrcore structure are gradually replaced
by Pd atoms, the mixing energy of the core–shell structure
increases, until D = 0 eV for the pure Pd clusters. To distinguish
the stability of sandwich structures sandwiched by Pd atoms
or Ir atoms, we divide them into sandwich-Pd structures (Pd
sandwiching Ir) and sandwich-Ir ones (Ir sandwiching Pd). The
general stability order for both 38-atom and 79-atom Pd–Ir
nanoalloys is PdshellIrcore 4 PdcupIrball 4 sandwich-Pd 4
Janus 4 sandwich-Ir 4 ordered E PdballIrcup 4 PdcoreIrshell.
Although the mixing energies of the sandwich-type and
Janus-type structures range from positive to negative values with
increasing Ir proportion, the other arrangements either have all
positive or all negative D values, indicating the consistency of the
mixing or demixing tendency of a given configuration.
To further measure the stability of Pd–Ir clusters with
different compositions and configurations, we calculate the
average binding energy of alloy Pd–Ir clusters, as shown in
Fig. 6. It can be clearly observed that the average binding
energies of Pd–Ir clusters increase as the proportion of Ir
becomes larger, because Ir–Ir and Pd–Ir bonds are stronger
than Pd–Pd bonds. From this figure, we can obtain the
stability order of Pd–Ir clusters: PdcoreIrshell 4 sandwich-Pd 4
PdcupIrball 4 ordered 4 PdballIrcup 4 PdcoreIrshell. By comparing
the results of the average binding energy and mixing energy
calculations, only the order of the ball–cup and sandwich con-
figurations are reversed.
3.2 CO adsorption
To investigate the best adsorption site of a CO molecule on TO
38-atom Pd–Ir nanoalloys and the effect of alloying on CO
adsorption strength, we compare the adsorption energies (Eads)
of CO on several alloying configurations with pure Pd38 and Ir38
TO clusters in eight surface adsorption sites, as shown in
Table 2. As a representative for alloyed clusters, core–shell
(Pd32Ir6 and Pd6Ir32) and Janus (Pd19Ir19–Pd and Pd19Ir19–Ir)
clusters are selected.
For the pure Pd cluster, the preferred position for adsorption
of the CO molecule is site 6 (the fcc-hollow on the (111) facet),
which has the most negative adsorption energy 2.12 eV,
followed by the bridge site between two (111) facets (site 5,
2.11 eV). This agrees with a previous study showing that fcc
and hcp hollow sites are the favoured sites for CO on the
extended Pd(111) surface, and the bridge site is the second
most stable.45 Our calculations of CO adsorption on extended
Pd(111), Pd(100), Ir(111) and Ir(100) surfaces, also show
that hollow sites are preferred on Pd(111) surfaces with Eads =
2.05 eV and 2.07 eV for fcc hollow and hcp hollow sites,
respectively, as shown in Table 3. For the Pd(100) surface, the
bridge-adsorption site is energetically most favourable for
CO adsorption, in agreement with CO previous study.46 The
adsorption on the bridge site on the (111) facet (site 3) of
the pure Pd cluster also has a reported adsorption energy of
2.12 eV, since CO adsorption on the (111)-bridge is unstable
Fig. 6 The average binding energy per atom for 38-TO and 79-TO Pd–Ir nanoalloys with different compositions and configurations. Different colors
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(the site is not a local minimum), and the CO molecule relaxes
to a neighbouring fcc-hollow (site 6).
For the pure Ir38 cluster, the atop site on the edge (site 2) is
found to be the favoured position, followed by the atop site in
the centre of the (111) facet. This result agrees with the
extended Ir surface calculations listed in Table 3, where the
atop sites are found to be preferred on both the Ir(111) and
Ir(100) surfaces. In previous computational and experimental
studies of CO on Ir surfaces, the atop site was reported to be the
most favourable site for CO on Ir(111) and Ir(100) surfaces.47,48
It is worth noting that on the pure Ir cluster, the CO molecule in
hollow sites (the (111)-fcc-hollow, (111)-hcp-hollow and (100)-
fourfold-hollow) all relax to neighbouring bridge positions
(site 4 or site 5), probably because the corner atoms of the
(111) facet have lower coordination numbers and bind CO more
strongly. CO binding on the pure Ir cluster is significantly
stronger (with more negative Eads values) than on the pure Pd
cluster for all adsorption sites. Comparing the adsorption
energies for the most strongly binding sites for Ir38 and Pd38,
Eads is 0.46 eV lower for Ir38 than Pd38.
Moving to Pd–Ir nanoalloys, for the core–shell type, the
fcc-hollow position (site 6) of CO on the PdshellIrcore (Pd32Ir6)
cluster is found to be the preferred site, as for the pure Pd
cluster, followed by the bridge position between two (111) facets
(site 5). The adsorption strength of CO on the PdshellIrcore
cluster is lower than on the pure Pd cluster, for all sites except
the atop sites. For the PdcoreIrshell (Pd6Ir32) cluster, the edge
atop site (site 2) is found to be the most favourable, as for the
pure Ir cluster. For almost all sites, the adsorption strength of
CO on PdcoreIrshell is stronger than on the pure Ir cluster, except
for those sites where CO relaxes to other sites. The difference in
the adsorption energies for the best sites on the PdcoreIrshell and
PdshellIrcore clusters is greater (0.70 eV) than for the pure metal
clusters (0.46 eV), reflecting the strengthening of Ir–CO and
weakening of Pd–CO binding on going from the pure to the
core–shell clusters.
For Janus structures (Pd19Ir19), the underlying Pd or Ir layers
again affect the adsorption strength of CO on the other metal,
but in a less straightforward way than for the core–shell clusters.
As seen in Table 2, the adsorption energies of CO on Janus-Pd
(i.e. the Pd part of the Janus cluster) are generally more negative
(indicating stronger Pd–CO binding). The bridge site between
the (111) and (100) facets is the preferred site for CO on Janus-Pd
(site 4), different from the pure Pd cluster and PdshellIrcore
cluster, which favour the fcc-hollow (site 6), though the differ-
ence in Eads is only 0.01 eV. The adsorption energies on Janus-Ir
(i.e. the Ir part of the Janus cluster) are generally more negative
(indicating stronger Ir–CO binding) than for the pure Ir cluster.
The strongest binding site (more negative adsorption energy) is
the centre-atop position (site 1), in contrast to the pure Ir and
PdcoreIrshell clusters, which favour the edge-atop position (site 2).
Again, the adsorption of CO on Ir is significantly greater than on
Pd, with a difference in Eads of the favoured sites of 0.58 eV (i.e.
intermediate between that for pure and core–shell clusters).
From Table 2, we see that the fcc hollow site (site 6) is
energetically the most favorable position for CO adsorption on
Pd, except for the Janus-Pd cluster, while the atop site on the
edge (site 2) is found to be the most favorable site for Ir, except
the Janus-Ir cluster. Therefore, for comparison of the adsorp-
tion strength of CO for several alloying configurations and the
pure clusters, we select several Pd–Ir configurations with CO
adsorption on sites 2 and 6 as representatives, as shown in
Fig. 7. Comparing the pure clusters with core–shell and Janus
nanoalloys, we observe that the adsorption strength on one
particular metal (Pd or Ir) is affected by the presence of the
other metal, whether it is in direct contact with the adsorbing
metal atom or not.
For CO adsorption on Pd, the situation is complex. Due to
the presence of Ir atoms, the CO adsorption strength on the
PdshellIrcore cluster decreases (Eads becomes less negative) while
on the Janus-Pd cluster the adsorption strength is greater (more
negative Eads) compared to pure Pd38. For CO adsorption on
Ir, CO molecules adsorbed on the fcc hollow site (site 6)
relax to other positions, but the adsorption strength on both
PdcoreIrshell and Janus-Ir clusters still increases compared to
pure Ir38, indicating a positive effect of the underlying Pd
atoms. Comparing these results with previous studies of CO
adsorption on Au–Rh nanoalloys,45 the strengthening of Ir–CO
Table 2 Adsorption energy (Eads/eV) of CO molecule adsorption on 38-atom Pd–Ir nanoalloys. The best site for each structure (the most negative Eads)
is shown in bold and sites from which the CO relaxes to an alternative site are shown in italics
Site Pure Pd PdshellIrcore Janus-Pd Janus-Ir PdcoreIrshell Pure Ir
1 (centre-atop) 1.31 1.51 1.49 2.75 2.60 2.47
2 (edge-atop) 1.64 1.67 1.69 2.59 2.75 2.58
3 (111-bridge) 2.12 1.82 2.16 1.99 2.06 1.96
4 (111–100 bridge) 1.95 1.92 2.17 2.32 2.37 2.45
5 (111–111 bridge) 2.11 2.03 2.01 2.28 2.41 2.25
6 (fcc-hollow) 2.12 2.05 2.16 2.75 2.06 2.24
7 (hcp-hollow) 2.02 1.97 2.14 1.99 2.06 2.44
8 (fourfold-hollow) 1.96 1.75 2.16 2.41 2.37 2.45
Table 3 Adsorption energy (Eads/eV) of CO adsorbed on extended Pd
and Ir surfaces. The best CO adsorption site for each surface is shown
in bold. ‘‘—’’ means there are no four-fold/three-fold hollow sites on the
111/100 extended surfaces
Site Pd(111) Pd(100) Ir(111) Ir(100)
Atop 1.43 1.51 1.99 2.28
Bridge 2.04 1.94 1.65 2.12
fcc/hcp-hollow 2.05/2.07 — 1.59/1.67 —
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binding in the presence of Pd and the weakening of Pd–CO
binding in the presence of Ir as seen for the PdshellIrcore cluster,
could be attributed to a mechanical (strain) effect, whereby
(as the metal–metal bond strengths are in the order Ir–Ir 4
Ir–Pd 4 Pd–Pd) underlying Ir atoms impose greater rigidity to
the Pd atoms, decreasing the Pd–CO binding. Conversely,
underlying Pd atoms reduce the rigidity of the Ir atoms,
allowing stronger Ir–CO binding. However, this argument
doesn’t apply for all binding sites, and, in particular, does
not apply to Janus-Pd, where the presence of Ir leads to an
increase in Pd–CO binding strength (more negative Eads).
Therefore, electronic effects must also be investigated.
3.3 Alloying effect on adsorption strength
To further investigate trends in the adsorption strength of CO
molecular adsorption on pure clusters and Pd–Ir nanoalloys, we
calculate the d-band centers of several Pd–Ir configurations.
Fig. 8, shows the relationship between CO adsorption energies
and the d-band centers of the clusters. According to the
definition of the d-band model, an upshift in the d-band center
(less negative value) is expected to correspond to stronger CO
adsorption strength (more negative Eads). For adsorption of CO
on Pd, it follows the relationship of d-band center and adsorp-
tion strength by comparing the d-band centers of PdshellIrcore
and Janus-Pd clusters with pure Pd38. Since we can clearly
observe a significant downshift in the d-band centre for
PdshellIrcore and a small upshift for Janus-Pd, which corre-
sponds to weaker CO adsorption on PdshellIrcore and stronger
adsorption on Janus-Pd, compared to Pd38.
For CO adsorption on Ir, we observe an upshift of the d-band
centers for both Janus-Ir and PdcoreIrshell clusters, when com-
pared with pure Ir38, for both sites, though the upshift for
Fig. 7 Adsorption energies and structures of CO on edge-atop (site 2) and fcc hollow (site 6) sites for 38-atom TO pure Pd and Ir cluster and core–shell
and Janus Pd–Ir nanoalloys.
Fig. 8 Plot of d-band center against adsorption energy (Eads) for CO molecular adsorption on Pd–Ir nanoalloys. Different shapes represent different configurations.
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Janus-Ir is small. This follows the change of adsorption
strength, since the adsorption of CO on Ir is stronger (more
negative Eads) for all alloy configurations on site 2 compared to
pure Ir38, consistent with the prediction of the d-band model.
However, for CO adsorption on site 6, the Ir-rich clusters do not
always follow the trend of d-band center and adsorption
strength, because CO adsorption on site 6 of Ir-rich clusters
is unstable, CO moving to other sites. Fig. 8 also shows that the
adsorption strength on site 6 is stronger than on site 2 for
Pd–CO binding, while for Ir–CO binding, the adsorption
strength on site 2 is not always better than on site 6 since CO
on hollow sites is generally not stable, relaxing to neighboring
sites (e.g. bridging sites), as can be seen in Fig. 7.
To analyze the charge effect on the adsorption strength of
alloy clusters relative to their corresponding pure clusters, we
calculate the charges on the (111) layer of bare clusters and
charge transfer between clusters and the CO adsorbate. These,
along with the d-band centers and the metal–CO and C–O distances
are shown in Table 4. The Pd layer charges for PdshellIrcore and
Janus-Pd clusters are more positive than for the pure Pd cluster due
to the effect of alloying with Ir. Conversely, the Ir layer charges
become less positive when alloyed with Pd, though the electro-
negativity of Ir is equal to Pd (having the value 2.20). Meanwhile,
the charge transferred from Janus-Ir and PdcoreIrshell clusters CO
adsorbed on site 2 is more negative than for the pure Ir cluster.
Perhaps, as Ir has fewer d electrons than Pd, this leads to d electron
transfer from Pd to Ir.
4. Conclusions
The mixing properties of bare Pd–Ir clusters, the adsorption
effect and preferred adsorption sites of the CO molecule on
38-atom Pd–Ir nanoclusters have been investigated theoreti-
cally using DFT methods. In agreement with the lower surface
and cohesive energy of Pd than Ir, the calculations show
that PdshellIrcore clusters are the most stable structures and
PdcupIrball clusters are the second most stable, with negative
mixing energies for all considered isomers, while PdcoreIrshell is
the highest energy configuration, with large positive mixing
energies. These results are also consistent with the site pre-
ference for Pd and Ir dopants in the TO Pd–Ir nanoalloys. The
general stability order for both 38-atom and 79-atom Pd–Ir
nanoclusters is PdshellIrcore 4 PdcupIrball 4 sandwich-Pd 4
Janus 4 sandwich-Ir 4 ordered E PdballIrcup 4 PdcoreIrshell.
Moreover, the Ir atoms exhibit significantly stronger adsorption
of CO molecules than Pd atoms. The preferred binding site of
CO on the pure Pd cluster is the fcc-hollow on the (111) facet,
while the atop site on the edge atom between (111) and (100)
facets is found to be the most favorable position for CO on the
pure Ir cluster. These results agree with the favored binding
sites for CO on extended Pd and Ir surfaces. In addition, the
d-band center of the pure and nanoalloy clusters has been
calculated to understand the adsorption strength of CO mole-
cules on different clusters. Adsorption strength is found to
follow the position of the d-band center in most, but not all
cases. Charge effects have also been studied, correlating with the
increase or decrease of adsorption strength, but the possible role
of mechanical (strain) effects remains to be determined.
In future studies, we will investigate the effect of oxide
supports (such as Al2O3) on the structures and stabilities of
Pd–Ir nanoalloys and on the adsorption of CO and other
molecules, as well as reactions between adsorbed molecules.
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Table 1. Detailed comparison of the lattice constant, cohesive energy, and bulk modulus for bulk 
Pd (fcc) and Ir (fcc) with experimental and theoretical data.
This method Reference (PBE) Experiment
Pd 3.940 3.95[3] 3.88[1]Lattice parameter 
(Å) Ir 3.872 3.89[5] 3.84[6]
Pd 3.743 3.63[3] 3.89[2]Cohesive energy 
(eV/atom) Ir 7.351 8.96[5] 6.94[2]
Pd 168.96 166[4] 181[2]Bulk modulu
 (GPa) Ir 345.78 340[5] 355[7]
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